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Around · t h e Campfire
- - - - - - - - - - ---- - --- - - -

by Dave Foreman

The Pleistocene-Holocene Event:
Forty Thousand Years of Extinction

I N 1996, 1500 LEAD ING SCIENTISTS F HOl\I 80 COUNTR IES P UBLI SH ED A

comprehe ns ive report on extinction : .

During the past 400 years, some 486 animal and 654 plant species are

recorded as having gone extinct...a rate about 1,000 times greater than the

[average] rate ofextinction.

Moreover, they noted:

No biologist has documented the extinction ofa continental species ofplant

or animal caused by non-human agencies.. . . 1

Th e first extinc tions caused by the European Age of Exploration occurred about

four hundred years ago (1600 AD). Spain, Portugal, France, England, Holland, and

othe r European countries were discovering contine nts and islands to the farthest cor

ners of the world. Today's mass extinc tion event began with European explora tion,

exploita tion, and colonization-s-or so the argument goes .

But does this common bel ief hold up under scrutiny? Just as it is hard to focus

on something righ t before your nose, so is it difficult to clearly see your age in histo

ry-much less in geology. To bri ng such a fuzzy view into sharpness, we must step

ba ck a tad. Drawing ba ck also allows us to pu t the object of our gaze in to a larger

scene. By being so close to the modem horror of extinc tion, we hold a fuzzy view

thus we see today's extinc tion cris is beginning in 1600. If, however, we refocus to see

a wider slice of time, we ken a truer picture of extinc tion.

continues on page 2

1. Stolzenburg, William, "Extinction For The Record," Nature Con.<ervanq May/June 1996 , p. 6.
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Around the Campfire continued

The Hawaiian Islands are a poster child for extinctions caused by European

contact-between 18 and 30 species of endemic birds have become extinct in the

last 200 years.? But recent research by avian paleontologists Helen James and

Storrs Olson of the Smithsonian Institution shows that most bird extinctions in

Hawaii did not occur after Captain Cook became the first European to visit in 1778,

but after the first Polynesians arrived in 400 AD. Their researc h has "un earthed at

least 50 previously unknown species of birds which went extinct" before Cook,

including a close relative of the bald eagle, an accipiter hawk, three species of long

legged owls, four flightless geese, three flightless ibises, and 15 Hawaiian honey

creepers (a group unique to Hawaiij.'

If we shake off today's blinders and ponder carefully the historical, biological,

and fossil records, we must conclude tha t the current extinction crisis did not begin

only 400 years ago, and it has not been caused solely by colonial and then indus

trial European empires. Today's extinction crisis-the end of the Pleistocene, in

Michael Soule's words- has been going on for 40,000 years, and, though caused by

humans, it is not only modern, European society that has wreaked ecological havoc.

Indeed, it has only been in the last few decades that industrial civilization has

rivaled Stone Age cultures in the number of species exterminated. Ever since mod

ern humans began to spread into hitherto unoccupied parts of the world beginning

some time before 40,000 years ago, a single mass extinction has been underway,

During these forty millennia, human beings have wrought a revolution in the

divers ity of l ife. Duke University's John Terborgh, who, along with Soule, was

It has only been in the last few decades that industrial civilization

to spread into hitherto unoccupied parts of the world beginning

selected by Audubon magazine as one of the 100 greatest conservationi sts of the

cent ury, has looked at the loss of big animals in North America and concludes,

That we should live in a world without megafauna is an extreme aberra

tion. It is a condition that has not existed for the last 250 million years of

evolutionary history... .

To add perspective to the above, let us reflect on thefact that the entire

eastern halfoftheNorth American continent south ofthe North Woodssup

ports only one ungulate, the white-tailed deer.. .eastern North America is

unique: all other continental ma mmal assemblages include a number of

ungulates, frequently a half-dozen species or mores

2. Pimm, Stuart L., Gareth J. Ru ss ell , J ohn L. Gittlem an , and Th om as M. Brook s , "Th e Future of Biodiversity,"

Science Vol. 269 , 21 July 1995, p. 34S.

3. Haupt, Lyanda, " Fea thers and Fossi ls: Hawaii an Ex tinctions a nd Mod em Con serv at ion ," Wild Earth. Spring

1996, pp . 44-49.

4. Terborgh, John, "Top-down or Bott om-up, What Does It Matt e r?" unpubl ished dr aft in au thor's fil es. Large

a n imals or megafauna ar e 100 pounds (45 kg) or larger .
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has rivaled Stone Age cultures in the number of species ex terminated. Ever since modern humans began

some time before 40,000 years ago, a single mass extinction has been underway.

But even a half-dozen species of large ungulates is not nor

mal. I spent three weeks in southern Africa in 1998. Traveling

through an area smaller than the eastern United States, I saw 22

species of ungulates, out of a total number of 42.5 Eastern North

America is truly an empty landscape.

Even western North America has a pitifully small number of

large mammals: there are only nine species of large native ungu

lates in the western United States and northern Mexico. It has

only recently been so. Eleven thousand years ago, what is now

the western United States and northern Mexico provided habitat

for at least 31 species of large ungulates, includ ing five species

of mammoths and mastodons. While today the area has five

species of large carnivores (counting the very rare and largely

absent grizzly bear, gray wolf, and jaguar), 1l,OOO years ago there

were ten large carn ivores spread across the lands cape," The

extinction of 23 species of large ungulates and five species of

large carnivores was caused by the arrival of a skilled hunting

culture of modem humans across the Bering Land Bridge."

The sixth great extinction should properly be called the Pleis

tocene-Holocene Extinction or the P-H Event, just as the one 65

million years ago(best knownfor the extinction of dinosaurs) is prop

erly called the K-T Event or the Cretaceous-Tertiary Extinction.

5. Stuart, Chris and TIlde, Field Guide To The MammaL.ofSouthern Africa (Struik Publishers Ltd., Cape Town, South Africa. 1995). However, I saw wildlife only in protected areas in
Africa. Outside such places, the land is more barren of wil d animals than is the United States. With exploding human populations . African wildlife is crowded into increasingly
smaller and more isolated reserves.

6. Martin, Paul S. and David A. Burney. "Bring Back the Elep hants!" Wild Earth Spring 1999 , p. 58.
7. The ultimately convincing case that these extinctions were caused by humans is made by University of Washington paleontologist Peter Ward in The Call of Distant Mommoths:

Why the Ice Age MammaL.Disappeared [Springer-Verlang, New York, 1997).
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Homo sapiens sapiens evolved in Africa over 100,000 years

ago, ,but, until about 40,000 years ago, we were still "just glori

fied chimpanzees ," according to Jared Diamond.f Then came

"The Great Leap Forward." Sudd enly, with the appeara nce of

Cro-Magnons in Spain and France, our tool kit became more

sophisticated and innovative, and we became very effec tive

hunt ers of big game.? The P-H Event is the consequence of this

Great Leap Forward and of our spreading out into new lands, or,

in the words of British scientist Richard Owen 140 years ago, of

the "spectral appeara nce of mankind on a limited tract of land

not before inhabi ted."10

We can see the Sixth Great Extinction occurring in three

waves, eac h caused by new groups of humans, armed with new

techn ologies, conquering new lands. The First Wave, the

Conquest by Modern Humans, began before 40,000 years ago

The Ivory-billed Woodpecker,
a casualty of the Second Wave.

when skilled big-game hunters first

entered lands where fully modern

human s had not previously existed.

It continued until 200 years ago as

Stone Age farmers settled unpeopled

islands in the Pacific and Indian

Oceans. The Seco nd Wave, the

Conquest by Europeans, began in

1500 and ended around 1970 as

Europea n colonial and later industri

al civilization spread over the world.

The Third Wave, the Conquest by

Overpopulation and Globalization,

began about 1970 as human popula

tion exploded and new techn ologies

and business practices tied the world into one exponentially

expanding agro-techno-economy,

In the First Wave, extinctions were caused by hunting,

fire-setting, agricultural clearing, and introductions of dogs,

rats, pigs, goats, and diseases into areas that had not previous

ly experienced them. The victims were primarily large mam

mals, birds, and rep tiles on continents and islands, and small

birds on islands.

. The Second Wave was caused by hunt ing with guns; large

sca le fishing and whaling; massive habitat des truc tion by agri

culture, forestry, and domestic livestock grazing; river damming

and diversion; introduction of exotic predators, browsers, graz

ers , parasites, ' and diseases; and later by industrial pollution.

Islands lost birds, giant tortoises, and small mammals. On con

tinents, some birds, fish, and large mammals have been driven

8. Diamond. Jared , The Third Chimpanzee: The Eiolution and Future of the Human Animal (Harpe rCollins, New York, 1992), p. 364 . The Third Chimpan.:ee is the most valuab le
book for understanding the human animal.

9. Ibid., p. 47 . Diamond believes that the evolution of the voice box to allow complex language and, therefore, culture caused the Grea t Leap Forward.
10. Grayson. Donald K., " Nineteenth-Century Explanations of Pleistocene Extinctions: A Review and Analysis" in Mart in, Paul S. and Richard G. Klein, eds., Quatemary

Extinctions: A Prehistoric Revolution (The University of Arizona Press, Tucson. 1984). p. 28 . Grayson's chapter in Quatemary"Extinctions is an excellent summary of how
scientists came to accep t the rea lit)' of past extinction. pp. 5-39.
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into extinction, but many more species of birds, freshwater fi ~l,

and large mammals have had their numbers drastically reduced

to the point that their survival is shaky. In the oceans, many sea

mammal s, turtles, shellfish, and fish have been so wastefully

exploited that their populations are mere shadows of what they

were 500 years ago.

The Third Wave has ju st begun. Its age nts of extinction are

those of the First and Second Waves---overexploitation, habit at

destru ction, introduction of exotic spec ies, disease, and pollu

tion. However, three factors determin e the degree of human

impact: 1) our spectral app earance in previously unp eopled

land s; 2) our population density; and 3) our level of technolo gy.

Human population has exploded from abou t 10 million peop le

10,000 years ago to over six billion today. With those six billion,

a globalized agro-techno-economy has sp read over the whole

Earth. Because of population and globalization, we now storm

into the last wild, remote places with an unqu enchable hunger

for whatever resources are in them and with the technological

abi lity to se ize those resources-whether oil, or a patch of rain

forest to slash and burn, whether great schools of fish or bush

meat. Thu s, we now threaten eueryt hing-s-ucnu the last megafau

na to plants to insects to coral reef organisms.

In 40,000 years, modem humans have conquered Earth in

three phases, with devastatin g consequences for the rest of life.

- D A V E FO HEl\IAN

This column is condensed from my book-still-in-progress, The

War on Nature.

..........-- -- ---.~---------------

SUMMARY .OF. T.HE B-H EVENI E, ·J I,N:C ir I O rN S-· -. "" .
- ... -,-- --- -
The First Wave - Human Expansion: 40,000 BP to 200 BP (1800 AD)l1

Europe and Northern Asia: 40 ,000 BP to 13,000 BP12 - Megafauna , including Neandertals.

Austra lia and New Guinea: 40 ,000 BP to 25,000 BP-- Large marsupials: 13 genera (86.4%) and at least 38 species.

Also large reptiles (inclu ding a 24-foot-long mon itor lizard) and large birds.

North and South America: 11,000 BP to 10,000 BP - Large mammals: 33 genera in North America (73.3 %) and 46

genera in South America (79.6%).

Caribbean Islands: 7,000 BP to 3,000 BP - Giant ground sloths, monkeys, and tortoises. 80 % of all land mammals.

Mediterranean Islands: 5,000 BP - Dwarf megafaun a, including elephants.

Wran gell Island (Siberian Arctic): 3,500 BP - Msmmoths. ' )

Pacific Islands: 3,000 BP to 200 BP (1800 AD) - Around 2,000 bird species, or about 15 % of all birds on Earth.

New Zealand : 1,000 BP to 200 BP (1800 AD) - At least 12 species ofgiant moas and other large birds, including the

world 's largest eagle .

Ma dagascar: 1,000 to 200 BP (1800 AD) - At least six species of elephant birds, two giant land tortoises, 12 species

of large lemurs (one was almos t as big as a gorilla), a puma-sized mongoose, and others.

The Second Wave - European Expansion: 500 BP (1500 AD) to 30 BP (1970 AD)

Islands - Giant tortoises, birds, mammals. 36 species of mammals on Caribbean Islands; 33 species of birds on Indian

Ocean islands .

Oceans - Steller 's sea cow. Steep population declines of man y species of marine mammals and fish.

Continents - 19 species of mammals in Australia. Many freshwater fish and mollusks. Steep population declines of

remaining megafa una.

The Third Wave - Globalization: 1970 to 2100 AD

Many species in all taxa, everywhere, are imperiled.

I I. BP means before present. To convert BP dates to BC dates, s imply subtract 2,000 years. To convert to AD, sub tract from 2000 AD.
12. The earl iest date for each area roughly corre sponds to the arrival of modem humans.
13. Yes, you've translated this date correc tly to 1500 Be. Mammoths still lived after pyramids had been built in Egypt.
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I read a lot of books and get

a lot of magazines about wilderness

preservation . You peopl e make the

most sen se. You are the most far-sight

ed. You have the most sweeping vision .

1\1 AU R E E N Me CON N ELL

Cambridge, Massachusetts

I was interested to see

your selection for the back page (fall

1999) "Spec ies Spotli ght"-Tuberous

Indi an Plantain (Cacalia tuberosa)

and to read that this prairie spec ies is

now "sadly diminished ," Threat en ed

in Wisconsin , and so forth .

'However, it may not be the

only spec ies in this genus in troubl e.

Newcomb's Wildflower Guide includes

three northeastern Cacalia , without

status comments. But, by 1989, the

"Chec klist of the Plants of New Jersey,"

by Karl And erson (a superb and active

field botani st) lists these same three

spec ies as "Historic ," "Extirpated,"

and " Extirpated," respectively.

Although none of these were

consid ered exac tly "common" in the

Northeast , b ear in mind that they

were not "prairie spec ialists," either.

Perh ap s other factors are at play here?

GUY TUDOR

Forest Hills, New York

6 WILD EARTH WI NTER 1 999 / 200 0

In just over half a century,

we have not improved upon Aldo

Leopold 's wildern ess thought, althou gh

Ed Abb ey awaken ed our passion-and

our outrage. In the fall 1999 issue of

WE, Terry Tempest Williams, writing

with a great deal of heart, thought, and

soul as she reflected on Leopold's lega

cy, recall s to us those sterling charac ter

values-wisdom , courage, and humili

ty-needed to carry on the fight for

wildern ess.

One place we can carry on that

fight is by getting solidly behind the

North ern Rocki es Ecos ystem

Prot ection Act (NREPA) , which has a

Republican sponsor and approximate

ly 79 congress ional co-sponsors .

NREPA [H.R. 488] would put on the

ground the kind of big wildern ess and

connectivity that we are right now

merely talking ab out. Passing NREPA

would be a landmark event, akin to

the Alask a Lands Act signed into law

by Presid ent Cart er. It would begin to

implement the Y2Y vision and actual

ly do something to prot ect the griz by

connecting Yellowston e grizzly habitat

with north ern Montana and Idaho

habit at. NREPA would honor Aldo

Leopold's legacy.

Quit e frankly, I would like to see

stronger support for NREPA from the

conservation community. There should

be fierce lobbying for NREPA; we

should be writing letters to the editor,

hasslin g our politi cal representatives

mercilessly, flooding them with letters

and e-mails. It is time we show this

kind of courage ; it is time we fight for'

NREPA (or some equally meaningful

alternative) and get it passed. As

Cactu s Ed says, "Sentiment without

ac tion is the ruin of the soul."

CARL D. ESBJORNSON

Bozeman, Moruana

As a wildlife scientist
who is conce rned with accurate

descriptions of nature, Thomas L.
Fleischner's essay (summ er 1999) was

both a welcome surprise and a plea

sure to read . I agree with his main the

sis, that we must somehow reconnect

literary and sc ientific nature writin g,

but I would have appreciated a more

robu st conclusion to his provoc ative

essay, as well as a critical appraisa l of

contemporary works of natural history.

My main argument with curre nt

natural history writing is the striking

lack of diversity that it displays, both

in auth orship and content. The same

names seem to appear again and again

on bookshel ves and in periodicals,

hawking the sa me recycled wares that

are poor shadows of inspired writings

once produced by thes e very authors.

Equally troubl esome is the num

ber of natural history titles produ ced

by authors who have literary and not

sc ientific backgrounds. I ca n qui ckly

list a dozen popul ar natural history

writers, none of whom are sc ientists. I

am able to recall only two widely read

natural history writers who possess rig

orous sc ientific training. Why the

paucity of writers with sc ience back

grounds (or those who are acti vely

engaged in 'sc ientific investigation s)?

I suggest that those who are inter-



ested in the protection and apprecia

tion of nature need to demand the

same diversity in the written environ

ment that they call for in natural ones.

I do not think that we should stop with

Gary Snyder's admonishment for a

community of writers who are both

"nature and place literate." Rather, we

should insist that this community be

subject to the same sort of predation

(for lack of a better term) that other lit

erary and scientific communities regu

larly allow in their ranks: continual

critical appraisal of publi shed work,

even if this appraisal ruthlessly dis

sects texts written by popular authors.

We need to recognize shoddy work as

such, and, as readers and fellow writ

ers of natural history, we need to create

forums where works of natural history

are discussed in ways other than the

appre ciative book review and where

unpublished authors rece ive the oppor

tunity to have their work read and eval

uated. We must be as dedicated to the

idea of thoughtful, original, and diverse

natural history writing as we are to the

idea of wilderness, even if this means

stepping on a few cherished toes.

A.J. KROLL

Las Cruces, New Mexico
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~Waiting

Out

Winter

POETRY

A butterfly remained alight

On tattered trails of color wher e

Du sk drove it into night.

F.ruit s shriveled. S te ms fell bare.

Now trees are b'ut in silence blo wn.

They stand unflesh ed and still and gra y,

Scratch against a sky like stone.

Bark is bon e. The rest , decay.

A se as on follo ws this

Is dormant in the air-

On the thread that k eeps the chrysalis.

And where renewal hib ernates

No loss is g re a t . I'll me et you there.

-Matth ew Orr

Clear and cold as ca ts' eyes

Idaho nights w ring all obscurity

from th e skies:

obsidian , ice-lighr, half a moon.

Bear 's had a belly-full

go ne cold and st uporous 

hears only hi s own dreams.

Smells sow, sweet apples , old meat.

Across the darked v alle y

dogs in barnyards cu rl sm ug, sec ure

-hounds that sh out w ith half

their hearts .

Coyotes who maimed them w ith escape ,

stop th eir songs-listen stiff-legged

for th e heartbeats of mi ce.

A thumbnail deep

from breastbone to ba ckbone ,

they huddle in tunnels of hoarfrost ,

s till, in the wea k blue light.

Small m eals at the edge of a galaxy.

-Bill Yake
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A Wilderness View

The Vision Thing l

Should we actually glimpse the ancient glory or hear the song of the wilderness, cities

with their conf usion become quiet, speed and turmoil are slowed to the pace ofthe

seasons, and tensions are replaced with calm.

I vividly remember thefi rst time I heard the haunt ing music. It was on the shore of

Lake Michigan at the end of a broken pier where a translucent pool shone among the

rocks. Seagulls wheeled and cried above me. Waves crashed against the pier and I was

alone in a wild and lovely place, part of the wind and water and all the sounds, colors,

andf eeling of the natural world I had fou nd. That day I entered into a life of

indescribable beauty and delight .. . .

Another time, at the headwaters ofa little creek Ifound a spring pool surrounded by

great trees, yellow birch, white pine, and hemlock. I lay on a shelfoflichen-covered rock

above it, looking down into the deep clear water. A school of brook trout lay near the

bottom, f anning theirfins as they fa ced theflowf rom above. When I tossed a cone onto

the surface they rose as one and the pool came alive with their splashing. Then I heard

the singing clearly, for here was a bit ofprimitive America, untouched and unseen.

-Sigurd F.0) son'

~
8'-"-'''--'-'= -.1

While calendarial milestones may be largely meaningless, the

close of a decade, century, or even millennium- is a convenient

cognitive hook on which to hang a tale--or construc t a vision of

the future. Certainly such landmarks can be culturally useful, providing

an impetus for reflection and speculation. Or, in the wrong hands, they

can be an excuse to engage in journalistic cliche. In recent months, the

popular media has produced a flood of "greatest this or that" lists: "The

100 Greatest of the 20th Centu ry," "50 Most Influential _

of the Decade," and so on.

At Wild Earth , we've studiously avoided such list-making-although

it was hard to resist the prospect of inviting sytematists to vote for the

"Least Apprecia ted Taxa 'of the 1990s" or asking entomologists to help

compile a "Best Bugs of the Millennium: Arthropods that Changed the

World ." But we could not resist marking the end of the 20th century, a

1. A del ightfully ine legant phrase, borrowed with grateful acknowledgement from President George Bush. (The first and only one,

let us hope.)
2. From the prologue to Sigurd F. Dlson's TJ71derness Days; 1972; New York: Knopf.
3. Please, no sco lding leiters. I know that by some reckonings a full year remains before the current millennium is kaput. As the

spring of 200 1 corresponds with Wild Earth'w ten-year anniversary, we'll defer to Stephen Jay Gould's opinion on this question

and celebrate the millennial change next year.
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period notable for its extraordinary violence, both among human

societies and between humanity and the rest of our living kin ,

with a look ahead.

The first step in preventing the premature demise of the

Cenozoic Era , and ushering in the Age of Ecology, to use Paul

Shepard's phrase, is to imagine it. Conservationists are, by

nature, dreamers. From George Perkin s Marsh to Julia Butterfly,

the long sweep of American conservation history has been writ

ten by indi viduals who placed community above self-interest,

who worked to reverse the tide of ecological destruction;

Common to all conservation heroes, both cele brated and anony

mous, is an ability to envision alterna tive futures-to see beyond

the day's political "reality" and strive for something better.

One of those dreamers , rightfully celebrated, was Sigurd F.

Olson (1899-1982).4 Born at the close of the 19th century, Sig

spent decad es fightin g to protect America 's threatened wild

places, part icularly his beloved Quetico-Superior bound ary

waters wilderness. A biologist by tra inin g (who studied und er

legend ary ecologist Victor Shelford), he worked variously as a

ca noe guide, biology teacher, college administrator, conserva

tion consultant, and author. His man y books, beginning with

The Singing Wilderness in 1956 , popularized the cause of

wilderness preservation generally, and help ed develop a nation

al constituency for protectin g the Quetico-Superior lake coun

try, spec ifically. That body of wildern ess lovers and ca noeis ts

continues to grow to this day.5 Always, always, he was an inde

fat igable wilderness advocate.

Writing to become a member of the newly formed

Wilderness Society in 1935 , Olson wrote: "Please enroll me as a

member who has never learned to compromise when the question

of wilderness has come up." Over half a century later, he had not

learned to soften or moderate his view when the wilderness val

ues he cherished were at stake. Shortly before his death , when

questioned about his vision for future mana gement of the

Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, he replied that restri c

tions on non-conforming, motorized use "s hould be continued

unt il it is pure wilderness-no motorboats or snowmobiles.. . ."

In this issue of Wild Earth, north ern forest preservationist

Jami e Sayen [And I Will Be Heard] considers precisel y this

type of uncompromising advocacy. Drawing lessons from the

radi cal wing of the slavery abolition movement , he cons ide rs

wheth er an unwaverin g, moral ist stance may advance the cause

of conse rv/ation bett er than appeasement and political acoom

modat ion. Other visiona ries herein include nati ve. rights and

environmental activist Win ona LaDuke [The Seventh

Generati on], who ar ti.cula tes the need for an ecologica l amend

mentto the US Constitution; sus tainability doyenn e Donell a

Meadows [Chicken Little, Cassandra, and the Real Wolf], who

thinks about different ways to think about the futur e; and pro

fessors Deborah and Frank Popper [The Buffalo Commons],

who describ e how an apt metaphor can help shape a region's

eco logica l and cultura l destin y. Conservation biologist Michael

Soule concl udes and anchors this theme coverage with an

overview of The Wildl ands Project vision-the recovery of wild

Nature across the continent as network s of peopl e protect net

works of wildla nds.

That vision , as we've often noted , is a compelling idea for a

world out of balan ce, and is necessaril y broad both in space and

time. Taking the long view, Dave Foreman [Around the

Campfire] notes that modern humans have been in the extinc

tion busin ess for 40 millennia or more. It would be hubris, and

typical anthropoce ntric shortsightedness, to ass ume that the

process of ecological recovery on a continental scale might be

qui ckly achi eved . Even while benefiting from the ass istance of

21st century wilderness advocates, conservation biologists, and

ecological restorat ionists, Nature's retum to robust health-as

ecologica l and evolutionary processes reassert themselves

across the land scape-is the the work of decades, ce ntmies,

and even millenni a.

Elsewhere in this issue are art icles on invertebrate and

large ca rnivore conservation, a summ ary of a rese rve design for

the Klamath-Siski you ecoregion, furth er cons ide ration of an

omnibus [Big Wild] wildern ess legislati on stra tegy, and an

analysis of the perceived wilderness values embodied in the

Arctic National Wildli fe Refuge.

In sum, this Wild Earth acknowledges historical lessons,

considers CUITent debates and evolving strategies within the

conse rvation movement , and endeavors to anticipate-and help

shape-emerging trend s in biodiversity preservation policy and

activism. May the 21st century be someday recognized as a

watershed in human affairs, when a legacy of extinction was

turn ed as ide and an era of restoration and reciprocity between

our spec ies and the rest of living Nature commenced.

-TO~I BUTLER

4. I am indebted to Curt Meine for alerting me to the centennial ann iversary of Sigurd Olson's birth . In recognition of that anniversary, the Friends of the Boundary Waters
Wilderness, in collabora tion with The Wilderness Society, have produced a superb new publication celebrating Sig's life and work, with art icles by T.H. Watkins, Paul Gruchow,
Becky Rom, and others . Call or write the Friends for a copy (1313 Fifth SI., SE, Suite 329, Minneapolis, MN 554 14; 612-379 -38.35).

5 . To honor Sigurd Olson's legacy, join the tenacious and effective Friends of the Boundary " 'aters Wilderness. or send a financial con trib ution to help underwrite lour favorite
regional wilderness group's defense of a great American treasure.
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Abolitionism & Preservationism in Our Time

by Jami e Sayen

n 1988, the region's conservation community was unprepared when a million '

acres of land in northern New England fo rmerly belonging to Diamond

International were sold. Mainst ream groups, more concerned about

political collaboration with the timber industry than with protecting the region 's battered

forests, attacked and marginal ized those of us who called f or wildernessprotection f or the

Diamond lands.

Several environmental groups in Maine collaborated with the timber industry to

def eat a citizen-initiated ref erendum to ban clearcutting in Maine 's industrial for est in

1996. During this period, the Northern Forest All iance, a consortium of more than 30

conservation organizations working in New England, supported legislation that would

have given the timber indust ry billions of dollars in tax breaks without requiring it to

reform. its for estry practices.

In 1997, the Northern Forest All iance defined "Wildlands" as: ''A mosaic ofwilder

ness and managed forests." The Alliance has not been f orthcoming when asked "How

much wilderness?"]

Blockbuster sales of paper company lands in northern New England have occurred

with regularity since 1988. In 1998-1999 nearly f our million acres in Maine alone

one-fifth of the state-were sold. Despite Maine 's paucity of public land (only 5% of the

state is in public ownership, roughly 1% is designated Wilderness), the region's establish

ment conservation groups still refuse to call f or wildernessprotection f or a substantial por

tion of these lands. "Wilderness" seems to have disappeared from their vocabulary.

Similar stories ofappeasement, compromise, accommodation, and f ailure to protect

ecologicalintegritv can be cited in many other regions of the United Stat es. Social change

movements face such internal conflicts when entrenched power tries to co-opt them.

Fundamental social change occurs only when its agents refuse to play the insiders'

game. Consider the abolition ofslavery.

I. Wildlands: A Consercation Strategy f or the Northern Forest, A Proposal by the Northern Forest Alliance, February 1997.
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William lloyd Garrison, circa1879

photo of checkerboard c1earcuts (Maine Wood s) by Michael Kell et

that many object to the severity ofmy language;

but is there not causefor severity? I will be as

harsh as truth, and as uncompromising as

justice. . .urge me not to use moderation in a cause

like the present. . ..1 am in eamest- I will not

equivocate- I will not excuse- I will not retreat

la single inch-AND I WILL BE HEARD.

WILL IAM LLOYD GARRI SON ,

inaugural editorial in The Liberator, January 1, 1831
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he summe r of 1846 was a

bu sy time for Henry David

Thoreau. It was the midpoint of

his two-year stay on Walden Pond. He

was hard at work on the first of eight

drafts of lValden . On July 23 or 24, he was

jailed for his refusal to pay a poll tax-his

protest against the Mexican War, then

being waged to extend slavery into new .

territory. His cele bra ted essay "Civil

Disobedience" grew out of this experi 

ence. On August 1 he helped organize an abolitionist gathering

to commemorate the anniversary of the emancipation of slaves

in the West Indies.

A month later, he set out on his first trip into the Maine

wilderness. Climbing Mt. Katahdin he experienced the raw indif

ference of Nature, which was "not bound to be kind to man."

Humanity, he realized, was a part of Nature, not lord over it.

That summer, Thoreau's two great interests in life-the

individual's relat ionship to society and humanity's relationship

with Nature-converged . His lifelong effort to answer the ques

tion "How should I live?" became a celebration of wildness.

Katahdin challenged him to search for the laws, the limits, and

the rhythms of Nature. In a letter written in 1848, he exalted:

"What Nature is to the mind , she is also to the body. As she

feeds my imagination , she will feed my body."2

The laws of Nature govem humans as well. Thoreau noted in

his joumal: ' 'This world is not a place for him who does not dis

cov~r its laws."3 In his first book, A Week on the Concord and

Merrimack Rivers, composed during his sojoum at Walden, he

wrote: " . . .though Nature's laws are more immutable than any

despot's yet to our daily life they rarely seem rigid, but permit us to .

relax with license in summer weather."4Nature's laws teach us lim

its that liberate us fromthe folly of self-absorption and materialism.

If we seek to understand Nature's laws, leam her limits, and

let our imaginations run wild within those confines, we achieve

a freedom unatt ainable through merely political channels . To

Thoreau , "wild" meant "se lf-willed"--<Jr free. ''The most alive,"

he sang in his essay ''The Wild," "is the wildest.. . .[A]ll good

things are wild and free."5 .

But Thoreau could not be truly free while others were

enslaved. The quest for inner freedom led him into the natu ral

world. The quest for personal freedom

made him an abolitionist, a conductor on

the Underground Railroad, and an ardent

defend er of John Brown.

Thoreau recognized that slavery and

Nature abuse grew out of the same "e thi

cal myopia"6 that has characterized much

of Ameri can history. The economic ethic

that countenanced slavery turned our

forests, rivers, and wildlife into commodi

ties. In Ameri ca's quest for material pros

perit y, bla ck humans and wild ecosystems were simply

resources to be appropriated for economic advantage.

Aff1uence in America has been underwritten by the degra

dat ion of people and wild Natu re." Puritans sold Native

American s into slavery during and after King Philip's War in

1675-1676. Slave labor cleared away the wilderness of the

South. Southern affluence-at least for the plantation owners

was made possible by the use of slaves.

To Thoreau and the abolitionists, slavery was not an eco

nomic issue: it was a moral crisis. Institutionalized slavery

denied the moral standing of black humans. Southern apologists

for slavery as well as some of its critics, includ ing Thomas

Jefferson, denied that blacks were fully human, entitled to the

ina lienabl e rights Jefferson celebra ted in the Declaration of

Independ ence. Slaves were property; slavery was a system of

force that protected the "property rights" of slave owners. If we

listen carefully today, we will hear very similar arguments from

timberland owners, polluting industries, and land developers

regarding the moral standing of non-human Nature. In both

instances, economic self-interest defines the limits of moral

standing; slavery and ecological degradation have been defend

ed as necessary for economic survival.

IN1830, THE ISSUE OF SLAVERY WAS VIEW ED AS A MATTER

for individua l states to address, much the way forest manage

ment practices are today. Massachusetts had abolished slavery

in the 1780s, and most northern states had done so during the

early years of the new republi c. In the South, slavery was a

source of great anguish among many slave owners. Jefferson

wanted to liberate his slaves, but could not afford to. Others

viewed it as a necessary evil. Most opponents to slavery sup-

2. Robert D. Richardson, Jr., Henry Daiid Thoreau: A lif e of /he Mind, r986, Berkeley: University of California Press, p. 188 .
3. Ibid., p. 184.
4. Ibid., p. 158.
5. Charles R. Anderson, ed., Thoreau. Vrswn: The Major &SO)" 1973, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc., pp. r45,r49. The essay is alternately called "The Wild" and "Walking"

and sometimes a combination of both. Sometimes the essay is split in half; the first half is "The \1;'ild,~ the second section is "'Walking."The edition I cite treatsthe essay as a single piece.
6. Roderick Nash, The Rights ofNature:A History of Entironmetual Ethics, 1989, Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, p. 211.
7. Ibid.. p. 201.
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ported sc hemes for the gradual emancipa tion of slaves or the

reco loniza tion of freed bla cks to Africa. These reformers were

unwilling to confront the slave owners, or to assert the right of

the fed eral govern ment to abolish slavery, fearful the South

would secede from the Union .

But, the eco nomics of slavery, like the economics of indus- .

trial forestry, transcend ed regional boundaries; the market

forces in play were global. The Coloni al-era slave trad e se nt

English cal ico and linen , wrought iron, brass, and gunpowder to

West Africa in exchange for slaves who were transported to the

Indi es and Americas. Cotton, suga r, and tobacco from the

colonies were se nt to England. The 19th century New England

textile industry reli ed on slave-grown cotton transported in

Yank ee ships.

In 1830, only one-third of southe rn households owned

slaves, but three-quarters of the slaves were on plantations that

owned more than 20 slaves . By 1860, only a qu arter of southern

households owned slaves, and the wealthies t plantations owned

the large majority. The South's eco nomic elite controlled a vas t

acc umulation of hum an "capital," and exercised grea t power

over the non-sla ve-own ing whites through economic domination

and by fostering a culture of xenophobia and racism.

In 1831 , William Lloyd Garri son, an obscure 25- year-old

print er, began publi cation of The Liberator, an anti-slavery pap er

that he would publish for 35 years. He had recentl y served time

in a Balt imore jail for publish ing an attac k on a Massachu setts

shipowner for engaging in the illegal slave trade. He threw down

the gauntlet in his inaugural ed itorial on January 1, 1831: " I am

in earnes t- I will not equivoca te-I will not exc use-I will not

retreat a single inch-AND I WILL BE HEARD."

Slav e owners had long lived in dread of an insurrection. A

blood y revolt had occ urred in Haiti three decades earlier. Late

in 1831 , Nat Turn er led a slave revolt in Virginia. Although

Turn er was bet rayed before he could mount the full- scale revolt

he had planned , his rebellion mortified the South. In the after

math , the South suppressed furth er debate over slavery. Without

such debate, southerners lived in a fant asy world that ca used

them to beli eve they could win the Civil War and survive on a

one-crop economy based on slavery.

Garrison und erstood the role of free and open debate in

exposing untruth and injustice. In 1830, he realized that the

grea test obstacle to the eradication of slavery was the conspiracy

of silence on the subject. South erners naturally did not want to

examine it too carefully, and northern ers were unwilling to risk

the Union by encouraging divisive debate. Garrison believed that

people in free states had a "righteous dut y" to break that silence,

to arti culate the ca use of the slaves. "Let us begin to talk, " he

wrote; "and depend upon it, something noble will be done-and

not till then ."8 In breaking the genteel silence on slavery,

Garri son and the other rad ical abo litionists were able to frame

the terms of the debate. It was a moral issue, not merely an eco

nomic or polit ical question, or a maller of chari ty, It was si mply

wrong to den y political rights to other hum an bei ngs.

Garri son's editorials were intentionall y confrontational. He

baited the slavers. He used the slavers' rhetori c aga inst them, lib

erally quoting southern hothead s in the pages of The Liberator.

. He attac ked the gradualists and colonizers as appeasers of evil.

He quot ed an En glish Quaker, Elizabeth Heyrich , who said grad

ualism was the "very masterpi ece of satanic policy." When crit

ics charged that immediate emancipa tion was inexpedient ,

Garriso n shot back: ' 'The ques tion of expedie nce has noth ing to

do with that of right."? Many reformers desired to abolish the

evils of slavery without challenging the legitimacy of the institu

tion itself. Garri son scorned such acco mmoda tionism.

The agitation of the early radi cal abolitioni sts in the 1830s

contributed to the South's slide deeper into tyranny. South

Carolina Senator John Calh oun moved to silence debate over

slavery in Congress. By 1836 Congress had imposed a gag rule

on anti-slavery petitions. The pol itical parti es-the Jackson ian

Democrats and the Whi gs (led by slave-owner Hen ry Clay}-had

no interest in debating slavery because it would antagonize their

southern supporters and und ermin e their efforts to build a

national coalition to win the presidency. The problem of slavery

would be solved by denial. Criti cs of indu stri al forestry and

preservationi sts unabl e to get a friendly word for wildern ess out

of today's politicians und erstand this head-in-the-sand approac h.

In response to Garri sonian abolitionism, the South began to

assert that slavery was morally right, eve n humane. As the years

'wore on, the South grew more demanding on the national political

front, push ing for the ann exation of Texas, the War with Mexico,

the Fugitive Slave Law, and the expans ion of slave ry into Kansas,

Neb raska, and other territo ries. As the abolitionists intensified

their attacks upon the slavers , the southern defense of slavery and

states' rights becam e increasingl y irrational and violent , culmi

natin g in the assault of a Massachusetts sena tor by a South

Carolina congressman on the floor of the US Senate in 1856.

8. Henry Mayer, All on Fire: lVdliam lloyd Garmon and theAbolition ojS/a..,ry, 1998. New York: St. Martin's Press , pp. 64, 75. Garrison was but one of many ded icated abolitioni sts

who persisted in the cause for decades. He is singled out here because he is an archetype of the uncompromising activist. I do not wish in any way to ignore or diminish the contributions
of the thousands of other abolitionists-black and white, male and female--whose work was esse ntial to ending human slavery in the United Slates .

9. Ibid., pp. 70, 72.
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Anti-slavery interests lost the vote to admit Texas to state

hood in 1845; despi te the defeat, Garrison celebrated the power

of open deba te to advance a moral revolution when authority and

comfort able eli tes suppressed independent t hought. "We have

too little, ins tead of too much dissent among us," he concluded .10

While the South tum ed to censorship (and placed a bounty on

Carrison's head), well-to-do northem whites, who fancied them

selves potential abolition supporters, advised him to soften his pro

nouncements before they would contribute to TIle liberator.

Accommodationists worried that Ganison's attacks would make

the fate of slaves worse and undermine their efforts to engage the

South in meaningful dialogue. Carrison turned a deaf ear. Efforts

to censor him provoked this retort: "Tell me not that an evil is cured

by coveti ng it up . . .that if nothing be said, more will be done." ll

Agitatio n was the grea t political counterweight to the

nationa l conspiracy of silence on slavery from 1836 through the

president ial elec tion of 1856. Wend ell Phillips declared in

1852: "Only by unint ennitted agitation ca n a people be kept

sufficiently awake not to let liberty be smothere d in materi al

prosperit y.... Republics exist only on the tenure of being con

stantly agitated." Joshua Giddings, a_nother an ti-slavery leader,

declared: "Agitation is necessary to purify the political atmos

phere of this nation ."12 Fonner slave Frederick Douglass stated

bluntly: "Power conce des noth ing without a demand."

Open debate within the abolitionist movement generated

constant friction about fundamental goals and tactics. In the late

1830s, the movemen t split over the issue of retuming liberated

slaves to Africa. America was deeply racist, and many aboli

tionists viewed blacks as inferio rs who could never live in har

mony with whites in Ameri ca. They proposed grad ual emanci

pa tion and deportation to Africa. Moderate abolitionis ts, who

viewed themselves as much more politica lly realistic than the

Carrisonians, support er] this pla n. Carri son snorted tha t these

people supported the "gradual abolition of wi ckedness.t' t-

Around 1840, another split developed in the ranks of the

abolitionists. As support of the abolitioni sts had grown and the

power of the American Anti-Slavery Society had increased,

some of its more wealthy and politically well-connected mem

bers decided it was time to make aboliti~nism an elec toral issue.

They fonn ed the Liberty Party and ran presidential candida tes

every four years, garnering a miniscule percen tage of the popu

lar vote, n~t unlike today's Green Party.

Carri son argued that moral education, not politica l ac tivity,

remain ed the most urgent job. Whil e the radica ls sought to raise

the ante with their attacks on the institutions-including the US

Const i t~ tion-that supported slavery, the political wing sought

to soften the message to appea l to more moderate voters and to

muzzle Carri son and other loose cannons in the radical wing.

The und erl ying conflict, common to all social change move

ments, was a matter of expediency versus principle-s-reform at

the margins versus fundament al change. Main stream reformers

traditi onally have believed in a political solution to a specific

problem. They believe we ca n lobby Congress and effect an end

to slavery, or clearcutting, or inappropriate land developmen t.

Political outsiders , grassroots activists, and the Ca rrisonian

wing of the abolitionist movemen t reject the status quo. They

beli eve that the system itself is the problem. Merely abo lishing

slavery would not change other exploitative political and eco

nomic institutions. Radical abolitionists also supported the

rights of women; man y were pacifists; and most recognized that

merely freein g the slaves, without acc ompanying educa tional,

economic, and land reforms, would perpetuate the injus tice suf

fered by black American s.

Ca rrison's opposition to the Liberty Part y was also prag

matic, even though the party's woolly-head ed promoters viewed

themselves as the truly practical abolitionists. They believed

they could abolish slavery through congress ional action without

provokin g secession.

Carrison believed it was essential for a small soc ial change .

group to work on the people--not the politicians-first. He

agreed with his friend George Thompson, the English abolition

ist: "The people must emancipate the slaves for the govem ment

never will." Political change would only happen after moral

change had transformed the political landscape. The job of the

aboli tionists was to effect that moral transformation.!?

History has shown that Carrisons radi cal , moral stance was

more pragmatic than the positions of moderat e oppon ents of

slavery. He rejected compromise: " . . .if we demand anythin g

short of justice ... if we as k for a part, we shall get nothing." In
1854, he declared: " Freedom is of God, and Slavery is of the

Devil.. . .1 will not try to make as good a bargai n for the Lord as

the Devil will let me . .. and be thankful that I ca n do so much."15

He had unwavering faith that a small minority can effect

revolution ary change if it rema ins true to its ideals. Whe n told

10. Ibid., p.345.
IJ. lbid., pp. 119, 122.

12. David S. Reynolds, ll'&ll Whitman. Anu:rica: A Cultural Biograph)', 1995, New York: Vintage Books (Ran dom House), pp. 138-139.
13. ~I a)'er. AUon Fire, p. 118.
14. Ibid., pp. 159,263-21».
15./bid., pp. 316, 439.
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in 1844 that the abolitionist movement was too small to make a

revoluti on, Ca rriso n retorted: " ,,'e are eno ugh to begin one, and

once begun it can never be turn ed back ." In fact , he believed

that the Ameri can Anti-Slavery Society was most effec tive as a

small, not a mass, organization. Large powerful groups had

never cha mpioned great reforms. Small groups could ac t as cat

alysts for moral revolutions .lv

Half a century later, the grea t Russian novel ist Leo Tolstoy

wr ote admiringly of Garrison's insisten ce on a moral ca mpa ign:

" ...Garri son und erstood . . .that the only irrefutabl e argume nt

against slavery is the deni al of the right of any man over the lib

erty of another und er any conditions whatsoever." Most propo

nent s and opponents of slavery argued over the evils of slavery

and the dangers of emancipation, Tolstoy wrote, but Garri son

und erstood that slavery was "o nly a pa rticula r instance of uni

versal coercion.. . ." Accordingly, he articulated a "general prin 

c iple with which it is impossibl e not to agree-the prin cipl e that

und er no pretext has any man the right to dominate, i.e., to use

coercion over his fellows."17

16. tu«. pp . 3-13. 457. 490.

17. Tol'lo)"on Civil Disobedience and Noa-lloleace. 1967, iew York: Menl or. pp. 282-283.
18 . ~la)"er,All on Fire, 39 1.
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The slavery cris is came to a head when Californ ia applied

. for sta tehood in 1849 after the Gold Rush . If admitted as a non

slave state, California would tip the balance of power in the US

Senate away from the slave states . The hard-liners of the South,

as usual, threatened secession. An aged Hen ry Clay and a

youthful Illinois senator, Stephe n Douglas, cobbled togeth er the

notorious Compromise of 1850 that admitted California as a

non-slav e state. The South received a se ries of concessions:

slavery would remain in the Distri ct of Columbia; Congress

would deny that it had power to regu la te interstate slave trade;

the remainder of the territ ory tak en from Mexico would be ope n

to slavery; an d the federal government would forcefull y return

fugitive slaves to their southern "owners." The Fugitive Slave

Act swelle d the ranks of abolitionists and split the N0I1h and

South. Architects of the 1850 compromise deluded themselves

into thinking that they had saved the Union. Garriso n acc used

Hen ry Clay of moral cowardice for striking a posit ion "ha lfway

between right and \\Tong."18

In 1857, the Supreme Court ruled in the Dred Scoll case

that Congress had no right to exclude slavery from the territ ories,

that blacks had no constitutional rights of citizenship, and that

the property rights of slave owners must be respected at all cos ts.

In 1859 John Brown raided a fed eral arse nal in Harper's

Ferry, Virginia, in a doomed allempt to laun ch a slave insurrec

tion. Although ca ptured and cond emn ed to death, his raid elec 

trifled the nation. Most north ern ers initi ally conde mned his vio

lence, but Thoreau , who had met Brown earlie r that yea r, imme

diately rose to his defense in a public lecture, "A Plea for John

Brown." ' 'The government puts forth its strength on the side of

inju stice," he charged. The da y after Brown was hanged,

Thoreau help ed one of Brown's soldiers esc ape to Canada.

Brown's raid and the reaction of the North unified the South on

the issue of secession.

Southe rn elites, grown more and more extremist in defense

of slavery, the collon economy, and the southern way of life, had

gained control over the federal government after the 1850 elec

tion, in part du e to the collapse of the Whig Part y. At the same

time, the economic power of north ern elit es was ecl ips ing the

one-c rop eco nomy of the South. Northern eco nomic interests

that wanted eco nomic growth and expansion, free land, free

labor, free mark ets, and high tariffs collided with a southern

elit e that opposed all these programs. The slavery issue eventu

ally united northern economic elites with abolitionists to defeat

the acco mmodationist Democrats and elec t Lincoln .



LINCOLN WAS OBSESSED WITH TIlE PRESEHVATIONOF SEd

government, not emancipation. He viewed the Civil War as an

"insurrec tion," not a war. He did not recognize the light of states

to secede . The states had made an indissoluble compact when

their representatives had signed the Declaration of Independence.

Secession in response to a national crisis was not an option.

The southern leadership asserted its right to revolution ,

cla iming the South was the grea t defend er of liberty, the true

heir of the Revolution. Nonsense repli ed Lincoln . Secession was

no revolution; it was a counterrevolution-s-a repudiation of the

ideals of the Declaration of Ind epend ence. " It may see m

strange," Lincoln said, " that any men should dare to ask a just

God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of other

men's faces." The poli tician Linco ln understood the moral

dimension of the crisis. In the summer of 1861 he declared:

"The right of revolution is never a legal right. . . .At most, it is but

a moral right, when exercised for a morally justifiable cause .

When exercised without such a cause, revolution is no right, but

simply a wicked exercise of physical power."19

Lincoln was slow to free the slaves, fearing that emancipation

would cause the border states of Kentu cky and Maryland to

secede. He initially believed that the Constitution, enacted by a

vote of the whole people, prevented him from liberating the slaves,

just as it forbade unilateral secession by the South. An act by the

whole people--amending the Constitution-was requ ired.w

When he finally freed the slaves, he justified his action by

citing the Constitutional requirement that the president maintain

the government. Emancipation had become a military necessit y to

crush the insurrection, restore the union, and save the nation.

Abolitionist pressure on Lincoln had push ed him toward that

decision. Wendell Phillips remarked that if Lincoln had grown in

moral stature, "i t is because we watered him."21

When Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation in

1863, he stated: "In giving freedom to the slave we assure freedom

to the free." The South had forgotten that our freedom depends

upon the freedom of others. In 1856 a Richmond, Virginia, paper

had declared : "Freedom is not possible without slavery."

Lincoln and the abolitioni sts based their case for a moral pol

itics on the Declaration of Independ ence. GaITy Wills writes that,

to Lincoln, the Declaration was "the statement of a permanent

ideal" whereas the Constitution, with its accommodation of slav

ery, was "an early and provisional embodiment of that ideal, to be

tested against it, kept in motion toward it." The framers of the

Constitut ion, Lincoln believed, rejected slavery in principle, but

tolerated it "only by necessity." It was the task of succee ding gen

era tions to complete the unfinished business of the founders .v

In November 1863, Lincoln used his brief Gettysburg

Address to redefine the mean ing of the Decl aration of

Independence. He demonstrated that the Declarati on has differ

ent meanings to different genera tions. The founders had pro

fessed equality; they had not ac hieved it becau se, at the time,

they could not. To Lincoln, the Civil War had been necessa ry to

complete the unfini shed busin ess of the American Revolution

a second American Revolution. No longer could America coun

tenance the dispari ty between the noble sentiments of the

Declaration and the ugly rea lity of slavery. Henc eforth , all men

would, at least in theory, be equal before the law. Lincoln's rein 

terpretation of the Declaration challenges succeeding genera

tions to examine it afresh . Today we must study it in the context

of global ecological limit s.

LINCOLN MADE STILL MORE EXPLI CIT THE CONNECTION

between morals and politi cs in his Second Inaugural Address in

March 1865 . The Civil War was a great puni shm ent inflicted

upon the whole nation for the sin of slavery and must become,

in Garry Wills words, a "repenting war." 23 Healin g the nation

required reconciliation , not vindictiveness ; however, healin g

first required purging the nation of the sin of slavery.

War introdu ces new fonn s of corruption into society. Four

years of Civil War hardened the naive soldiers, most of whom had

left home for the first time in their lives. It also wrought ecologi

cal destruction. Forests were cleared near batt le sites and army

camps for fuel, shelter, and rail transport ation. Following the war

the final push to subdue the wilderness of the West began.

Because America and its political leaders had not been

mature enough to resolve the slavery cris is peaceably, resolution

of the crisis was violent and incompl ete. Following the war and

Lincoln 's assassination, America ignored its moral obligati ons to

the emancipa ted slaves. It refused to institute necessary politi

cal and economic reforms. Instead America fell into one of the

most corrupt and disgraceful periods of its history.

Land reform, in parti cular, was. critical; the freed slaves

could not adequ ately exercise their political freedom without

land . Failure to redistribute the vast land holdings of the planter

19. James M. McPherson, Abraham Lincoln and the Second American Recoluuon, 1991 , New York: Oxford University Press . p. 28.

20. GllIT)' Wills. Lincoln at Gettpburg:The lI'Imfs that Remade America,New York: Simon and Schusler, p. t3;.
21. Wills, Lincoln at Gettysburg, pp. 140-145; Howanl Zinn, A People'sHistory of the UnitedStates, 1990 , New York: Harper and Row, pp. 184-185 .
22. Wills, Lincoln at Gettysburg, p. 101.

23. Wills, Lincoln at Gettysburg, p. 185.
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aristocracy to the freed slaves condemned southern blacks to

generations of poverty. Slavery had bee n abo lished, but the

inequalit y of the an te-bellum order remained.

The Reconstruction era, like the final decades of the 20th

century, concentra ted economic and political power in the hand s of

the elites as never before. The modem corporate economy emerged

from this period, which Mark Twain brand ed the "G ilded Age."

One of the bitterest ironies of that era involves the 14th

Amendm ent. Historian Pauline Maier writes that the 14th

Amendme nt was part of an effort " to read into the Constitution

prin cipl es in the Declaration of Ind ependence.. .. "24Sec tion 1 of

the 14th Amendment protected the "life, libert y and prop ert y" of

all citizens . It ass ure d all persons "e qual protection of the laws."

However, in the hands of the Supreme Court of the 1880s,

it became a vehicle for extending the rights (but not responsi

biliti es) of corporations. Corporate lawyers argue d successfully

that the "persons" prot ected by the 14th Amendment included

corporations and that the Amendment was ac tua lly designed to

proh ibit govemmental regulation of priva te enterprise-the ulti

mate fant asy of laissez-faire eco nomics.s> Th e Court reasoned

that con trac ts and many othe r eco nomic ac tivities were forms of

property protected by the Amendmen t. In 1886, the Court con

cluded that corporations were persons whose rights must be pro

tected by the government.

The Court was a good deal less enthus ias tic about extend

ing those rights to freed slaves. Instead , the Court generally used

the propert y clause again st efforts to imp rove working condi 

'tions, labor organiz ing, or the extens ion of civil rights. In 1896,

in Plessy v. Ferguson, the Court cited the 14th Amendment 's

equal protection clau se to uphold southe rn segregation as long

as it was "separate but equal." Between 1890 and 1910, the

Court cited the 14th Amendment 19 times to uphold the rights

of black American s. In these two decad es, it applied the

Amendment 288 times in defense of corporate rights . Th e 14th

Amendment had gra nted political rights to citizens, but had not

ass ured the eco nomic rights of all. 26

F UNDAMENTAL REFOR.\I OF SOCIETY IS AS NECESSARY TO

the surv ival of a healthy culture as nat ural disturbance is to the

health of ecosystems . Circumstances change, and the healthy

soc iety will ada pt. The unhealthy one will resist until it is too

late to effect peaceful change.

Proponents of funda mental reforms are inva riably vilified

by main stream society. Entrench ed elites who ben efit from

inequit ies wil resist change. Most hum ans desir e securi ty and

peace, not soc ial tension. Heform ers , suc h as 19th ce ntury abo

litionists and today's preservationists, are outsiders whose mes

sage must be rad ical, shri ll, an d antagonistic in order to be

heard. The reformer must ac t as an Arc himedian counterweight

to mass apathy on moral issues ut ilizing a very long-radi cal

lever to move the apathetic mass. Ou r politi cal sys tem has never

willingly cons idered moral qu estions. Once the reforms ha ve

been adopted and future generations look back, horrifi ed that

there ever could have been slavery--or industri al forestry-the

reforms, if not the reformers, are lionized.

Nevertheless, the marginaliz ed cadre of radical abolition

ists succeede d where their more accommoda ting, appeasin g,

politi call y orient ed contempora ries failed -Complete emancipa

tion reso lved the slavery cris is- not the Missouri Compromise,

the Compromise of 1850, recolonization sc he mes , efforts at

electora l politics of the Libert y Part y, or strateg ies-to contain the

spre ad of slavery while leaving that institut ion untouched where

it already existed.

Political compromise cannot reso lve a moral crisis. Onl y a

moral approach ca n effec t needed cha nge . There ca n be no mid

dle ground between good and evil. At best, political inc remen

talism ca n delay the day of reckonin g, but always at a cos t.

Approp riate political cha nge occ urs only after an uncomp romis

ing moral ca mpaign has brought the issue to a head .

Garrison and his allies a lso succeede d because of per

so na l qu aliti es. Henry Mayer suggests Garri son possessed

"an ab solute un swerving confide nce in hi s principles, a

belief in the power of id eas advocat ed with the relentless

urgen cy of an indep endent press, and a faith in the moral and

reli gious transformation of both a people and its politics ." By

spe aking th e truth, Garrison refl ect ed lat e in life, "there is no

need for despair."27

His charm, his gentl eness, his playful se nse of humor, and

his tend er devotion to family and frie nds disarmed thos e who

expected that the public firebrand was consumed by ha tred and

anger. His biographer writes: "It is clear to me now that he

bec ame an agitator as much out of love as hate.... "28

Today's conse rvation movement may learn several valuable

lessons from Garri son and the abolit ionists. If we hope to protect

24. Pauline Maier, AmericanScripture: .lfaking the Declaration ofIndependence, 1997, New York: A1fred A. Knopf, , p. 214.
25. James MacGregor Burns, The WorkshopofDemocracy: From the EmancipationProclamationto the Era ofthe New Deal, 1985, New York: Vintage Booka(Random Hause), pp. 203--204.
26. James ~lacGregor Burns and Stewart Burns, A People j Chorter: The Pursuit of Righr. in America, 1991, New York: Vintage Books (Random House), pp. 133, 136, 172-173, 229-231.
27. Mayer, All on Fire, pp. 582, 624.
28. Ibid., xix.
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evolutionary integrity and avoid violence, we must agitate and

educa te. We must have a clear moral vision and convey it to the

publi c clearly.We must refuse to enter into political compromise

when the issues are moral and ecological. And, as Garrison's 35

year career as editor of The Liberator teaches, we must persist.

T HERE ARE EEIUE SIMILARIT IES BETWEEN TIlE ANTE

bellum South and the Northern Forest region today. Most slaves

and land werethen owned by a small number of wealthy, fre

quently abse ntee, white planters; abse ntee corporations or spec

ulators own most of the timb erl and in the Northern

Appalachians today. The backbon e of both economies was a sin

gle crop--cotton then, timber today. The cotton-growing states

exported 95% of the crop for manufacture into cloth in Europe

and New England. The South imported two-thirds of its clothing.

Residents of northern New England communities are familiar

with the sight of raw log trucks headin g into Canada , and trucks

carrying milled lumber returnin g to New England. In the 1850s,

the slaveocracy put its energy into expanding slavery to the trop

ics and territories, not diversifying the home economy. In the

Northern Appalachians, the paper companies have invested in

modem mills in the southeastem United States and in the Third

World, preferring to allow the aged mills of the northeastern

states to deteriorate, now that the industry has largely complet

ed the liquidation of the forests that supply these mills.

The 19th century South was a demoralized society charac

terized by great poverty among the poor whites as well as the

slaves. For decades, southern politics defended slavery and con

structed legal protections for it, instead of addressing issues of

economic backwardness and political inequality.

The South's political immaturity prevented discussion,

debate , or negotiation over the issue. Slavery destroyed democ

racy in the South. Those of us who have fought against the eco

logical slavery imposed on the forests of northern New England

by the large timber corporations have encountered a similar sit-

Left: Garrison (center) uiith fe lkno abolitionists

Wendell Ph illips (left) and George Thompson.

Masthead used fo r The Liberator from 1831 to 1850.

uation-a stunted economy and a warped politics that cannot

forgive criticism and dissent.

Defenders of both economies use similar language: slavery

was necessary for economic survival; so are clearcuts, herbi

cides, raw log exports, and cheap Canadian logging labor today.

For decades southern politicians blackmailed the North with

threats of sece ssion. The demagogues of the timber industry rely

on job blackmail to fight any progress toward forest-practices

reform and creation of publicl y owned wildlands. Curiously,

where industrial foresters strip an area of all trees, plant a mono

culture, and follow with intensive herbicide spraying, they call

the land-plantations.

There are a number of other similarities between 19th cen

tury slavery and 20th century industrial forestry. In both cases ,

the conflict is over the control and exploitation of other living

beings. Arguments over property rights are central. Timberland s

are viewed as property today, just as slaves were then. Slavers

and clea rcutters alike assert states' rights and denounce efforts

to involve the federal govemment in resolving the crisis . Refonn

efforts are thwarted by dividing the opposition, and by duping

the moderate reformers into marginalizing radicals and support

ing compromises that fail to address the problem. A focus on

tangential issues, such as slavery in the territories then (instead

of abolition of slavery everywhere), and conservation ease ments

and green certification today (instead of wilderness protection

and the abolition of industrial forestry practices) serves to dis

tract energy from the core moral and ecological issues.

Abolitionism was then and preservationism is now a

moral-not merely political-eoncern. Radical land reform is

essential to solving both problems. Here, Reconstruction offers

a depressing historical lesson. Reconstruction failed the eman

cipated slaves because it refused to emancipate the land from

the wealthy landowners . Without land , the freed slaves were

forced into sharecropping. To protect ecological integrity today,

we must also institute sweeping, but reasonable, land reforms.
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Ownership of land should in no way entitle the landown

er to degrad e the ecological integrity of the land . This is an

absolute-not a relative--ethic. Absentee land ownership is a

form of land slavery that must be aboli shed . No indi vidual

ought to own more land than her family can responsib ly man

age, and the family must res ide on or nearby that land. The

only exception to this should be for landown ers who place a

forever wild covenant on the land and mana ge it strictly for

ecological and evolutionary values. The disgraceful condition

of industrial forestland is sufficient to disqu alify corporations

from owning land.

The land does not belong to us; we belong to it. Pub lic own

ership of lands currently enslaved by absentee masters is an

esse ntial step to preserving ecological and evolutionary integri

ty across the landscape.

GARRISON'S GENIUS LAYIN HIS UNDERSTANDING THAT lIE

and his colleagues could never defeat the political power of the

slave owners and their allies and accompli ces in the political

arena. He never considered playing by their rules: fighting the

slavers' game by their rules could never succeed. He based his

moral camp aign on the New Testament and the Declaration of

Independence. He believed in the power of democracy and free

speech to incite a moral revolution that would sweep away the

politi cal opposition the abolitionists could never have defeated

head-on.

He understood that politics is all about compromise, and

that moral issues are not susce ptible to compromise. If slavery

is wrong, it cannot be improved by reforms; it must be abolished.

Liberty, Jefferson wrote, is an inalienable right.

I once asked Lois Marie Gibbs, the leader of the Love

Canal community fight against dioxins the 1970s and 1980s

how her grass roots ant i-toxics allies got on with the large main

stream environmental groups in Washington, DC. She replied

that relations were not good: "They' re into control; we're into

prevention ." While the politically savvy insiders were negotiat

ing with the EPA, Congress, and the pollutin g industries to limit

the discharge of toxins into the environment, mothers, workers ,

and other victims of that pollution were fighting to prevent any

discharge of toxic substances into their communities. Setting

controls on the amount of pollution industries are permitted to

spew forth sustains business as usual; prohibitin g toxic dis

charges requires global corporations to reinvent themselves.

In the Northern Appalachians, this rift in the conserva

tion community also exis ts. The large environmental groups

work together und er the umbrella of the Northern Fores t

Alliance. They promote small politi cal reforms, studies, and
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collaborative in itiati ves with the timber indu stry. They have

distan ced themselves from the grassroots groups that ca ll for

an end to clearcutting and the crea tion of large wildern ess

reserves. Maine Audubon Socie ty informed the region's con

serva tion groups in July 1998 that it would oppose calls for

designat ing a significant chunk of wildern ess out of the three

mill ion acres of paper industry lands that were then on the

mark et in Main e. Thereafter, the All iance avoided public

defense of wildern ess.

Only a campaign of moral suasion can rescue the natural

and human communities of the Northern Appalachians, or of

any region, from the clutches of the industrial global economy.

If exploitation of humans is wrong, as the abolitionists argued,

then the continued exploitation of humans and wild Nature must

be even more wrong. Moreover, preservationists who would

extend the realm of ethical concern to the land have not just

moral law-but natural law-e-on our side. We live in a world of

real limits that the global economy ignores. Why should an

absentee multina tional corporation care if the forests of Maine

are degraded for the next 50 or 100 or 500 years? It can turn its

attent ion to the southeas tern United States and the tropics. What

does it care if it leaves behind a shattered economy that has lost

its options for decades to come because the region's citizens,

politicians, and environmental advocates acquiesce d to the

tyranny of the ecological slavers?

The argument for wilderness preservation and environmen

tal protection, ultimately, is over the limits of physical and eco

logical reality. Those who willfully ignore limits are ecologically

wicked . Accommodating wickedn ess is sinful. Sustain ing a

campaign of moral and ecological education cannot fail. Failure

to act now condemns future generations to a bleak existence.

Imagining a future of health y natural and human com

munities is the first step to their ~ealizat i on. "If you have built

cas tles in the air," Thoreau exhorts us, "your work will not be

lost; that is where they should be. Now pu t the foundat ions

und er them."

We need more radical abolitionists in the preservat ionist

movement. Their work will make the world of politics safe

enough to bring forth an ecological Lincoln or two. «

Long-time conservation activist Jamie Sayen is thefounder of

the Northern Appalachian Restoration Project, publisher of its

invaluable publication The Northern Forest Forum (PO Box 6,

Lancaster, NH 03584), and author of Einstein in America This

essay is adaptedfrom his book-in-progress on the once-and

future ecological and cultural history ofthe Northern Forest.
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Rethinking the Constitution

omewhere be tween the teachings of western sc ience and those of the Native com

munity there is some agreement on the state of the world . Ecosystems are collaps

ing, spec ies are going extinc t, the polar icecap s are melting, and nuclear bombings

and accid ent s have contamina ted the land.

According to Harv ard biologist Edward O. Wilson, 50 ,000 spec ies are lost every year. Three

quarters of the world 's species of bird s are declining, and one-quarter of all mammalian spec ies

are endangered. Tropical rainfores ts, freshwater lakes, and coral reefs are at immediate risk , and

global warming and clim ate change wiII acc ele rate the rate of biological decline dramatically.'

The writin g is on the wall , in bold lett ers. There is no easy answer, and eve n scienti sts them

selves seem to recognize the necessity of find ing new strategies and understandings. In an

unu sual gathe ring in late 1998, for instance, NASA sc ientists met with Indi genou s eld ers to dis

cuss global warmin g and to hear the eld ers ' suggestions on possible solutions. The response the

sc ientists received may have been only part of what they had hoped for. As one observer sum

marized, the elders pretty much respond ed , "You did it, you fix it."2

This essay is excerpted f rom Winona LaDuke's All Our Relations: Native Struggles for Land and Life (1999) and
is reprinted with permission ofSouth End Press (Cambridge , AlA; 800-533-8478; touno.lbbs.org/sep/sep.lu m],

by Winona LaDuke
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In the final anal ysis, we hum ans can say whatever we would

like--rationalize, revise statistical obse rvations, extend dead

lines, and make accommodations for a perceived "common

good." But "natural law," as Yakama fisherman and former

director of the Columbia Intertribal Fishin g Commission Ted

Strong explains, "is a hard and stric t taskmaster."3 Dump diox

in into the river, and you w:ill inevitabl y eat or drink it. Assent to

"a cceptable levels" of radioa ctive emissions, and sooner or later,

sensitive cells in the human body will likely respond.

The challenge at the cusp of the millennium is to transform

human laws to match natural laws-not vice versa-and to cor

respondingly end wasteful produ ction and voracious consump

tion. America and industrial society must move from an ideolo

gy based on conquest to one steeped in the practi ce of survival

and ground ed in ecological limits.

In order to do that, we must close the circle. The linear

nature of indu strialproduction itself, in which labor and tech

nology tum natural wealth into consumer products and wastes,

must be tran sformed into a cyclical system. In the best sce nario,

natural resources must be reused or not used at all , and waste

production cut to a mere trickle. Those who watch carefully

onaanaagadawaabandanaawaa- know that this will require a

technological, cultural, and legal transformation .

Many Ind igenous teachings consider the present a time of

change. Anishinaabeg teachi ngs recognize this time of transi

tion as both a realit y and an opportunity. According to these

prophecies, Anishin aabeg people retra ce their steps to find what

was left by the trail. There are two separate roads from which to

choose, for both the Anish inaabeg and those called the "light

skinned people."

Anis hinaabeg elder Eddie Benton Benai, from the Lac

Courte Orielles reservation in Wiscons in, is a teacher of the

Anishinaabeg Midewiwin society. He discusses the two roads as

the road to technology and the other road to

Spiritualism. The)' [elders]feel that the road of technol

ogy represents a continuation ofheadlong rush. to tech

nological development. This is the road . . .that has led

to modern society, to a dam aged and seared

earth.. . .The [other] road represents the slower path that

Traditional Native people hace traveled and are now

seeking again. The Earth is not scorched on this trail.

The grass is still growing there.4

A similar teaching of the Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy

recognizes the importance of future generations. " In eac h delib

eration , we must cons ider the impact on the seventh genera tion
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Contaminating

the commons must

be recognized as a

P-/K€~#D4-7
system of laws,

just as defacing private

property is wrong .

from now," they say; that is, undertake cons erva tive think ing,

and use careful deli bera tion. Such consid era tion would have

preempt ed thousands of decisions made by the US government.

Rethinking the Con stitution
Walt Bresette, an Anishinaabe man from the Red Cliff reservation

in northern Wisconsin, passed to the next world in early 1999. His

passing was a huge loss to the Native environmental movement,

but his groundbreaking work on reenvisioning the Constitution

and Native treaty rights for the benefit of all people and the Earth

continues . Bresette was part of the Seventh Generation movement,

which calls for a radical amendment to the US Constitution.

The preamble to the US Constituti on declares its intent to

"secure the blessings of liberty, to oursel ves, and our posterity."

In realit y, US laws have been co-opted by corporate interests to

ca ter to the elite in society. While the US Constituti on makes no

mention of corporations, accordin g to anti-corporate analysts

Richard Crossman and Frank Adams, " the history of

Consti tutional law is, as former Supreme Court Justice Felix

Fran kfurter said, ' the history of the.impac t of the modern corpo

ration on the American scene.''' Over the course of two cen turies

of jurisprudence, corporate contracts and their rates of return

have been redefined as property that should be protected und er

the Constitu tion. In this way the "common good" has been rede

fined as "maximum corporate production and profit."5

Appointed judges have handed down decision after deci

sion increasing the privileges of corporations. Corporations have

been granted the power of "e minent domain" and the right to

inflict "private injury and personal damage" when pursuing

"progress ive improvements." Most significantly, in 1886, the

Supreme Court treated private corporations as "natural per

son[s]" protected by the Constitution and "sheltered by the Bill

of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendm ent.I"

Consequ entl y, American pub lic policy and the legal system

have largely come to reflect short-term views despit e the inter

generational perspective foundational to the US Constituti on. At



the 1995 United Nations Conference on the Status of Women i~

Beijing, Corrine Kumar from the Asian Women's Human Rights

Campaign spoke of the legal challenges in the national and

international arena of this era. "The violence of the times," she

explained, "has outstripped the law,"? We have little under

standing of or protection from the combined and cumulative

impact of industrialism's complicated chemical soup on our

ecosystems, bodies, or future generations. Public policy is lag

ging far behind our ability to destroy ourselves.

The rights of the people to use and enjoy air, water, and

sunlight are essential to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi

ness. These basic human rights have been impaired by those

who discharge toxic substances into the air, water, and land.

Contaminating the commons must be recognized as a funda

mental wrong in our system of laws, just as defacing private

property is wrong. On that basis, the Seventh Generation

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States declares,

The right of citizens of the US to enjoy and use air,

water, sunlight, and other renewable resources deter

mined by the Congress to be common property shall not

be impaired, nor shall such use impair their availabili

ty fo r use by the future generations.s

Bresette's other work included legal challenges concerning

treaty·rights that would help make northern Wisconsin a sus

tainable, protected region. The Supreme Court's 1983 Voigt

decision affirmed Anishinaabeg hunting, fishing, and gathering

rights in ceded land in northern Wisconsin and was initially

greeted with widespread outrage by non-Ind ians. Since then, the

broader community has come to accept these rights, and

Bresette and others want to expand them in ways that would

benefit Indians and non-Indians alike. "A close readi ng of the

court ruling suggests that these harvesting rights actually set

extremely high environmental standards, certainly the highest

in any region of the state," Bresette argued. In other words, the

Voigt decision can be interpreted to m.ean not only that Indians

have the right to fish and hunt in the ceded territory, but also the

right to be able to "eat those fish and deer." That means that the

state "should be prohibited from allowing damage to the fish by

loose environmental regulation."?

We must follow Bresette's example and charge ourselves

with curbing the rights of corporations and special interests,

transforming the legal instituti ons of the United States back

toward the preservation of the commons, and preserving every

one's rights, not just those of the economically privileged. On a

community level, we must support local self-reliance and the

recovery of Indigenous systems of knowledge, jurisdiction, prac

tice, and governance.

Native people in our own reservation communities must

continue a dialogue about change, the path ahead, and how we

will make a better future for our childre n. As the conveners of

the Indigenous Environmental Statement of Principles note,

Our traditional laws lead us to understand that eco

nomic development cannot subsist on a deteriorating

resource base. The environment cannot be maintained

and protected when ''growth '' does not account for the

cost ofenvironmental and cultural destruction.10

The choice between the technological and the spiritual will

be based on both collective and individual decisions, both simple

and complex. For just as life itself is a complex web of relation

ships and organisms, so is the fabric of a community and a culture

that chooses its future. Either way, according to Indigenous world

views, there is no easy fix, no technological miracle.

The challenge of transformation requires the diligence and

patient work of activists for ecological and social change across

the continent. From the Everglades to the subarc tic, their voic

es are increasing in volume.

There is, in many Indigenous teachings, a great optimism

for the potent ial to make positive change. Change will come. As

always, it is just a matter of who determines what that change

will be. «

Native rights and environmental activist Winona LaDuke lives

on the White Earth Reservation in Minnesota. She is the pro

gram director ofthe Honor the Earth Fund andfo unding direc

tor of the White Earth Land Recovery Project.
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Chicken Little, Cassandra, and the Real Wolf

y Ways
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ornewhere duri ng the fracas that followed the

publica tion of our book, The Limits to Growth, in

1972, I remember findi ng one of my co-authors,

J~rgen Rand ers, pacing the office in frus tration. In his lilt ing

Norwegian-E nglish, he lament ed , "People ju st don't know how

to think about the futur e!"

His complaint was that our book, which contained 12 com

puter graphs that charted out 12 different poss ible pa ths for the

human economy up to the year 2100,was being received as an

absolute pred iction. A prediction of doom at that, though at least .

one of the graphs showed a future in which eigh t billion people

all live at a Euro pean standard of living in a way that does not

und ermine the ea rth's resource base-probabl y one of the most

optimistic forecasts anyone has ever made. We were trying to say

that the futur e is a matter of choice, and that sustainable, equi

table, wonde rful choices were possi ble. But we were heard

through a cultura l filter that appa rently saw the future as prede

tennined, to be pred icted , bu t not changed, certainly not chose n.

That culture also clearl y expected---or at least found thrills and

excitement, headlines and newspaper sales in the thought-that

the predetermined future will be a disaster.

Disaster- what could be more fascinatin g? Think of the

content of the nightly news. The und ying story of the Titan ic.

The movies about volcanic eruptions and asteroid crashes . The

slight edge of glee in some of the more extreme Y2K fanatics.

There is something utterly delicious about the thought of the

End Of The World As We Know It.

Back when J~rgen was pacing the floor, we were honestly

shocked by the reaction to our sce narios. We had not thought

much about the culture into which we were spea king, though we

ourse lves were part of that culture. But we were at MIT; we had

been trained in science. The way we thought about the futur e

was utterly logical: if you tell people there's a disaster ahea d,

they will change course. If you give them a choice be tween a

good future and a bad one, they will pick the good. They might

even be grateful.

Naive, weren' t we?

We ignored thousand s of years of crys tal balls, Delphic ora

cles, tea leaves, as trology, prophets, all of which are still remark

ably alive and well in the subconscious of the computer age .

Mythology gives us few examples of the conditional forecast: if

you do A, the result. will be B, if you do X the result will be Y,

now you choose. Even when the ancient forecas ts did happen to

be conditional, somehow the hero (never, that I ca n remember, a

heroine) inevitably made the disast rous choice . Orph eus ca n

lead Eurydice out of the und erworld as long as he doesn't tum

around to look at her-which he does. Lord Krishn a tells

Yudhishtra that if he goes on gambling, there will be terribl e

consequences - and he goes on gambling. Siegfried ca n return

the Rin g to the Rhine maidens and brin g peace to heaven and

earth or keep it and brin g down himself, his bride Brunnhilde,

and all Valhalla-guess which he does?

I love that la st scene of Gotterdammerung , where

-Brunnhilde cha rges into the funeral pyre and Valhalla crumbles

This essay originally appeared in Whole Earth 96 (Spring 1999) and is reprinted with permission.
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and the Rhin e rises to swallow up everything. Let's admit an

inborn irresistable attrac tion to ca tastrophe and move on,

because we are also formed by other myths.

There 's Chicken Little, the sincere but silly forecaster of

hysterical nonsen se. Decad es later some of our critics still put

us in that box. I would prefer to be associat ed with the tale of the

boy who cried "wolf'; at least there was a real wolf.

But the legendary prophet with whom I most feel a connec tion

is Cassandra, to whom the god Apollo gave the ability to foresee the

future, and then, after she displeased him, the terrible curse that

no one would ever believe her. That story gives me shudders.

It also shows the ancient Greeks' sophi stication about the

perverse logic of prognostication. If people had believed her,

then she wouldn 't have been able to foretell the future, because

action would have been taken to avoid foreseen disasters . The

Cassandra legend must be one of the earlies t record ed human

recognitions that there is a basic contradic tion between predic

tion and choice . A predictable world has no room for choice; a

choosable world is not predictabl e.

Of course the world must be made up of a complicated mix

ture of both predictability and choice; otherwise we wouldn't have

been able to maintain for millennia such a rich legendry of pre

dictions and inevitable tragedies and yet a belief in free will. In a

brilliant essay on foretelling the future, E.F. Schumacher wrote:

When the Lord created the world and people to live in

it. . .Jcould well imagine that He reasoned with Himself

as follows: "If I make everything predictable, these

human beings, whom I have endowed with pretty good

brains, will undoubtedly learn to predict everything,

and they will thereupon have no motive to do anything

at all, because they will recognise that the future is

totally determined and cannot be influenced by any

human action. On the other hand, if I make everything

unpredictable, they will gradually discover that there is

no rational basisfor any decision whatsoever and, as in

thefirst case, they will. . .have no motive to do anything

at all. Neither scheme would make sense. I must there

fore create a mixture ofthe two. Let some things be pre

dictable and let others be unpredictable. They will then,'

amongst many other things, have the very important

task offinding out which is which."

(E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful , London , Blond

& Briggs, 1973, p. 18 7)

It isn't all that difficult to begin , at least , to get a handle on

what kind s of thin gs are predetermined and what can be chosen.
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System dynamics-for instance, the sort of computer mod

elin g we used in The Limits to Growth-keeps careful se parate

track of physical thin gs, which have to obey physical laws (e.g.,

material objec ts age and take time to construct; they cannot

app ear from or disappear to nowhere; they cannot be in two .

plac es at the same time), and goals and decisions. Goals and

decisions fall into the realm of information, which can appear or

disappear instantly, can come from or go to nowhere, ca n be in

many places simultaneously. Physical things are , most of the

time, predictabl e. Information is often subject to choice, change,

rearrangement , improvement , deterioration, bias, utter derange

ment, or total tran sformation,

That distinction between physical stuff and mental stuff

sounds simple and obvious, until you put the two realms togeth

er and have human choice interacting with, influ enced by, and

trying to influ ence physical thin gs. Then can come surprises, for

many reason s. Something in the physical realm may take a lot

longer to move or change or unfold than anyone expects-or

something may blow up. Someth ing in the information realm

(such as a conce rted response to reduce greenhouse gas emis

sions) may stay stuck far longer than it needs to, becau se of

denial, paradigm blindness, lack of imagination, or entrenched

opposit ion. Or something in the information realm that has been

stuck for a long time (such as the legitimacy of the Soviet Union)

may sudde nly shift overnight.

A nucl ear power plant , once built, gene rally operates pre

dictably for 15-30 years , but now and aga in human error pro

duces a Three Mile Island or Chemobyl. Or human choice pro

duces a Shoreham and Zwentend orf, fully built plants in Long

Island and Austria respectively, which by politi cal choice were

never started up.

Presid ent Ni~on's "Project Independ enc e," dreamed up

after the 1973 oil embargo, promised that the United States

would be free of imported oil by 1980. System dynamicists saw

immediately (and later demonstrated with a computer model)

that , given the expec ted lifetime of installed oil-burning fur

naces and ca rs and inevitabl e delays in findin g and gearing up

domestic oil wells, that goal was physicall y impossible. (An

amazin g amount of politi cal discussion is directed toward goals

that are physically impossibl e.)

Mix physical beings with mental models, and choice

becomes--madd eningly-a matter of risk . The 15-year-olds in a

population will fairly predictabl y start to vote in three years, have

children over the next five to 25 years , retire in 50 years, and die

in 65 years. The exact numbers are mushy,of course, because now

we are talking human behavior and genetics. Some of those 15

year-olds, exercising "choice," will already have had children;



• In the middle term , there is a messy combinatio n of pre

dictability and choice .

The ac tual du rat ion of the "short," "midd le," and "long"

term depend s on the average turnover rates of materials in the

system under discuss ion. Turnover rates are orders of magn itude

different between mayflies and mount ain s, between compu ters

and ca thedrals, between easi ly degraded and recycled pollu -

• In the short term , while infras truc ture facili ties remai n in

place, while pipel ines und er cons truc tion or ma teria ls in

transit disc harge their contents, while people age, while

trees grow, while existing pollut ant s work thei r way out of

the groundwater or the bottom mud , a grea t deal (but not

every thing) ca nno t be changed and therefore can be pre 

dicted .

• In the long term, almost everythi ng ca n change.

Infrastructure facilities may have been replaced (solar

powered ? informed by whole-systems thinking?). There

may be a new generation of people (with new mind sets and

culture s?) and trees (tightly contro lled plantations? a slow

ecologica l return to whatever Nature chooses?). Therefore,

not much ca n be predicted, but a grea t deal ca n be chosen.

some, mostly male, will have children when they're 60. Some will' tant s 'such as hum an sewage and nearl y immort al pollut ants

never vote. Some will reti re at 35 , some will never retire, some will such as PCBs, CFCs, and plutonium . It is often, but not always,

die next year. Nevertheless, put enough of us together, and our true that entities that operate with similar cons tants-in-time

collec tive behavior is predictable enough for insurance compa- (such as lifetim es in years or decades) interact more strongly

nies to make a lot of money betting on it. =-- with each other than with entities having wildly differ-
~~~

As Schu.mac her also said, " ...m~st people, A~ ~ ent time con~tants (li.fetim~s in nanosecond~ , say,

most of the time, make no use of their free- g- . ~ or centunes or millennia), Some of the biggest

dom and ac t :urel~ mechani call y.... When ~ ~ ~ unpredicta~ilities come, howe~er, ~hen

we are dealin g with large. numbe~s of It... ." ..".,,--,~ ~ th~t rul e IS brok en . A new virus hl~s a

people many aspec ts of their behaviour rul//(I ,oF ~'. »: ~--:s ~~ hitherto-un exposed human population.

are ind eed predictabl e; fo~ out of a ~, ! ~ t ~( .:,\\,; .'p...i-. t ..i ~~~.,"~". ... ~ Emission~ from the industrial economy

large number, at anyone time only a ~ ~ . '- . ":'-":;'. iii.. ,.... ./.f ..,<,,,, ~ start turnmg the ponderou s flywheels of

tiny min ority are using their power of lli~\, .. ::"~~i;Wp~:/i' /·;t\.~ '. i)? ,<: .. "!)~",,. "'\. I; the global clim ate. All hell breaks loose.

free dom, and they often do not signifi - ~.. -..' ;;i.~:::> . ·,;·~\tt;j:\!:; ( ( '<~i/i/f:i:~ '"" ..4 ) !8 The information realm is usually

c.an~ly affect the ~otal ~utcome ." An.d the ~':':~(j1t~,;::;'} .,,'. {f¢ ~~;" . ::i '...;:/:' more flUid. than the phy~ical realm, more

ticki ngs of the biological clock ul tImately' .-/ ·· :: : :'::~,~·;B ;;?:.1t' . i!"':r~ ope n to choice, less predi ctabl e. But eve n

make choices for us all. , . .-/) JD ...f ':· ~ within this realm, there are some useful

There is predi ctability in the phys ica l rea lm. ~ . cJ~~ guideli nes for sorting out the predi ctabl e from the

There is choice in the human realm , though it is not ~~ choosable . Garrett Hardin laid out some of them once

always exercised. System dynamicists boil down the difference in a clever ess ay about three kinds of Truth .

be tween pred ictability and choice to some simple rules of thum b: Always-True Truth. This truth remains true no matter

. . what anyone thinks or says about it. For exa mple, burning fossil
• The larger the aggregation (of peo ple , nuclear power plant s,

fuels crea tes ca rbon dioxide; the carbon dioxide conce ntration
trees, whatever), the more pred ictability.

in the atmosphere has increased by more than 30% in the last

century; global surface temperatures in 199 8 were the warmest

in recorded history.

Truth-by-Repetition Truth. This truth is more likely to

become true the more you say it. I ca n run a marath on; every

child wants a Furby for Christmas; the stock market is about to

cras h; the govern ment can' t do anything right; Social Sec urity

will go bankrupt. Thi s kind of truth is the stock-in-trade of the

publi c relations people and the politi cians. Say it often enough,

however abs urd it is, and you might be able to gin up enough

shared bel ief to create it as realit y. (Unless it violates an Always

True Truth .)

Doubt-by-Repetition Truth . This truth may become less

true the more you say it. I'm about to sneeze; there will be a sur

prise attac k on Baghdad tomorrow; the stock market is not

overextended; I am not an alcoholic; the eco nomy can grow for

ever. These truths distract attention or reveal secrets or stoke up

false confidence or divert ac tion by den ying and demoting the

kind of thinking that ca n lead to problem solving. They are often

purposeful thought stoppers.

Always-True Truth s deal with the ph ysical realm ; Truth-by

Repetit ion and Doubt-by-Repet ition Truth s deal with the infor

mation realm, where what we say can influ ence the beli efs and

behaviors of ourselves and others- these are slithery truths, to
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Inactivists are satisfied with the way things are.

The')' believe that any intervention in the courseof events

is unlikely to improve things and is very likely to make

them worse. Inactivists work hard to keep changesfr om

being made. Inactivists have a greater f ear of doing

something that does not have to be done (errors ofcom

mission) than of not doing something that should be

done (errors ofomission).

Vi sion
Which brin gs me to my favorite approach to the future: vision .

Joseph Smith declaring " this is the place." Babe Ruth pointing

to the outfield stands and plunkin g a home run just there. John

Kenned y asserting tha t there will be a man on the moon within a

decad e. Martin Luther King's dream of a future in which his four

children would be judged not by the color of their skin, but by the

content of their characters . Mikhail Gorbachev ripping away the

stra itjacke t of Soviet thinking and announcing perestroika .

Visionary statements and actions come from a comple tely

different place in the human psyche from predi ct ions, forecast s,

scenarios, or cynical, downer assertions of politi cal impos sib ili

ty. They come from commitment, responsibility, confide nce, val

ues, longin g, love, treas ured dream s, our innate sense of what is

right and good. A vision articulates a future that someone deeply

wants, and does it so clearly and compellingly tha t it summons

up the energy, agre ement, sympathy, political will , creativity,

be used with grea t ca re , Confusin g one type with another (for resources, or whatever to mak e that futur e happen. It is a Truth -

exa mple , trying to make giobal warming go away by emphati-' . by-Repetition Truth of a spec ial, powerful kind ,

cally den ying its existence) can be fatal, I know that the velY top ic of vision instantly pushes a warn-

I tend to ge t especially infuriated by the Tru th-b y- ing butt on in most of us, so I need to stop here for a definition. I

Repetiti on Truth when it is articulated with absolute ~ am only interested in responsible visions, by which I
~ ~~ --:~

ce rta inty, as if it were an Always-Tru e Truth, ~,.~~ _- mean statements about the future that:

es pec ially when it purports to tell me what is r~::' I m -_an
, L State how so meone ac tually want s it to

feasible in hum an affairs-or, more often , ~"// ./_ _./ _~
r ~ l < ~ < 7 I 'i / • - be-no mush y co ncessions to ass umed

what is infeasible, The US politi ca l sys- IA~_._:/,· ...€4-t:L. (/~~4/ )' ,
I"(/; ~ - ~. , political feasibi lity, no se ttling for some-

tem will never permi t a carbon tax. Or I J/ I"~. "; • ,'iJ
, III I ua VLsLonary, a . \' thing less;

c,ampm.gn reform, The, ~Iobal pop ula- ~ < \ q \ .I"~ (~'ry '. -'. I'

lion .wIll reach 14. billion.. Ha~ the 1\11 .~\ Zearn ·r:.r, ~ ajra a~ca ~.~il:. i(1 2. Violate no Always-True Truth s (break

species on Eart h Will go extmc t m the ~: 1J;."': '"!(IWk r /j . 't:1~J» no physical laws); and

coming cen tury. There will be ru naway ~~,"\')aon~t~r'un Is c'enar i o'[;'~ . ; . .1'. . 1
\~ ;, 11'f." 'r-,ll-:., /-; II) 3. Express uesi res anu values that are

climate change. ------ t"£-',:: .)·,%,Z(; 17'$ ., . . - I ttrti cu. ate ) (v-jd' Widely shared (break no mora l laws).
Ihese are not only predi ctions, they .,/. "I ~

border on self-fulfill ing prophecies. They . ~-;;is io tis: ./.};> We tend to distrust visionaries , because

sweep away the possibility of choice, though ~~--=--- ~. we have such bad experience with irresponsib le

there is in fact plent y oflatitud e for choice . They aren 't ~~--' ones . Hitler's vision was morall y irresponsible . Nixon's

based on ph ysical impossibilities , they are based on the speak- vision of energy ind ependence was ph ysicall y irresponsible. Bill

er's limited imagination about politi cal or social possibilities. Clinton's vision of a future health care sys tem was half-assed ,

And of course they are a direct invitation to inaction. Well, if it's laced th rough with concessions to political infigh ters-not real-

hopeless, why try ? Let's just sit around and wait for disaster. Iy what he or an yone else want ed , ju st what he was willin g to se t-

When I hear statements like these, I'm tempted to ask tie for, so uninsp iring it was not worth fighting for.

whether that's the future the speaker wants. That question is usu- Another reason we are uncomfortabl e in the realm of vision

ally brushed away. The future isn' t about wantin g. It's abou t bat- is that, if it's a vision that truly moves us, one we deep ly sha re,

tening down the hatches, preparing for the worst, not getting your we're afraid of disappointment. The visionary automaticall y puts

hopes up. The surest way to disas ter is to declare it inevitable, do himself or herself on the line; commits to something that hasn't

nothing to preven t it, and mock and demoralize anyone who tries. happened yet; takes a visib le stand. That kind of act ion brings

up fear. Wha t if it doesn' t come off? Then not only will that

vision look foolis h, all visions will look foolish.

It's much safer to mire ourselves in cynicism. We'll never

look foolish.

If you can stan d one more categorization of ways of thi nk

ing about the future, here's one from Ru ssell Ackoff

(Redesigning the Future: A Systems Approach to Societal

Problems, Wiley-Interscience, 1974) that has stuck in my brain

ever since I first read it:
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Reactivists pref er a previous state to the one)hlj"are '

in, They believe things are going from bad to~ jJoist :

Hence they not only resist change; they try to li~lIilake,

previous changes and return to where they once 'wf!i-e:·

Reactivists dislike complexity and try to avoid dealing

with it. They reduce complex messes to simple problems

that hate simple solutions-solutions that are "tried

and true." They are panacea-prone problem solvers, not

planners looking into thefuture. They try to recreate the

past by undoing the mess they believe the plann ing of

others has wrought.

Preactivists believe that the fu ture will be better

than the present or the past, how much better depend

ing on how well they get ready for it. Thus they attempt

to predict and prepare. They want more than sur

vival- they want to grow, excel, become better, bigger,

more affluent, more poioerful, more many things.

Preactivists are preoccupied with f orecasts, projections,

and every other way of obtaining glimpses into the

fut ure. They believe the fu ture is essentially uncontrol

lable, but they can control its effects on them. They

plan for the future; the)' do not plan the future. They

seek neither to ride with the tide nor to turn it back

ward, but to ride in front of it and get to where it is

going before it does. That way they can take advantage

of new opportunities befo re others get to them.

Interactivists are not willing to settle for the current

state or to return to the past or to get to the future

ahead of everyone else. They want to design a desirable

future and invent ways ofbringing it about. They try to

prevent, not merely prepare fo r, threats and to create,

not merely exploit, opportunuies. Interactivists seek

self-development, self- realiza tion, self-control; an

increased ability to design their own destinies. They

are not satisfie rs, not optimizers, but idealizers. To them

the fo rmulation of ideals and visions are not empty

exercises in utopianism, but necessary steps in setting

the direction f or development. Interactivists are radi

cals; they try to change the foundations as well as the

superstructure of society, institu tions, and organiza

tions. They desire not to resist, ride with, nor ride

ahead of the tide; they try to redirect it.

• : .. ~ • • <". J

-< I. .': ~~ . ' • • rv

'. .'<:,tl;e~e roles fromtime to. time. When it comes to seeds for my

. ,~ r 'garden, I'm an inactivist-s- l already have great varie ties and

" , 'know how to grow them; I resist purpl e beans and supersweet

corn and bioengineered potatoes. When it comes to nuclear

power or the global economy, I'm a reactivist-I wish I could roll

back the clock. Like many fanners, "I'm preactive about the

weather, tuning into the forecasts many times a day, always peer

ing at the western sky from which the weath er comes, trying to

transplant just before the rain and harvest just before the frost.

But for most activities in my life, and all my efforts to help

bring about a sustainable society, I'm an interactivist, a vision

ary, a leam er, a radical. I don't run sce narios; I art icula te

visions. I see no reason why there can't be a carbon tax--or even

better a strong, inviolable carbon emission quota-if it will

stave off climat e disaster. I'm not willing to believe that we can't

reclaim our democracy from the moneyed spec ial interests.

What's to stop us, other than our own timidity? We don't have to

bring 14 billion people into the world unless we choose to; we

could switch to solar power just as fast as the turnover times of

our existing capital plant allow; we could return half the planet

to Nature and create good, sufficient, joyful lives for ourselves

from the other half. Why not? Really, why not?

What a huge difference it makes in worldview, in empow

enne nt, in responsibility, in self-identity, in the qualities of

imagination and courage we draw forth from ourselves, if we

think of the future as something not to be pred icted, but to be

chosen! If we throw off that ancient remorseless myth that we

will always choose foolishly!

There are real wolves out there. I happ en to believe my

computer model when it says that the End Of The World As We

Know It is not only a possib ility, but a high probability. As the

Chinese proverb says, "If you don't change direction, you will

end up where you are headed ." I think we are headed for disas

tel'. But that thought does not thrill me. And it does not panic me-into trying to fashion a world so controlled that it is actually pre-

dictable. Rather it energizes me to work toward a vision of a

World That Works For Everyone, including all the 'nonhuman

Everyones, a world in which eight billion people (or preferably

fewer) maintain a European standard of living in a way that does

not undermine the resource base, a world that evolves and

learns and dances and operate s from generosity and joy.

The worst wolves, really, are the imaginary ones inside our

own heads. «
Well, it's obvious that both Ackoff and I are biased in the

interactive direction, but Ackoff was actually making the point

that all four of these approaches to the future can be appropri

ate in different situations, and that all of us can and do play all

Donella Meadouis is a systems analyst, organicfarmer, and

syndicated columnist. She teaches at Dartmouth College and

directs the Vermont-based Sustainability Institute.
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by Deborah E . and Frank J. Popper

egional metaphor offers an effective means to understand and crea te alternative

futures for regions. Regional metaphor provides a way to make thinking about regions

and the probable changes in them accessi ble to wide, often opposed portions of the

public whom academics and conservation professionals may not otherwise

reach. Many contemporary social-science techniques-for instance, GIS, deconstruction, or sta

tistical inference-frequently distance their discipline from important regional lay audiences .

Thus we urge social scientists, planners, ecologists, and conservationists to make more use of

regional metaphor-to help construct a sense of a region's future, engage the public in the task,

and influence public policy. The metaphor must connect with the region, but also be open

ended, multifaceted, ambiguous. To show how regional metaphor can work, we draw on our par

ticipant-observer experience in devising the Buffalo Commons metaphor for the Great Plains.

A longer versionofthis paper directedat an audienceofprofessional geographers will appear in Geographical Review.
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The Great Plains as a Regional ,Story
In 1987 we published an article in Planning, a magazine for

urban planners, in which we reviewed the past and prospects of
"one of the nation's major regions, the Great Plains (Popper and

Popper 1987). We recorded the Plains' boom-and-bust history

and suggested that a new path lay about "a generat ion ahead: a

large-scale land restoration project that we called the Buffalo

Commons. We envisioned a regional rebirth as an economic and

cultural order based on ecological degradation and subsidies

gave way to one of restoration and ecological sustainability.

Lying between the Rockies and the tallgrass prairies of the

Midwest and South, the Great Plains extend over large parts of ten

states, from Texas and New Mexico in the south to Montana and '

North Dakota in the north, and into Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and

Alberta in Canada. The Plains produce significant quantities of

cattle, wheat, cotton, sheep, coal, oil, natural gas, and metals.

They are America's steppes-windswept, nearly treeless, and

largely semiarid. Their expanse is mostly rural; the region's total

199q population of 6.S million-barely that of Georgia-scatters

across an area roughly one-sixth of the Lower 48.

The Plains have inspired extraordinary literature and art

evocative of their physical distinctiveness and the difficulties

human settlement encounters there. Walt Whitman wrote in

1879, "One wants new words in writing about these plains, and

all the inland American West-the terms,far, large, vast, &c.,

are insufficient" (Stovall 1963, 218, emphasis in original). The

painter Thomas Hart Benton wrote in 1937, "Cozy-minded peo

ple hate the brute magnitude of the plains country. For me the

great plains have a releasing effect. I like the way they make

human beings appear as the little bugs they really are. Human

effort is seen there in all its painful futility. The universe is

stripped to dirt and air, to wind, dust, clouds, and the white sun"

(quoted in Raban 1996,60). Kathleen Norris's book Dakota: A

Spiritual Geography begins: "The High Plains, the beginning of

the desert West, often act as a crucible for those who inhabit

them. Like Jacob's angel, the region requires that you wrestle

with it before it bestows a blessing" (Norris 1993, 1).

Americans' perception of the Plains has varied over time.

Early 19th century textbooks called them a desert; late 19th

century promoters and settlers regarded them as a potential gar

den, a regional component of the nation's manifest destiny. With

the 1930s Dust Bowl, they became a national problem; then they

faded from the national consciousness. According to Cronon

(1992), historians have treated the region's past as a narrative of

inexorable progress or inevitable decline.

In 1987 we interpreted the region's history as showing a

basic cyclical pattern that in effect combines growth and

t

decline: population ebbs and flows into and out of the region.

Periods of high rainfall and federally subsidized settlement ini

tially induce a boom, next overgrazing and overplowing erode

the soil and lower the water table; a bust ensues, with heavy

depopulation, especially in the region's most rural areas. Two

such economic/environmental cycles have already occurred.

The first began with the 1862 Homestead Act that gave a

pioneer family 160 acres of free federal land if they could farm

it for five years. The cycle reached its zenith in the atypical

heavy-rain years of the 1870s. Its nadir hit in the 1890s with

widespread starvation and large convoys of fully loaded wagon

trains headed east, out of the Plains.

The second upswing began in the early 1900s with new

homesteading laws that allowed settlers up to 640 acres of free

federal land. It reached its height during World War I when

American wheat replaced European production lost to the bat

tlefields. It bottomed in the 1930s with the Great Depression,

drought, the Dust Bowl, the abolition of homesteading, and John

Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath Okies driving, hitchhik ing, or rail

hopping west to California. As a cumulative result of the two

cycles, many deep-rural Plains towns and counties had their

largest populations in 1930 or 1920 or even 1890 and have

declined steadily ever since.

We also suggested in 1987 that a third great cycle was well

into its bust phase. The top of the cycle, from the 1940s to

1970s, had featured the introduction of large-scale federal sub

sidies, first for agriculture and then for energy-development. But

the mid-1980s found large parts of the Plains' farm, ranch, ener

gy, and mining economies in near-depression as the national

economy, federal policies, and global mark ets sh ifted .

Population losses had accelerated; young people in particular

had left. Soil erosion approached Dust Bowl-era rates. The

Ogallala Aquifer, the source of agricultural and urban ground

water for much of the southern two-thirds of the Plains, was

dropping fast. The Interior Department's Bureau of Reclama tion

no longer built the big dam and irrigation projects that under

wrote large chunks of Plains economic development. We imag

ined that public policy for the Plains would eventually have to

respond to all these third-cycle pressures by creating a huge

reserve, the Buffalo Commons.

Th e Buffalo Commons
as a Po ssibl e Future
We conceived the Buffalo Commons in part as a literary device,

a metaphor that would resolve the narrative conflicts- past, pre

sent, and most important, future-s-of the Plains. In land-use

terms, the Buffalo Commons was an umbrella phrase for a large-
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scale, long-term restoration project to counter the effects of the

three cycles. We wrote that in about a generation, after the far

end of the third cycle had depo pulated much more of the Plain s,

the federal government would step in as the vacated land 's

owner of last resort-s-much as it had in the 1930s to crea te the

region's dist inctive category of public land s, the Nation al

Grassland s. The percentage of land in the publi c domain-the

commons- would greatly increase.

The Buffalo Commons would not mean buffalo on every

acre; but where Plains land uses were not working well either

ecologica lly or economically, repl acement land uses that treated

the land more lightly would become inevitabl e. The federal gov

ernment would oversee the replacement , and the new land uses

would fall between intensive cult ivation/extrac tion and pure

wildern ess. The Buffalo Commons used metaphor as a way to

give form and words to the unknowable futur e.

Plains media picked up the Buffalo Commons metaphor

and made it pa rt of a discussion on the region's prospects (for the

first media report, see Olson 1988). This appropriation at first

surprised us, but also taught us metaph or's power as a method to

describ e and navigate regional change. The media interes t

brought us invitation s. We spok e to chautauquas, college collo

qui a, meeti ngs of broadcasters and publishers, good-govem 

ment groups, farmers, ranchers , cle rgy, landscape archit ects,

planners, range managers , environmen talists, agricultural econ 

omists, and businesspeople. We spoke in college classroo ms,

high school auditoriums, civic ce nters, cafes, parks, and bams.

We received and answered piles of mail.

As we traveled the Plain s, it becam e clear that we did not

control the mean ing of our metaphor, nor did anyone else. For

some the Buffalo Commons was only about bison; for others

about rais ing cattle to more closely mimic bison behavior; for

others about the recovery of native wildlife generally; and the

retum of natural ecological conditions across the land scape. The

metaph or might mean getting the people out of the region, or

encouraging their coexis tence with wild Nature, or promot ing

economic developm ent based on wildlife, espec ially bison .

People variously interpreted the metaphor as a general assault

on their way of life, an evocation of a fabled past, a vision of a

feasibl e future, or a distillation of what they were al read y doing.

Man y Plain s people intensel y disl iked the commons portion of

the metaphor, associating it with collec tivism and lack of choice ,

but even so the strength of their reaction help ed achieve some

community-building.

As the Buffalo Commons term came into widespread use

(for recent examples , see Graham 1997, O'Driscoll 1997,

Robbins 1997 , and Olson 1998), it provoked exploration by
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man y people and orga nizations, eac h with their own interpre

tations,. their own hero es and villains. In effec t, they di s

cussed what und erl ay the term and developed thei r own nar

rativ e line to give the metaphor its meaning. Such discu ssions

built on the ambi guity of the metaphor and helped foster

accord between groups or indiv idua ls who were othe rwise

deeply di vided .

For example, Native American s and white ranchers. and

farmers could agree that people should not be uprooted invol

unt aril y from their homes and way of life. Energy interests and

cattl e ran chers knew in their bones that most Plain s problems

sprang from farm subsidies. Many Plain s peop le believed that

federal interventi on harmed their region and kept it in a semi

colonized state; the Buffalo Commons represent ed simply the

la test example of federal hub ris. Sometimes the one point a

group could agree on was that they did not like the Buffalo

Commons, but at least that gave them a starting point. From

there, they took up the metaph or and pushed it into the futur e

by elaborating on the values and choices they wished to attain

and avoid.

We have called this overa ll approach soft-edge d plann ing,

to distinguish it from hard -edged-more rul e-bound-plan

nin g (Popp er and Popper 1996). Story and metaphor work as

process, engende ring new layers of und erstanding as they get

diffu sed . They loop back as discussion grows and meaning

ge ts amplified and modified . In this process , the Buffalo

Commons has grown to have concreteness and specificity. The

question is no longer why or wheth er the Buffalo Common s will

occur, but how.



The Emergence of the
Buffalo Commons
Since 1987, we have elaborated the Buffalo Commons metaphor

to incorporate the emerging land uses consistent with it (Popper

and Popper 1994, 1998). It now appears I that the Buffalo

Commons is materiali zing more quickly and .with less-federal

interventi on than we had anticipated; the formation is particu

larly rapid in the northern Plains. In the last decade, public

land bison herds increased markedly. On private lands a notice

able number of ranchers switched to buffalo and prospered

financially and ecologically. Membership in the National Bison

Association, a membership group for buffalo professionals, has

risen steadily; so has membership in the organization's state and

regional chapters, especially in the Plains.

Plains Indians have formed the InterTribal Bison

Cooperative, a consortium of fifty Native American governments

that trains Indian buffalo producers and tribal land managers,

promotes Indian buffalo art and art ifac ts, and takes other steps

to reinvigorate the buffalo's historically central place in the

tribes' cultures . Other Native American buffalo cooperatives

have begun to appear (Gardner 1998), as have further Native

American buffalo restoration efforts (LaDuke 1998). The buffa

lo count on Indian land has multiplied by at least six since 1992

(Popper and Popper 1998).

North Dakota's governor, Edward Schafer, sees buffalo pro

duction and buffalo tourism as vital to the state's growth; revers

ing long-standing practice, the state's bank and other Plain s

banks now lend to buffalo ranchers. North Dakota's agricultural

abandoned homestead by Lezle Williams

extension serv ice offers them technical assistance and has

established a marketing cooperative and a slaughtering-pro

cess ing facility especially for buffalo and plans another, which

the state is encouraging. In 1996 its agriculture commissioner,

Sarah 'Vogel, told the New York Times that North Dakota will

someda y have more buffalo than ca ttle (Brooke 1996).

According to the North Dakota Buffalo Association, buffalo have

become the state's second-leading agricultural commodity in

revenue (Conley 1999a). South Dakota's agriculture department

lends for buffalo as well.

Alberta and Saskatchewan offer their buffalo ranchers

technical help. Montana State University has created a Center

for Bison Studies to do research on buffalo ~nd aid buffalo enter

prises. Ten tribal colleges in Nebraska and the Dakotas offer

Native American students foundation-supported bison curricula

(Conley 1999b and Cournoyer 1999).

Federal agencies have begun taking Buffalo Commons

steps. The Forest Service is considering management changes

that would allow more buffalo to graze on National Grasslands in

the Dakotas, Montan a, and Wyomin g (Robb ins 1997).

Saskat chewan has created Grasslands National Park , which will

eventually encompass 350 square miles but is already open to

visitors. In 1992 the US Interior Department began the Great

Plains Partnership, a wildlife protection effort by federal agen

cies, state governments, and their Canadian and Mexican coun

terparts. The Clinton Admini stration expanded the program and

assigned the Environm ental Protection Agency to lead it.

Beginning in the early 1990s, The Nature Conservancy greatly

..
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expanded its land purchases on the Plains, often restoring native

plants and sometimes animal species on them.

Our metaphor stimulated other work on the Plains' Buffalo

Commons future. For example, Anne Matthews's Where the

Buffalo Roam, which focuses on our work and the reaction to it

(Matthews 1992), was one of four finalists for the 1993 Pulitzer

Prize for nonfiction. The late rancher Lawrence Brown, who lived

in Buffalo, South Dakota, wrote a book about his youth entitled

Biiffalo Commom Memoirs (Brown 1995) and between 1993 and

1999 published a bimonthly newsletter, From the Deep Plains

(another phrase borrowed from our work) that attempted to find

alternatives to the Buffalo Commons (Brown 1993-1999). Emest

Callenbach's Bring Back the Buffalo! A Sustainable Future for

America~ Great Plainsand Daniel Licht's Ecology and Economics

of the Great Plains support the BuffaloCommons and suggest new

ways to achieve it (Callenbach 1996 and forthcoming, Licht

1997). Local conservation groups promote buffalo--for instance,

the Sierra Club chapter in South Dakota (Rebbeck 1997), Bring

Back the Bison in Evanston, Wyoming (www.evanstonwy.com/bb

bison), and the Great Plains Restoration Council in Denver, which

explicitly intends to create the Buffalo Com~ons (www.gprc.org;

FJP serves on its board). "A community's greatest gift is the evolv

ing history of its people, their stories, their symbols, their endur- .

ing sagas..." reads the cover for the Buffalo Commons Storytelling

Festival held in May 1997 in McCook, Nebraska. The Buffalo

Commons , a novel by western writer Richard Wheeler, has

appeared, and by the end of the book the idea wins out a few years

into the 21st century (Wheeler 1998). The Buffalo Commons

metaphor has had practical effects.)

Metaphor as a Tool of
Regi on al Im agination
Many fields find that metaph or provides a means to connect with

and understand a messy world. As a literary device, it is at least

as allusive as programmatic. It interprets and enlarges mean

ings. It creates- in a literary fashion-a place apart, space for

reflection. It works especially well in times of great change, dis

order, or disjunction.

Geographer Anne Buttimer writes, "A treasure of insight

can be unlocked via metaph orical rather than literal or rational

thinkin g...because metaph or performs a poetic as well as con

servative function in ordinary language, preserving as well as

creating knowledge about actual and potential connections

between different realms of reality" (Buttimer 1993, 78). She

finds that choices of metaphors reveal values and show how one

sees the world. Metaphors are thus useful both to create and

explain meaning . Similarly, the late anthropologist Victor Turner
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argued that metaphors engender an alternative space for the

society where what was previously enforced and expec ted can

transmute into something new (Tumer 1985). Metaphors operate

"as a species of liminal monster. .. whose combination of famil

iar and unfamiliar features or unfamiliar combinations of famil

iar features provokes us into thought, provides us with new per

spec tives. .. the implications, suggestions, and supporting values

entwined with their literal use enable us to see a new subjec t

matter in a new way" (Turner 1974, 3 1).

David Abram, ecologist, philosopher, and magician, details

human alienation from Nature and place, tracing it back to the

substitution of a symbolic alphabet for direct experience as a

first step in homogenizing space . The magical quali ty that once

resided in the world moved into language. The only hope of

reconnecting to place lies in using stories and vibrant language:

"Our task, rather, is that of taking up the written word, with all

its potency, and patiently, carefully, writing language back into

the land. Our craft is that of releasing the budded, earthly intel

ligence of our words, freeing them to respond to the speech of

the things themselves.. . .It is the practice of spinning stories that

have the rhythm and lilt of the local landscape, tales for the

tongue that want to be told, again and again, sliding off the dig-

ital screen and slipping off the lettered page to inhabit these

coastal forests, those desert canyons, those whispering grass

lands and valleys and swamps" (Abram 1996,273-274, empha-

sis in original). Contemporary industrial society is inundated by

writing and information; metaphor helps order and evaluate

them quickly and efficiently because it requires the reader/lis

tener to rapidly confer meaning on the words. The choices

belong to both the deviser of the metaphor and its interpreters. <::

Torsten Hagerstrand (1995) writes that the geographer's

task in understa nding the experience of place requires a lan

guage that is largely missing. He sees place as composed of a

practical reality so well known that it is taken for granted and

thus not articulated-s-so individualized that communicating it

becomes problematic. Metaphor aids in elucidating shared

experience of place or region if it does what Buttimer, Turner,

and Abram describe, giving insight to diverse realms of reality

and new interpretations of experience.

When we first wrote of the Buffalo Commons in 1987, rural

Great Plains people were negotiating a change they would have

preferred not to face. They could see and feel the personal, fami

ly, and community pressures, but these raised sensitivities and

fears of loss. Writing from South Dakota, Kathleen Norris asks,

"How do we tell the truth in a small town? Is it possible to write

it? . .Wedon't tend to see truth as something that couId set us free

because it means embracing pain, acknowledging our differences



and conflicts, taking our real situation into acco unt" (Norris 1993~

79). Emily Dicki nson suggests a way around the problem: "Tell all

the Truth but tell it slan t- Success in Circuit lies" (Johnson 1961 ,

248). Metaphor provides both Truth and Circuit, indirec tion and

distance, rea lity and alterations of it. At the same time, metaphor

offers resolution of the conflicts between them. Robert Frost

described metaphor as "saying one thing and meaning another,

say ing one thing in terms of another" (Cox and Lath em 1966 , 24).

Th e Buffal o Commons
as a Regional Metaphor
Our work drew on se vera l forms of Circui t in addition to

metaphor itself: our own geogra phic d istance, our long-term per

spec tive, our interdiscipli nary app roach, our social distance as

acade.mics. We could afford to imagine and ponder possibl e

futures that might only gradually take shape. We did not have to

find someone to take over the local grain elevator or cafe. We did

not have to produce policies to deal with falling cattle prices or

shifting govemment ince ntives . Instead we had the intellec tual

luxury of disinterestedly weighing the press ures on land, soil,

water, and community-and envisioning where they might even

tually lead. Thu s we wrote of the Buffalo Commons as emerging

after another generation if certain trends continued. Some critics

and suppo rters saw the Buffalo Commons as a formal plan that

purposefully laid out the location of part icular land uses, but it

was inevitably never much more than a metaph or.

The metaphor's two words are del iberat ely simple and emo

tive, yet challenging. Buffalo have served as symbol and suste

nance for both Native American and Euroamerican popu lations

in the Plains. Buffalo were a keystone spec ies: they shaped the

landscape with their migrations, trampling and rolling, loosening

and fertilizing soil, bringing along othe r wildlife. Migratin g across

the Plains, they presen ted a visual point on the horizon that broke

up the meet ing of earth and sky. They signified the land scape

and culture of the Plains. Their fate served as a wam ing. Because

they were nearly eli minated in the late 19th century, they raise

qu estions of durability and desire: do we as a society want to

maint ain the pas t? How much do we need to change the present ?

To what extent can we influence the ongoing changes ? What are

the limits of cultural and ecologica l res toration?
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The buffalo also evoke questions of our responsibil ities to

other spec ies: On what tenus is it possible or desirable to

increase the number of buffalo? Is the return of free-ranging

bison herds ac ross the landscape fundamental to the Great

Plains recovering their ecological integrity? Or will the crea tion

of a buffalo ranching "industry" that supplants cattle with newly

domesticated bison suffice?

The metaphor uses the word "buffalo" rather than the more

acc urate "bison" because it is more familiar to the publi c and

taps more allusions- buffalo as wildlife, myth, and merchandise.

The complexity of Plains experience with bison lends life to the

metaphor and increases its suggestiveness for the Plains' future.

The word "commons" connotes the need to treat land as a

common propert y resourc e, much as we do air or water. It simul

taneously refers to ecological issues and social ones-for exam

ple, how do we prevent soil erosion not only on our own land , but

also on neighboring holdings? What are the responsibilities and

relationship s across generations and species? Americans are

assumed to believe that small-town and agra rian socie ty is bet

ter, more neighborly, and more communal than life elsewhere.

Yet the rural Plains have endured long-runnin g population loss

and decline of services. Cutbacks and consolida tions in schools,

other government operations, professional services, and church

es und ermine tradit ional beliefs. How does one remake such ·

places to ensure or rein vigorate communities? How can the

places get past the silence and denial Kathleen Norris describes

to tackle the real problems? The solution has to emphas ize

share d problems and prospects-that is, commonality.

The Buffalo Commons provided a metaphor for reenvision

ing settlement practices on the Plains. As a metaphor it was

meant to evoke the charac ter istic and the intrinsic so as to cla r

ify what to preserve and build upon. We drew the metaphor from

a narrati ve about how the region was shaped. The metaphor

crystallized a regional story and became usable for the future;

metaph or help ed move story past nostalgia to make und erstand

ing of place a forward-thinking means for adaptation. The adap

tation grew out of the challenge inherent in a metaphor that

simultaneously suggested change, allud ed to a history in revi

sion, and had several possible interpretations tha t themselves

had an uneasy relationship with eac h other.

Moreover, the Buffalo Commons does not preclude other

potential regional developments such as better irrigation meth

ods, alternative crops, or more telecommuting; instead it coexists

with them. In fact it can coexist with other metaphors, including

ones that will emerge in the future. But it has been exciting to

watch our metaphor spring to life and leave our control. We see a

growing recognition that the idea makes ecological, economic,

and perhaps most important, imaginative sense-s- tha t a restora

tive and preservationist ideal embedded in regional metaphor

may suggest plausibl e options for many places, choices other
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than casinos, prisons, hazardous waste dumps, agribusiness, or

continued long-term decline. We confidently expect the Buffalo

Commons to keep acquiring the muscle of reality. «

Deborah E. Popper teaches geography at the City University of

New Yorks College ofSta ten Island. Frank]. Popper teaches in

the Urban Studies Department at Rutgers University. Together

they have analyzed and written about the American Great

Plains and invented the concept of the Buffalo Commons.
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P O ETR Y

Out here on this prairie

soul wanders

to edge of the land

becoming dust cloud and

finally dream ,

There is room en ou gh for sp ir i t

to pass through air

like sm all birds do

fl ying from hummock to hummock

or ea gles from

mountain to sky,

Spirit dustdevils like

cr azily sp ir a ling ravens ;

there is plenty of room here

to soa r.

This huge valley laid

between these mountains

is big en oug h to hold

the swa tch of sor r ow

that cu ts a buffalo path

miles wide through heart-high

gr ass and runs the

length of a life .

There is so much sp ace here

that sh a d ows of mountains

don 't mute this hugeness

of feeling even as

a day di es ,

From mountain to sky to cloud t o

dream to tiny sp o t

on thi s prairie wh ere

feathers blow tangled

in rabbit Fur

there is just enoug h emp ty sp ace

for joy

en oug h to sh ake the open gr ou n d

and a n te lope-d a nce.

-Grac e Deer
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Networks of People for Networks of Wildlands
by Mi chael E. So ul e

A BSTRACT
opulation growth and technologi

cal, global commercialization are

the common causes of habitat fragmentation

and social fragmentation. The loss ofspeciesfrom

habitat remnants obeys certain rules. As growth and

technology eat away at Nature, they also cause social

disintegration. Moreover, each of these planet-wide

pathologies exacerbates the other in an accelerating

downward spiral ofhuman alienation, suffering, and

species loss. Though the consequences ofsocial disinte

gration may be transient, the consequences of biotic

attrition will lingerfor eons. In North America, a new

conseroation initia tive- The Wildlands Project-seeks

to reverse fragmentation and to arrest extinction by

establishing a network ofprotected natural areas com

prised ofcore wildlands, buffer zones, and zones ofcon

nectivity. Such a system would allow sensitive and

wide-ranging species including wolves, cougars,

jaguars, wolverines, grizzly bears, woodland caribou,

and pronghorn antelope to reestablish themselves in

much of their original ranges. Organizationally, The

Wildlands Project is bottom-up; local and regional

groups do the planning and implementation. The

Wildlands Project assists communication between the

groups and helps to ensure objectivity by putt ing

groups in touch with conservation biologists, commu

nity planners, and other professionals. An emerging

theme of this vision is the imperative of reaching a

healthier balance between Nature and human soci

ety--one that grounds people in Natu re as much as it

sustains the actual ground of the natural world.

Introduction
We live in two worlds and both are under siege. One, the oldest,

is the biological world; its remainin g wild places are rapidly

being fragmented, invaded, and destroyed by alien species

(Terborgh 1999). As the human volume is turned up, wildlands

fall silent, and the vital links that connect them-wildlife corri

dors- are being nibbled to death like babies attacked by rats.

The other world, the social world, is also under siege.

Intimacy and community are being replaced by electronic surro

gates. As the volume of digital and visual devices grows louder,

people fall silent, their voices and their literature replaced by a

cacophony of beeps and images of commercialized violence. Thus

as Nature unravels, so does society; and as alien species invade

and degrade habitats, alienation negates civil human congress.

Perhaps it is no coincidence that technology is undermin

ing both the integrity of life in the biosphere and the dignity of

human life in the social sphere, and that the loss of physical

connectivity and intimacy is not only an object of concern

among conservation biologists, but is also eliciting alarm among

social critics. Here, both kinds of fragmentation, biotic and

social, are considered from the perspective of conservation. The

goal is not so much analytical as it is prescriptive: the treatment

of these dissipative environmental and social trends .
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Habitat Fragmentation
The consequences of habitat fragmentation have been studied

across the world, and the results of fragmentation are pre

dictable, regardless of hemisphere, lati tude, or clime (Soule and

Terborgh 1999). Metaphorically, if untrammel ed Nature was a

singular, global container of species, then isolated remnants of

wildlands are a myriad of leaky vessels. Species disappear from

isolated habitat remnants, and the smaller the remnant, the

leakier they are.

The disappeara nce of species from remnants obeys certain

rules. While there is some disagreement around the edges of

these rules (Simberloff and Martin 1991, Cutler 1994), most

ecologists and biogeographers agree on the following important,

broad principles.

TIle Area Effect. One of the principles of modem ecology is

that the number of spec ies that an area can support is directly

proportional to its size. A corollary is that if area is reduced, the

number of spec ies shrinks. Moreover, the rate of this decline in

diversity is inversely proportional to the area of the isolated rem

nant. Even quite large habitat islands have observable rates of

extinction. For instance, it is now recognized that most National

Parks-whether in the western United States or in Tanzania

are too small to prevent the extinction of many medium-sized

and large mammals on a time scale of a century or less

( Iewmark 1987, Newmark 1996). On a local scale, isolated

patches of vulnera ble habitat less than about one hundred

hectares are too small to prevent catastrophic rates of habitat

disturb ance and the loss of many spec ies of vertebrate animals

and plants on a time scale of decades (Soule et al. 1988, Crooks

and Soule ] 999). Similar observations (Diamond 1975,

Terborgh 1975) led to one of the first guiding principles of con

servation biology: "bigger is better." Related arguments for big

ness are presented below.

Edge Effects. Because the ratio of edge or circumference to

habitat area increases geometrically as fragment size decreases,

it is important to understand how boundaries affect wildlife in

remnants. Edges occur where a habita t such as a forest meets a

road, a clearcut, or some other habitat. Artificial edges, part icu

larly recently created ones, benefit certain species such as deer.

But edges in general are harmful to the maintenance of native

species diversity. Some of the major categories of deleterious

edge effects are' (1) higher rates of habitat desiccation and tree

death; (2) higher frequency and increased severity of fire; (3)

higher rates of predation by native and exotic predators (e.g.,

foxes, cats, crows, and their relatives), and by human hunters;
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(4) higher probability of nest parasitism; (5) greater windfall

damage; and (7) higher intensit ies of browsing, grazing, and

other forms of disturbance which favor the growth and spread of

weedy and exotic species (Wilcove et al. 1986, Noss 1987, Noss

and Coopenider 1994). Roads, the most frequent source of new

edges, also facilitate the movement of weeds and pests that are

associated with disturbance or that spread along rights of way;

roads also cause erosion, stream sedimentation, pollution, and

increases in mortality rates of wildlife from collisions and hunt

ing (Noss 1992). Thus, a second guiding principle is to minimize

roads and seek road closures including "ripping" up the road bed

and restoring native vegetation (Foreman and Wolke 1992).

Isolati on and th e Distan ce Effect. The inverse relation

between isolation and immigration is known as the distance

effect. As habitat destruction spreads and the distance between

remnant patches increases, plants and animals are less likely to

disperse or migrate between remnants. Dispersal of individuals

helps protect against demographic "acci den ts," such as when an

episode of unusually high mortality perturbs age structure and

sex ratio. Immigrants can also "rescue" a population that is in

genetic jeopard y because of inbreeding. Therefore, lower dis

persal or migration rates increase the chances that species will

"blink out" in isolated h~bitat patches. Thus, a third guiding

principle is to minimize the distance between habitat islands .

One caveat, though, is that some species (including many in

tropical forests and Mediterranean scrub ecosystems) will not

cross any bani er or gap between habitat islands, regardless of

how trivial it may appear to human beings. For land-hugging

species like wolverines and bears, on-the-ground connectivity is

essential for long-term survival where the remnan ts are too small

for the viability of species within them (Dobson et al. 1999).

TIl e Regulato ry Role of Keystone Spe cies. The notion that

the activities of certain species have a profound influence on the

numbers and distributi on of other species is widely accepted.

Such "keystone species" have, by definition, effects dispropor

tionate to their numbers in ecosystems. Keystones includ e rare

but effective pollinators such as bats, certain plants that provide

resources during times of critical food shortages, animals like

beavers that create structures that provide habitat for entire

communities, and large carnivores that regulate the composition

and physical structure of communities through their predation

on herbivores and smaller carnivores.

One example must suffice. In many cases it appears that

large predators help to maintain the diversi ty of small-sized

species within ' an ecosystem. This paradoxical effect occurs



beca use large predators often suppress the numbers of midd le

size (meso) predators. In the absence of large predators, the

smaller ones can be "released" ecologically, becoming both

more abunda nt and more bold, a phenomenon called meso

predator release. In a se ries of studies on the local disapp ear

ances of native bird s in isolat ed Medit erranean coas tal sage

sc rub or chaparra l remnants in San Diego (Soule et al. 1988,

Bolger et al. 1991, Soule et al. 1992, Crooks and Soule 1999),

we found that those remn ants frequ ented by coyotes retain more

spec ies of the sc rub-depende nt birds than ca nyons without coy

otes. We discovered that coyotes have an inhibitory effect on

house ca ts, gray foxes, and opossum s, thereby restri ct ing these

mesopredators to the edges of the remn ant s. Moreover, the bird s

ben efited from the coyote-caused eco logical confinement of the

smaller carnivores-the bird s' major predators. Th us, a fourth

guiding princip le is to ensure the persistence of large predators

and other keystone species in remnants. This may requ ire the

reconnection of fragments with linkages (such as under-road cul

verts) and habitat corridors.

The Rarity Effec t. Not only is extinction pred ictabl e on the

macro level of numbers and rates, but with a little knowledge

about the spec ies that are present , the order of disappearances

also can be predi cted. In general , vulnerab ility of spec ies is

inversely corre lated with popul ation density. Thus, large pred a

tors are likel y to disappear first from remn ant s, unl ess they are

capa ble of moving between the remn ants. The most abunda nt

species (usually the smallest) tend to persist the longest. The

extinction process is complex, and the spec ific ca uses of such

extinctions in a given situation are often unclear. The relevant

factors include predation, random demographi c events, inbreed

ing, random environmental change, disease, catas trophes, and

the interactions between these factors (Frankel and Soule 1981,

illustration by Rod Maciver

Shaffer 1981, Gilpin and Soule 1986, Soule 1987, Mills and

Smouse 1994, Crooks and Soule 1999).

In spite of this complexity, there is subs tantial agree men t

on the minimum areas an d popul ation sizes needed to sustain

species viability. Hundred s of sq ua re kilometers may be nec

essary for tropical trees (Hub bell an d Foster 1986), and the

minimum pop ulation size for long-term viability of medium-to

large animals is a few thousand square kilometers or more,

dep ending on population var iabi li ty (Belovsky 1987). Hen ce,

a fifth guiding principle is to prevent rarity and isolation

(ma intain connectivity) .

Disturbance Dynamics and the Sc ale Effe ct. Disturbance

at ce rtain intensities, freq uencies, and geographic scales is nat

ural and restorati ve. The micro-scal e perturbations caused by

such organisms as ele phants (Loxodonta, Elephas), tap irs

(Tapiridae), all igators (Alligator), beavers (Castor), termites, and

burrowing rode nts such as pocket gophers (Thomornys, Geornys)

provide other spec ies with light gaps, water holes, cover, breed

ing habitats, and temporary gaps for seed gernlination. Events

such as fires, storms, floods, and ep idemics, whe n they occur in

a relatively natural, un fragmented land scape, help to maintain a

mosaic of biotic associations without the necessity and high cost

of hum an intervent ion.

Intermediate levels of disturbance appear to be optimal,

bu t this only works to maintain biod iversit y when the size of the

average disturbance is 50 to 100 times smalle r than the habit at

area (Shugart and West 1981). Where stand- replac ing fires are

a factor, the minimum habit at area necessary to achieve some

kind of steady state of ecosystem types may be as large as a mil

lion hecta res (Romme an d Despain ] 989, Pick ett and

Thompson 1978). In small, isolated habi tat remnants, therefore,

disturbance is likely to entrain a downward spiral of landscape

simplifica tion and spec ies loss. Thus, a sixth guiding principl e

is that small reserves will require the careful management of dis

turbance (such as fire).

TIle Cumulative (o r Age) Effec t. Spec ies disappea r slowly

from isolated fragments. Exacerbatin g the rate of local extinc

tion, however, is the gradual but inevitable deterioration of hab i

tat in remn ant patches . Edge effec ts nibbl e away, decreas ing the

effective size of indi vidual patches and increasing the distance

between patches . Disturb ances such as fire, windfall, and dis

eases ca n eas ily overwhel m a small reserve. For such reasons,

the olde r the isolated patch, the more alte red it will be and the

fewer spec ies it will contain (Soule 1991, Bolger et aI. 1997,

Crooks and Soule 1999). Thu s, a seventh guiding pri ncipl e is to
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prevent the incremental deterioration of habitat within patches.

This requires restorative, compensa tory management , including

the prevention of internal fra gmentation and habitat distur

bance. Because smaller remnants are more difficult to defend

against edge or boundary effects, and are more costly to main

tain per unit area (White and Bratton 1980 , Noss 1983, Soule

1984), bigger is economically better as well.

In summary, conservation biologists have identified certain

principles and guidelines for the maintenance of spec ies diversi

ty. Among the most important of these are (1) bigger is better; (2)

edge effects (e.g., roads) should be minimized; (3) the distan ce

between remnant islands should be minimized; (4) the persi s

tence of large predators and other keystone species in remnants

slows biotic attrition; (5) connec tivity should be maintained or

restored; (6) management must be intensified in inverse relation

to the size of the remnant; and (7) the cost of maintaining the

mosaic of habitats increases as remnant size decreases.

ITIS CLEAR THAT THE CURRE NT MAJOR EPISODE OF HABI 

tat fragmentation will result in a major, pl~net-wide extinction

event (Myers 1984, Ehrli ch and Ehrlich 1981, Wilson 1992,

Terborgh 1999) . Some anti-Nature critics refuse to accept these

gloomy extrapolations, takin g refuge in "the fallacy of equiva

lent rates" (Soule 1995). They argue that (1) extinc tion is a nat

ural process; (2) nearl y all spec ies' that have ever lived are

extinct; therefore (3) extinction will not significantly affect bio

diversity. The flaw in this rebuttal is the implici t premise that

the rate of extinction in the current extinction spasm is not

exceptional. In fact, the current rate of anthropogeni c extinction

is about a thousand times greater than the background rate

(Wilson 1992). Since Asian and European exploration and col

onization began (ca. 50 ,000 and 600 years ago respec tively),

thousand s of verteb rate spec ies have become extinct; all but one

or two of these extinctions were caused by human activities

(Wilson 1992).

Another false refuge from reality is the "fallacy of home

ostasis." This is the belief among some paleontologists and

microbial systematists that the current extincti on crisis is irrele

vant because Gaia (a term for the planet's hypothetical capacity

to buffer major climati c chan ge) will facilitate the replenishment

of the plan et with large plants and animal s in ten or twenty mil

lion years . The argument is that the Earth has recovered its

megafauna following several previous mass extinctions, so "no

worries." In my opinion, this "worldly" view reflects a psycho

logical distancing from Nature that is charac teristic of the urban,

intellectual , postmodem consciousness (Soule and Lease 1995).
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In any case, faith in the recuperative capac ities of life is

unwarr ant ed because the current extinc tion event is "s teriliz

ing" the survivors. This is occurring in two ways. The first is by

precluding the birth of new spec ies (spec iation); the seco nd is

by inhibiting adapti ve evolutionary change in many of the sur

vivors (Soule 1980). In the geological past , recovery of spec ies

richness (never the same spec ies) all occurred before the era of

human domination of the most produ ctive land s and waters.

Nowadays, and for the foreseeable millennia, a rebound of

species diversity is impossibl e because Homo sapiens monopo

lizes the essential ingredient of spec iation for large anim als

space . Speciation of large animals requ ires large areas-spaces

that are significantly bigger than National Parks (Soule 1980).

These areas of unint errupted habitat must be large enough to

allow the viability of populations for millennia and the mainte

nance of geographic variation imposed by mountains, rivers, and

other barriers to gene flow. But nowadays, geographic variation

(i.e., subspecies) is being erased by habitat destruction.

In additi on to eliminating the possibility of spec iation,

habitat destru ction and fragmentation are also preventing the

isolated populations of large animals from adapting to change by

natural selec tion (Soule 1980). The reason the survivors cannot

adapt is because natural selec tion is neutralized in small popu-

illustration by Rod Maciver
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lations; it doesn't work because it is resisted by the randomizing

effects of genetic drift. In other words, the role of chance in

determining \~ho reproduces increases markedly when popula

tion size is small, and the populations of spec ies in remnants are

necessarily small. In such circumstances, natural selectio n is

almost powerless. For the first time in thelast 65 million years,

the megafaun a cannot adapt; humanity has posted a large sign

that says: "No Evolution of Large Animals is Permitted."

Conseque ntly, Nature remains esse ntially in suspe nsion until

the land and waters are reinhabited and numb ers rebound.

There has been no shortage of proposals for technological

subs titutes for native spec ies. These include vague predictions

. about the crea tion of genetically engineere d plants and animals.

Coming sooner to your locality than these probable monstrosi

ties will be elec tronic substitutes for wild Nature housed in

arcades. The likely commercial success of these virtual crea

tures, and . the adrenaline-pumping eco-adve ntures in which

they interact, will mute rational cri ticism .

An Alternative
R econnecting the Pi eces
The disap pearan ce of the natural lan dscape over the next

forty years cannot be prevented unless the political land scape

is also transformed. Th e latt er will req uire an alte rna tive

vision of the "good life." Th e Wildla nds Project (TWP) is such

a vision. The organization is based on the observation that

current campaig ns to pro tec t biodiversit y and wilderness in

North America are too timid. Moreover, we believe that land

scape renewal and social renewal are inseparabl e and sugges t

serious exa minat ion of this hypothesis.

The stated mission of The Wildlands Project is to restore the

ecological richness and native biodiversity of North America.

We live fo r the day when Grizzlies in Chihuahua have

an unbroken connection to Grizzlies in Alaska; when

Gray Wolfpopulations are continuousfr om New Mexico

to Greenland; when vast unbroken f orests and fl owing

plains aga in thrive and support pre-Columbian popula

tions of plants and animals.. . . We are committed to a

proposal based on the requirements of all native

species.. . .Core reserves would be linked by biological

corridors to allow fo r the natural dispersal of wide

ranging species. (Foreman et al. 1992)

Nothing less than an extensive network of wildlands will

ensure the survival of full and robust wildlands and ecosys tems.

The rewilding argument (Soule and Noss 1998) provides the eth-

ical and scientific-justification for the restoration of large net

works of self-willed Nature, includi ng large carnivores.

Restorat ion projec ts on the scale contemplated by TWP are

not yet possible everywhere. But the potent ial exists in many

places to reconnect the lands and waters in a network of core

areas, buffer zones, and wildlife corridors . This network would

even tually allow the free exchange of spec ies, genetic material,

and the restoration of ecological processes in unb roken habit at

connections from Central America to the Arctic, from Florida to

Newfound land, and from Baja California to Alaska.

Core wilderness areas are the organs of a regional wildlands

network. The arteries of such a system of wild lands and waters

are its habitat linkages-which ensure connec tivity between

protected areas for spatially extensive processes and wide-rang

ing species includ ing large carnivores and herbivores. These

animals are the beleaguered survivors of the North American

extinction (about 10,000 years ago) of larger animals- the

megafauna . Today, many of the survivors, including the wolf,

grizzly bear, jaguar, moose, woodland car ibou, and bison, are

vulnerable because the remnant wildlands in which they survive

are too small to support viable populations. These spec ies gen

erally are either keystone camivores-s-and therefore esse ntial

for ecosys tem diversity and resi lience--or popular "flagship"

spec ies . As these larger animals are repatriated to appropriate

parts of their original ranges, including remnant and restored

wildlands within the core-corridor network; many vulnerable

ecosys tems and the habit ats of restric ted, endemic species will

be saved as well. In addition, the majesty of the megafauna is

one of the attributes that distinguishes mere habitat remnants

from wilderness.

Notwithstanding the bold scope of this campaign, it is

inevitable that some spec ies and ecosys tems will not be ade

quately protected by the network, particularly in topographical

ly and geologically diverse states like California where there are

hundreds of local endemic spec ies in areas that are already

highly modified by development. To ensure that all of the outlier

spec ies and ecosystems are identified, mapped, and protected,

many states have und ertaken Gap Analyses (Scott et al. 1993),

and organizations like The Nature Conservan cy are attempting

to protect representative examples of all ecosystems in their

regional cons tellations of preserves.

The Wildlands Project proposal is unique in its temporal as

well as its spatial scale; a century or more may pass before the

project is fully implemented (Soule 1992). In part this is

because of the delays inherent in planning, in gaining local sup

port, and in transferrin g esse ntial lands to the system. Some

lands that are publi cly owned will need their designation and
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management regime cha nged. Where privat e land s are need ed,

tools such as conserv ation easements or outri ght purchase from

willin g se lle rs will be employed.

"A hundred years is too long," say some, but time both cre

ates and forecl oses opport un ities, Land in man y of the margin

al farming regions of the Grea t Plains and the arid, intennoun

tain West will be chea per in the future when aqui fers are

pumped dry, soils give out or become too sa lty or wate rlogged ,

grazing subsid ies on fed eral lands are phased out, and markets

cha nge. In addition, man y owners of large farms and ran ch es

would ra ther see their land remain und eveloped than be turned

in to suburbs an d shopping malls. Laws are curre ntly being

writt en or changed to reward good conservation stewardship

and to provide incen tives to those ci tizens who wish to donate

land to trusts, nonprofit conse rvation groups , or government

age ncies. And land that has been ec ologica lly crippled by graz

ing, farming, clearcutting, or draining, and lack s eco logical and

wildern ess values today, ca n in a spa n of fifty to one hundred

years become excelle nt habitat. Opport uniti es, like tomatoes,

do not ripen simultaneously.

H uman Fragmenta tion
and Networks of P eople .
The way to cha nge land-use policy is to chan ge public values .

And the way to cha nge valu es is to insp ire people with a posi-
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tive vision. There are two keys to creating an alternative vision

for protect ing living Nature. The first is hope, a trust that the

curre nt spas m of extinction will soon end and that a balan ce ca n

be restored. Hopelessness abo ut the future is shaken off when

people find out that Nature ca n be saved-that we have the sc i

ence and resources to do it.

Th e other key is to cultiva te a se nse of parti cipation and

ownersh ip in Nature protection through personal involvement in

the development of regional wildl and s networks. Participation is

also educa tional, and the process ca n eleva te the land-use

debate and help everyone achieve deeper level s of und erstand

ing about ecological issues. People disli ke the imposition of

policies from above , but they will often support progressive

cha nge if they have some role in its formulation,

An emphasis on participatory, grass roots processes is not a

gimmick to win popular support for the project's objectives. It is

essential becau se much land-use planning is fonnulated and reg

ulated at the local level, for both private and publ ic lands. Not

only will the project fail in the face of adamant-opposition to its

local objectives, bu t the restoration of Nature's legacy is

enha nced by the knowledge oflocal people who are intimate with

the backcount ry, the bush, the outback, the pra irie, the woods.

Th e rea l business of sc ience-base d conse rvation plan ning

occurs at the level of dozens of local or regiona l, ind ep enden t

conse rvation organizations, and in the communities in which

they work . The local groups do most of the research and plan 

ning; The Wildland s Project may help coordina te but does not

direct or adminis ter these local cooperators. One of its prin cipal

functions, though, is facil ita ting the excha nge of information

between heretofore isolated activists, using regiona l workshops,

national meetin gs, and pub lica tions . Th e Wildlands Project also

serv es a consulting role, ac ting as a clearinghouse for informa

tion and expe rtise. It offers techni cal support in geographic

information systems, conservation biology, and soon in commu

ni ty economic viabi lity analysis and conflic t resoluti on.

Tabl e 1 contras ts The Wildl and s Project's periphery-domi

nated app roach with two other es tablished pattern s of conse rva

tion activity. Column A lists the steps employed by government

and quasi -government organizations in conse rvation plann ing; it

is a top-down approach that rel ies heavily on organizational sta

bil ity, techn ological expe rtise , and politica l support.

Column B illustrates the typical reaction scenario of local

advocacy groups: a developer submits a proposal to a govern

ment agency; a loose-knit group of conse rvationists reacts

defen sively. Eventually, the development proceeds, but in a

somewhat mitigated fonn . The process is repeat ed seriatim until

none of the biodiversi ty/wilderness value remains.

illustrations by Rod Macive r



Three forms of co nservation advocacy.

A. Contemporary, Center

do minated Co nsercution

Planning

1. Classify ecosystems.

2. Identify species at risk.

3. Perform gap analysis to

identify unprotected elements.

4. Apply principles ofconservation

biology to design .

5. Design a system ofisolated

protected areas that represents

all species and ecosystems.

6. Enact enabling legislation.

7. Obtain righ ts to land.

8. Manage system.

B . Local Consenxuion

Advocacy

1. React to development threat such

as application for logging,

mining, or housing development.

2. Initiat e defense actions through

media, hearings, politicians,

courts.

3. Develop alternatives plan.

4. Reach a compromise, defeat, or

fail to stop development proposal.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 above upon

submission of the next

development application.

C. Th e Wild lw uls Proj ect

App roach

1. Identify local citizens and grassroots

groups interested in conservation.

2. Assist them in idenufying and listing

areas and species ofspecial value, interest,

and concern (steps 1 and 2 in Column A).

3. Provide them with technical resources

(steps 3- 5 in Column A).

4. Help local groups initiate town meetings

and communication with citizens, land

owners, and land management agencies.

5. Design a regional network of wildlands

in cooperation with agencies and private

owners/users.

6. Assist groups from adjacent regions in

co-operation of plans.

7, Expose proposal to public input and expert

retneui.

8. Deielop campaign to implement plan .

Column C shows the seq uence of steps used by The

Wildland s Project in plannin g and implementation. It differs

from the centralized approach in being nongovernmental and

bottom-up, though coordination with government agencies is

desirab le. It differs from much local conservation advocacy in

being proactive instead of reactive. It generates plans to which

citizens, politicians, and developers will certa inl~ respond.

In achieving conservation goals, much will depend on the

effectiveness of citizen conservationists in conveying their love

for the land . Moreover, their diligence in educating and involv

ing the community in wildlands planning is critical. It will avail

Nature less if Nature protection is imposed from outside. It will

profit Nature much if self-willed lands are embraced by self

willed people.

That said, there is danger here too. For example, the out

comes of community-based consensus processes, however seduc

tive, are not always good for Nature. Without the sticks of federal

laws--such as the Endangered Species Act and federal actions

such as presidential decrees creating National Monuments and

bans on logging in roadless areas-s-it is to be expected that deci

sions reached by rural, consensus-based entities and other deci-

sion-making bodies will favor private, local economic interests.

We should not underestimate the difficult challenges of working

in communities, and we should not be tranquil ized by the siren

song of consensus. Both sides of the land use-abuse debate carry

big sticks; it is not pruden t to pretend otherwise.

The Wildlands Project's vision of reconnected Nature and

flourishing biodiversity is being planned and implemented by a

network of citizens. This human network is decentralized; its

nodes are in Nipigon, Edmonton, Boulder, Missoula, Oshkosh,

Charlotte, Davis, Guaymas, and Tortuguero, less in Washington,

Ottawa, Mexico City, or Canberra. Whereas conservation planning

is typically short term, centralized, and politician implemented,

the new approach is long term, geographically dispersed, and cit

izen implemented. Whereas the practice of conservation is most

often a ritualized battle between corporate lobbyi sts and activists

in oenters of governmental power, this new program is geographi

cally dispersed. It will require thousands of meetings, workshops,

conversations, and cups of coffee in thousands of cities, towns,

and farm houses. To the degree that the project invigorates biore

gional consciousness and a sense of community, it is one trail

back from social alienation.
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The Wildlands Project asserts that the banishment of wild

Nature to a few isolated, withering reserves is an uncon

scionable act of betrayal and desertion. The paradigm suggest

fed here-nurturing networks of people to nurture networks of

wildlands-is borne of society's failure to stop, let alone reverse,

the global anni hilation of life (Terborgh 1999). New experi

ments, new visions, new coalitions are essential. Something

grander must arrive . «
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WILDLANDS PHILANTHROPY
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The Nature Preserve as Family.Memorial

In contemporary Western society, people of wealth often choose to memorialize family me~l
bers with a tangible display, such as an obelisk or a mausoleum, according to tradition and

cultural values rooted in the headstone concept. At today's prices, a small mausoleum for

three caskets starts at $30,000 ; one for six cas kets, with a bronze door and stained glass win

dows, will approach six figures. Consider the dozens of these little buildings that dot most urban

cemeteries, then begin to extrapolate to the entire country, and you're quickly looking at tens or

hund reds of millions of dollars that-in a more enlightened value system--could be appl ied to

the restoration of the landscape.

Whereas in western states, vast expanses of land are in largely unbroken federal ownership,

the northern forests of the Midwest are a piecemeal assemblage of relatively small segments of

federal, state, county, tribal, and private lands (see Fig. 1). Much of the public land is riddled

with private " inholdings"- wood lots, second homes, huntin g camps, and the like, which often

bring attendant development. Such inholdings frequently come up for sale .

Given the abund ance of private inholdings in public lands, it is inevitable that many will

be in areas identified as crucial cores, buffers, and corridors in regional wilderness reserve sys

tems, such as the GIS-mapped proposal that the Superior Wilderness Action Network is con

structing for the Midwest north woods. If society were to adopt a value system that considered

such land appropriat e for memorializing a family name, and if legislation were to make it possi

ble to purchase such land and tum it over to the appropriate governmental management agency,

a considerable amount of acreage could be spared industrial development and returned to nat

ural conditions. A problem arises in the fact that land management agencies don't want to have

to deal with such nature preserves and are presently under no legal obligation to do so.

by Bill Willers
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Rules govern ing the conveyance of land to the US Forest

Service are covered in the 26-page Land Acqui sition Handbook.

Although written as though lands were being purchased, these

guidelines would apply to land s being given as well. On page 5

one read s that:

Landowners may try to impose conditions (which) may

be legally or administratively unacceptable. Reject

offers containing legally una cceptable conditions.

Consider offers subject to administratively undesirable

conditions, only ifoverriding public advantages may be

gained. Reject proposals containing administratively

unacceptable conditions.

Examples of legally or adm inistratively unaccept

able conditions are those that (1) obligatefuture appro-

Fig. 1. In this map of the sou thern hal f of Wisconsi n's

Nico let National Forest, inholdings are shown as light

gray aga inst the dark gray of pub lic dom ai n.
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pnauons, (2) require payment by specific dates, (3)

require preferential treatment of applications to use

National Forest Land, ... (4) reserve rights that might

undu ly interfere with property land management.. . .

Again, on page 7, one read s: "Reject proposals if. .. the con

di tions of purchase would interfere with management of the

land...." The crux of these regu lation s is that nothing should

interfere with management policies and plan s, which have his

torica lly been almost exclusively silvicultura l, but which are

beginn ing to show increasin g favor to industria l recrea tion. It's

easy, therefore, to understand bureau cratic ave rsion to having to

accept responsibility for inholdings that are to be main tained as

unto uched na ture preserves, since these would obvio usly inter

fere with overall, industry-oriented management plans.

Fed eral land mana gement bureaus have always been quick

to feel out prevailing public sentimen ts and to adjust their

rhetoric accordingly. Masterful language manipulation and pub

lic relatio ns programs have transmitted an image of balan ce in

management, but the agencies have been steadfast in their hos

tility to the res tora tion and preservation of wilderne ss. Their

decad es-long policy of wildern ess preventi on through road

bui ldin g is now out of the closet, as are their internal worksho ps

on how to "handle" environmentalists . Yet there is a growing

realization in society abou t how much has been lost at the hands

of indu strialized and politicized governmental lan d managers ,

and with this has come a coincidi ng rise in demand for restored

wild landscapes. This growing dema nd is unstoppable.

If federal agencies are now likely to decl ine inholdings

which are established as nature preserves, then I propose that

legislation is needed to make acceptance mandatory. If it were

widely known that land could be purchase d as a nature pre

serve, identified by name as a memorial, incorporated into

wilderness within the public domain , and main tained as such in

perpetuity, a new world of opportu nity would open up to those

wishing to commemorate a family name, to organizations wanti

ng to be identified with wild land, to anyone wishi ng to memori

alize anything. At the same time, it would oblige agencies over

seeing public lands to incorporate, at las t, wildland restoration

into their management plans.

Make this poss ible , and they will come. «

Bill Willers is emeritus professor ofbiology at the University of

WISconsin at Oshkosh and the founder and board president of

Superior Wilderness Action Network (www.superiorwild.org). He

edited the anthologies Learning to Listen to the Land (Island

Press, 1991) and Unmanaged Landscapes (Island Press, 1999).
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by Gary Paul Nabhan

Whether our visions for continental conserva tion are ambitious or modest, we are

unlikely to achieve them if we ignore what is happening on the arable lan.ds that

American agriculture claims it uses "to feed the world." Of course, much of this feed

ing of the world is shunted into just one species, HOTTW consumus, which now sequesters over

40% of the planet's annual plant growth for our direct dietary use, at the expense of many other

species' nutritional needs. To feed that one species today, American farmers have planted over

one-fourth of all their fields to genetically modified crops, few of which have been adequately

assessed for their potential ecological effects on the flora and fauna inhabit ing agro-ecosystems

and adjacent wildlands.

The latest threat to biodiversity in farm country comes in a cryptic form, since it has the

genes of a bacteria toxic to moths and butterflies inserted into a grain crop by genetic engineers.

"Bt com" is indistinguishabl e from other varieties; a person driving through the Com Belt would

not be able to tell which green and golden fields are toxic to butterflies and which are "normal"

(if we can use that word for any domesticated crop with grains as monstrous as maize). Bt com

was planted on over 22 million acres in North America this year, but certain of these genetical

ly engineered hybrids are more toxic to moths and butterflies than others. Those hybrids formed

with a genetic trick known as Event 176 (a means of transgenic manipul ation which embeds

Bacillus thuringiensis toxin-producing genes in the com genome) have the potential to cause

substantive negative effects on non-target Lepidoptera, that is, the moths and butterflies whose

caterpillars crawl around our gardens and fields, and whose flying adults visit com tassels as

well as flowers in nearby wildlands.

Monarchs

Transgenic Corn

monarch caterpillars and butterfly by D.O. Tyler W I N T E R 1 9 9 9 I 2 0 0 0 W I L D E A R T H 49



The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) did not con

sult with the US Fish and Wildlife Service before granting provi

sional permits for various Bt com hybrids, assuming that the

Bacillus thuringiensis toxins produced in the com's pollen to kill

larval pests would not reach beyond the cornfields, and would be

harmless to non-target organisms. John Losey, an entomologist at

Cornell University, suspected otherwise, and tested what would

happen if Bt com pollen landed on milkweed leaves upon which

monarch butterfly caterpillars forage. His results, published in

Nature last spring,' suggested that field studies were urgently

needed, as half the caterpillars exposed to Bt com pollen on

milkweed leaves died within four days of exposure. Concurrent

with the journal publication, preliminary studies discussed at

scientific meetings indicated that milkweeds and monarchs do

grow on the edges of cornfields, and are exposed to wind-dis

persed Bt com pollen. These studies set off a maelstrom of

protest by biotechnology firms, which claimed that they were

being unfairly accused of killing butterflies when their real intent

was to produce crops that require less pesticides toxic to birds

and other wildlife (as if butterflies and moths are not wildlife that

any American should care about). These agricultural industries

argued that all they were really trying to do was "feed the world,"

and they weren't gettin' no respect for their humane efforts.

Under this smokescreen of agricultural do-goodism is an

ugly scene--attacks on researcher John Losey by a Cornell

University dean with leanings toward the biotech industry, and

the EPA choosing to use industry-funded ecological impact stud

ies rather than initiating their own, and failing, until much later,

to consult with the government's own endangered species biolo

gists. Recently, an industry-funded "biotechnology stewardship"

group invited independent evaluators to join their scientists to

discuss the results of their first season of impact studies, but

before the evaluation session began, the industry released a press

package claiming that "experts found no threat to butterflies from

genetically engineered com." Fortunately, Carol Yoon of the New

York Times reported the next day that the studies actually pre

sented at the meeting were "inconclusive" regarding Bt com's

effects on monarchs (and failed to address potential impacts on

federally listed butterflies and moths). A consensus statement

since signed by many scientists involved in the issue finds that

substantial negative effects on butterflies are probable around

plantings of com hybrids using Event 176 genes, and urges vol

untary discontinuance of these hybrids by farmers.

The following ten myths about Bt com and butterflies have

been bandied about by defenders of biotechnology, including

Interior Secretary Babbitt's own Science Advisor, Bill Brown.

Read them carefully, for you will see their illlogic in other

defenses of biotechnology as well.

MYTH 1: The initial report on Bt com killing monarchs

was sloppy work. What was sloppy was the Environmental

Protection Agency assessment of the ecological risks posed by

Bt com prior to providing agribusin ess heavyweights Monsanto

and Novartis with provisional permits for their commercial

release. The EPA did not test Bt com's larva-killing toxins on

monarchs or consult with the US Fish and Wildlife Service

regarding the risk to any of the six species of federally protect

ed butterflies in Com Belt states. Then, when prominent

researchers independently investigated possible lethality to

monarchs and reported it in the peer-reviewed scientific litera

ture, the industry attacked minute details of their documenta

tion. Hypocritically, the industry lat er invited monarch

researchers at Cornell and other universities who blew the whis

tle on the unregulated risks to participate in similar studies for

them; some of these scientists declined on ethical grounds.

1. Losey, John E.• Linda S. Rayor, and Maureen E. Carter. 1999. Transgenic pollen harms monarch larvae. Nature 399 (6733):214.
2. The short-hand name for the toxins produced by Bt.
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The biotechnology
industry's presumption
that its new products
are all "biodiversity
enhancements" which
help "feed the world"
is unproven, and
frankly, ludicrous.

MYTH 2: R eports on Bt com killing mon arch caterpil

lars are only lab experiments that are not relevant to

monarch cate rpilla rs in th e wild. By the time John Losey's

article appeared in Nature, most monarch biologists were

already aware of a field experiment by Iowa State University

researchers that demonstrated monarch caterpillar mortality on

fieldside milkweeds. Europeans researchers have also demon

strated that contrary to the industry's claim that the toxin breaks

down rapidly in the field, it may be bound in clays in cornfield

soils, persisting longer than initially ant icipated. A December 1,

1999 report in Nat ure by New York University scientists con

firms that the toxins leak out of com roots into soils in quantiti es

sufficient to kill soil organisms.

MYTH 3: Bt com pollen do es not faU very far beyond

th e edges of cornfields and th erefore will not exp ose

milkweeds or monarehs to " cry to xins. " 2 In some mid

western localities, 20% of the milkweed plants in and near

fields receive high enough doses of Bt com pollen to present

risks to monarchs . Most com pollen produced by flowering .

maize plants falls within ten feet of a cornfield, but a significant

amount can be swept by wind to a ~onsiderable distance beyond

fields. The com industry recommends that two distinct com

varieties should not be planted within several hundred feet of

each other if contamination of one by the pollen of another is to

be avoided. Several scientific organizations recommend that Bt

com be planted with a buffer planting of 40 to 80 feet around it;

nevertheless, it is well known that milkweeds also emerge with

in cornfields, not just on their edges. Butterflies and caterpillars

of many species enter cornfields , despit e the fact that com is

wind-not butterfly-pollinated.

MYTH 4: It is IUI1ikely that very many milJaveed host plants

for monarch caterpillars occur in or near cornfie lds.

In certain midwestern counties, 40% of all milkweeds grow in or

near cornfields. Surprisingly high densities of native milkweeds

occur within 15 feet of the edges of midwestern cornfields, per

haps because their flowering branches increase in density with

early-season mowing at the field edge. On a 150-mile transect

through IlIinois, researchers observed milkweeds within 15 feet

of cornfields in 45 of the mile-long transect segments, and with

in ten feet in 35 of the mile-long segments. Since most of the

transect was in soybean fields, woods, and urban landscapin g, a

large portion of the milkweed populations were associated with

cornfield edges. There are similar prelimin ary data being report

ed from other Com Belt states.

MYTH 5: It is unlikely that monarch. cate rpillars are

active when Bt com is shedding pollen, During the sum

mer, monarchs undergo three to five generations of reproduc

tion, beginning as early as April in the Com Belt states, but

caterpillars can be seen for several more months. Because com

is planted at different times in different microhabitats, monarch

biologists such as Lincoln Brower predict that there is inevitable

overlap of late generation caterpillars with Bt com pollen.

MYTH 6: Th e use of Bt com has reduced th e use of

chemical p esticides th at damage a wider varie ty of

wildlife th an do " cry toxins. " .To date, there is no evidence

that Bt field com has reduced total pesticide use per acre com

pared to other field com varieties, although Bt sweet com grow

ers have used less conventional pesticides for corn borers in the

last two years . However, sweet com acreage amounts to less than

a million acres, so overall pestici de reduction on com has not

been remarkable.

MYTH 7: Bt com helps enhance beneficial insect popu

lations that would be otherwis e threatened by th e use of

insect icidal sp rays. As Cornell University entomologist David

Pimentel and Missouri Botanical Garden administrator Peter

Raven have recently written, "Obviously, Bt anti -insec t protein

is harmful to moths and butterflie s. That is why it is sprayed over

crops for pest control and over forests to control gypsy moths and

other pests, killing at the same time all other feeding larval

moths and butterflies in the area ." While Pimentel and Raven

then judge the environmental impact of widespread application

to be minimal, Swiss researchers have found an indirect but

deadly effect of Bt com on the very beneficial ins~cts that feed

on European com borers. Studies of spraying Bt on spruce bud

worm-infested forests have demonstrated a drop in both the

diversity and dens ity of moths and butterflies.
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MYTH 8: Bt corn toxins are relatively specific to com

p ests and are th e only ec onomic solution for controlling

crop loss es to European cortt borer. Bt com toxins kill a

broad spec trum of moths and butterflies, but do not affect verte

brates except through diminished food supplies. They are noL

corn borer spec ific. In addition, the use of Bt corn may be mar

ginally economical for most fan ners battling the European corn

borer, since this pes t does not cause significa nt yield losses

every year. The extra cos t of Bt com "cry Loxin" protec tion, by

some calc ulatio ns, must be compensated by a four bushel per

acre increase in com yields, a difficult yield boost to achieve

year after year.

MYTH 9: B ecause th e loss of wintering habitat is the

principal threat fa cing monarch butterflies , Bt corn

should not be regulated in th e Corn B elt area wh ere

rou ghly half of th e monarch s departing from Mexico

f eed in th e summer. The US Departm ent of Interior rece ntly

released the proceedin gs of a monarch conservation confere nce

held in Moreli a, Mexico; the docum ent emphatica lly states that

bett er pro tec tion for monarch wintering sites will not alon e be

sufficient to stave off pop ulation decl ines and that conserva tion

efforts along migratory corridors and in summering grounds are

urgen tly needed . A Decemb er 1998 report in the Proceedings

ofthe National Academy ofSciences found that a disproportion

al percent age of all monarchs arriving in Mexico come from the

heart of the Com Belt , where, sc ientists warn , the use of insec

ticides and milkweed -killing herbi cides has intensified . The

US has signed an agreement with Mexico establishing mean s to

protect monarchs throughout their range, not ju st in their win

tering grounds.

MYTH 10: Th e release ofgenetically modified organ

isms lik e Bt corn actually en hance biodiversity while

helping to f eed th e world's burgeoning population. Bt

com pollen may be harmful to 18 fed erally listed moths and

butterfli es and to hundred s of other species of Lepidoptera

that occur in North America. Butt erfl y species richness,

according to the Stan ford University Center for Conservation

Biology, is a valuable indicator for overall biod iversit y, es pe

cially in Lat in America, where corn is a maj or sta ple , but Bt

corn has yet to be int roduced. The European Unio n has

alread y decided to withhold permits for new releases of Bt

corn, and Creece has proposed that the Union place a gener

al moratorium on all Bt corns becau se of their poten tial effec ts

on the dozens of enda nge red butt erfli es in Europe. Some

countries are refusing to purch ase corn from the US beca use
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our government does not req uire that food produ cts from

gene tica lly modified varie ties be labeled as suc h.

To date, there is no evide nce that Bt corn's yields are grea t

ly superior to other com varie ties, thus providing new surpluses

for dist ribut ion to famine-stri cken nat ions to alleviate starvation.

There is ample evidence to sugges t that plant ing just a few vari

eties of Bt com on more than 20 milli on acres in the US and

lO,OOO acres in Europe is decreasing the base of genetic diver

sity of field com, making this monoculture increasingly vulner

able to epide mics . In addi tion, recent reports sugges t that

insects are rap idly developing resistance to Bt toxins because

they are exposed to the toxins over such large areas . If Bt toxins

are rendered ineffective by overuse by the biotechnology indus

try, in a matter of a few years ecologically mind ed garde ners and

farmers will permanently lose a hio-control tool that they have

used pruden tly for the last fifty years .

The biotechnology industry's presumption that its new

products are all "biodiversity enhance ments" which help "feed

the world" is unproven, and frankly, lud icrous: If the industry

truly value d "land stewardship," it would have rigorously tested

for Bt corn's ecological risks bef ore releasing it for planting on a

quart er of the country's com acreage. A gene tically enginee red

biotoxin deserves no less scrutiny and regulat ion than a chemi

cally engineered toxin-especially when butterflies protected

by the End angered Species Act may be vulnerable to further

decl ines as a result of its unrestricted use. «:

WHAT YOU CAN DO Write Carol Browner, EPA Administrator

(401 M St. NW; Washington, DC 20460) asking her to suspend

EPA pennits for Bt corns unt il it is clear that they pose no threat

to monarchs or federall y listed butterflies . Refrain from eating

all yellow and white sweet corns and field corns in the US until

the Secretary of Agricu lture mandates labeling genetically mod

ified hybrids. Ask food co-ops and restaurants to offer only non

enginee red corns un til label ing and impact assessments are

done. Get involved in monitoring butt erfly and ca terp illa r popu

lations near cornfields, or in crea ting buffers to protect wild

lands from their impacts . Follow this issue through the Union of

Concerned Scientists, via jri sslertsususa .org.

Ethnobotanist Gary Paul Nabhan is science director ofthe

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and author of many books,

including The Desert Smells Like Rain and (with Stephen

Buchman) The Forgotten Pollin ators. He grows only non-genet

ically engineered crops in his garden and wild f oragesf orfo ur

out ofeveryfi ve of his meals within a 250-mile radius ofhis

desert home, insisting that it if he can do it, anyone can.
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Learning

the

Language

of

Insects

and

Flowers

by Mark Deyrup

T he language of life is in the relationships between organisms; each species appears in

many contexts, where it can take on different meanings. The catalog of species is only

the dictionary of life. Pollination ecology gives us a chance to observe the diversit y of

biological relationships: since it involves communication between plants and animals, we can,

with a little patience and ingenuity, listen in on the conversations.

Here at the Archbold Biological Station in central Florida we have been studying the pol

lination mechanisms of three species of endangered plants that occur in the remnants of a once

extensive ecosystem called Florida Scrub. We knew of nothing especially interesting about the

pollination of these plants; we just wanted to make sure that there was not some vulnerable pol

linator relationship that might jeopardize their persistence in the small patches of habitat where

they still occur. This is what we have discovered so far.

This essay originally appeared in the spring 1997 issue of Wings, the biannual membership magazine ofthe Xerces

Society, and is reprinted with permission.
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LAKE PLACID SCRUB MINT, DI CERANDR A FR UTESCENS,

has a tiny ra nge in southe rn Highland s County, around the

town of Lake Placid. Our flower watches showed that a spec ies

of bee fly, Exprosopa fasciat a, was the most frequent visitor

(95% of visits). Th is fly is not fussy abou t nectar source s and

visits many local plant spec ies . Why does it so persistently fre

quen t scrub mint? Why is it not joined by a batch of other gen

eralist flies, bees, and butt erflies? The unexpectedly intricate

floral mechanics of the scrub mint seem to provide the answers

to these questions.

An insect looking for a nectar meal is attrac ted by the scrub

mint's white flowers with dark pink nectar guides, and lands on

conveniently posi tioned lower petals. The

weight of the insect bends the flower at the

elbow, shutting off access to the nectar supply

in the tubular part of the flower. The insect

receives only a tantalizing tast e of nectar in the

flower's open sec tion. In pursu it of more nectar,

the large and powerful bee fly thrusts its head

as far as possible into the flower. This partially

straightens the flower's elbow, so that the fly

can stick its slender tongue down into the

basal bonanza of nectar. The pushin g action

also releas es a trigger on the anther, allowing

the pollen, which is contained under pressure,

to pop out onto the hairy belly of the fly.

To attract and train a num ber of poll inator flies, eac h scrub

mint plant produces many flowers a day over a short blooming

season. Thi s means that the flies go from flower to flower on the

same plant , which would seem to ensure self-pollination, thus

defeating the whole point of the system-s-c ross-pollination. This

probl em is avoided by produ cing pollen (male sex cells) in the

mornin g while the pistil (female reproductive organ) is bent

down out of the way. In the afternoon the pistil curves up, where

it will come into contact with flies that return to the mint patch

for an afternoon snac k, with pollen still adhering to their belli es.

The Lake Placid scrub mint achi eves cross -pollination by

teach ing a common, generalis t bee fly to act as a specialis t, in

return for exclusive nectaring rights . This kind of spec ialization

does not make plants particularly vulnerable.

FLORIDA SCRUB BUCKWHEAT, ERlOGON UlI1 FLORIDANUlI1,

lives on scrub and sandhill ridges in a few pla ces in Florid a.

This plant often occurs as a small population of blooming plants

scattered throughout an acre or so of woodland. The flowers

have an eas ily accessible, generous drop of nectar, but are

sma ll, green , odorless (at leas t to us), and gen erally inconspic-
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uous. Each plant tend s to have only one or a few flowers open

at anyone time.

In spite of its modesty, scrub buckwheat is eagerly visi ted

by a varie ty of insects, including solitary digger and twig-nest

ing wasps, small, solitary bees, and occasional social wasp s.

How do you get groupies without any PR? The answer lies in the

biological character of the visiting insects . Most of the insects

involved are of the thrifty, provisioning type that invest heavily

in a smal l number of young, instead of laying large quantities of

eggs and letting the progeny fend for themselves. The females

stock their nests with pollen or prey for their developing larva e.

This is a laborious activity, requ iring man y trips to and from the

nes t over a period of several weeks, or even

longer. All these insects, therefore, have rela 

tively long lives, and the superb spatial mem

ories needed to forage widely for food for their

young and get back to the nest by the short est

rout e through a complex environment. Most

humans could not do this, and it is humbling

to think that you could arra nge se veral of

these bugs' brains on the head of a pin.

Scrub buckwheat see ms to tak e advan

tage of the long lives an d accurat e road

map s of these insec ts. Even though a plant

may have only a few ope n flowers on any one

day, the flowers are produced over a period

of months, and during that time the res ident insects learn the

locati on of eac h plant. When we marked individual insects,

we could follow them from plant to plant, although most of the

plants were not with in sight of each oth er. Tourist insect s,

. suc h as butterfli es and tachi nid flies, pa ss through withou t

stopping at the flowers, whose inconspicuousness reserves

their nectar for the resid ent habitues. Scrub buckwh eat has an

almost ideal system for ensuring cross -poll ina tion, sin ce the

small number of flowers per plant induces the ins ect s to visit

sev eral plants. As in the scru b mint , there is a mechanism for

avoiding se lf-poll ina tion by individu al flowers: the anthe rs

ope n and shed their pollen first , then the pist ils, which have

kept their stigmas tuck ed into a tuft of hairs at the base of the

flower, straig hten up and offer their receptive surfaces to

incoming insects .

Scrub buckwheat has evolved an unu sual version of

indu ced traplining in which animals visit a series of resources

over a long time-s-just as an old-time hunter would check his

line of trap s set out through the forest. There is a form of spe

cialization here, but as in the case of the scrub mint, generalists

are train ed as spec ialists.

Florida scrub buckwheat by Susan Sawyer



PAPERY WHITLOW-WORT, PARONYCHIA CH ARTACEA , IS '

another Florida scrub spec ies; most of its populations are on the

Lake Wales Ridge, which runs down the center of the peninsu

la. We still do not quite understand the pollination ecology of

this plant, in part because its flowers are so minuscule that they

cann ot be individually marked and observed . One strange fea

ture of pape ry whitlow-wort is that it is "gynodioecious," which

means that some plants are female, while others have "perfect

flowers" (containing both male and female parts). The latter type

of flower seldom seems to produce a seed; this fact, combined

with the finding that there are equal numb ers of each type of

plant in all the populations we have studied, suggests that the

papery whitlow-wort should be considered effectively dioecious

(having male and female flowers borne on separate plants).

The pollination ecology of a dioecious plant should be sim- .

pler to study, since the plants don't need to engage in any com

plicated tricks to avoid self-pollination. In the case of the papery

whitlow-wort, however, there is a peculiar feature of the possible

pollinators. At first I thought that small bees of the genus Dialictus

were the most important pollinators, since they were common vis

itors, and many plant species are adapt ed for bee pollination. '

Then I noticed that they were only visiting the plants with perfect

flowers, so they were gathering pollen, but not

visiting the female plants or perfonning as pol

linators-all these busy bees were really what

are called in the trade "pollen robbers."

The insects that visit both types of plant

are small sarcophagid flies, primarily species

of Gymnoprosopa, of the subfamily

Miltogramminae, the satellite flies. These flies

follow closely behind digger wasps (hence the

tenn "satellite") that are carrying prey, or bur

rowing bees with a load of pollen. When the

host stops to open its nest, the little fly deftly

deposits its own larva on the provisions or at

the nest entrance. Satellite flies are common in open sandy areas

where the papery whitlow-wort grows, and can be seen moving

quickly over the plants, occasionally stopping to insert a tongue

into ~ne of the pin-head sized flowers. We have no idea what the

flies are gathering. According to chemical tests, there is no nectar

in the flowers. There is no pollen in the gut of the flies. There are

no other known pollination systems depending on satellite flies, so

we cannot look at parallel situations. Whatever the flies are after,

it is of no interest to ants, which run all around the plants, and all

over those plants that have aphid infestations.

While the behavior of the flies is mysterious , their role as

pollinators is quite clear: as they move rapidly from plant to

papery whitlow-wort by Susan Sawyer

plan t, there is plenty of pollen in amongst the stout bristles that

cover their entire bodies. This, again, does not appear to be a

system that relies on mutual dependencies that can cause a spi

ral toward extinction if either member of the relationship goes

into a decline.

THERE ARE A FEW LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THESE

three stories of pollination:

• As long as we preserve and manage a reasonable amount of

natural habitat, many intricate and fascinat ing systems

should persist without any specific intervention on our part .

• Specialized pollina tion relationships do not necessarily

make plant s more vulnerable to extinction, especially if the

pollinator is not completely dependent on the plant.

• We actually know very little about the function of pollina

tion systems, largely due to the fact that there is a fantastic

diversity in the detail s of pollination.

Pollination systems that rely on animals (rather than wind)

have an absolute requirem ent for "brand faithfulness" on the part

of the consumer animal. The potency of this force for diversity

can be seen in any alpin e meadow, or, for most

of us, in any supermarket. Distinctive adver

tising and flashy packaging set a searc h image

in the brain of the shopper; thus, after millions

of years and billions of dollars, we humans

begin to approach the level of consumer com

mitment exhibited by flowers and little flies.

If the relationships between organisms is

the language of life, and the catalog of species

merely a dictionary, then many scientists are

grammarians, preoccupied with the rules that

govern the biological world. Now is a good

time to get out of the lab or library, to walk

down the steps past the dooryard dayflowers, along the path

where the pigeon peas and milkweeds grow, through the hedge

where the violets bloom, and into the field. Find a stump to sit on,

and tell stories to the next generation. lf we do that, fewer words

will vanish, and much more will remain of the epic of life. «

Mark Deyrup is a research biologist at Archbold Biological

Station in central Florida, where the rich arthropodfauna has

persuaded him to undertake many more projects than he can

possibly complete. Hisspecial interests include arthropods ofthe

Florida scrub habitat, arthropod conseroation, and ants of the

southeastern United States and West Indies.
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South Florida is an island-it's surrounded by water on all sides . True, this palm-studd ed

portion of the peninsula is still connected to the mainland by highways, bridges, and

power lines, but for many native wildlife species it is as isolated as if it were afloat in the

Gulf of Mexico. This is especially true for wide-ranging mammals that have become trapped in

the forests and prairies of the Big Cypress Swamp and the Everglades. Animals that once had

u nrestIi cted access to almost anywhere in the southeastern United States now live out their lives

in an inelastic envelope bounded on three sides by saltwater and on the fourth by a huge lake

(Okeechobee), human -made water courses, resident ial developments, and agriculture . These

recent changes are read ily accepted by most of us as integral parts of this highly developed state,

but they are all relatively new features in a region that was virtually untouched by Europeans

unti l about a century ago. The changes happ ened gradually from a human perspective, hut they

were as abrupt in a natural history sense as if south Florida had indeed floated.out to sea.

The modern south Florida landscape is as much a product of human efforts to produce food

and provide housing as it is the result of eons of geological processes and climate change. At the

tum of the century, warm temperatures and abundant water provided a fertile milieu not only for

winter recreation and farming, but also for insect pests and regular but unwelcome flooding. The

bugs and water went hand in hand . Thus, before fields could be tilled and resorts built, south

Florida's water had to be controlled. By 1930, five cana ls stretched from Lake Okeechobee to

the east coast, while a single canal, built by Hamilton Disston in the late 1880s, extended the

Caloosahatchee upriver from tiny Lake Flirt to the great lake. Then, the river was dredged in

order to widen and deepen it for commercial boat traffic. It is uncommon knowledge that the

Caloosahat chee River was only recently connected to Lake Okeechobee--before this, a 20-mile

wide land bridge stretched between its western shore and present-day LaBelle. Wildlife includ

ing white-tailed deer, bobcat, black bear, panther, and the extirpa ted red wolf undoubtedly lived

on and traveled over this upland forest isthmus. Even Florida's early cowboys used this land

bridge to their advantage durin g great cross-state cattle drives to deliver their hoofed charges to

the Gulf Coast cow town, Punta Rassa.

If these new landscape features were insufficient to stymie the north-south travels of forest

wildlife, the clearing of the great pond apple slough was the final blow. Historically, this wetland

forest draped the south rim of Lake Okeechobee, but was cleared to create room for the

Everglades Agricultural Area. An impenetrable swamp festooned with the colorful moonvine, it

once provided protection for refugee Seminole Indians during their wars with the Union army,

and it most certainly acted as the conduit for eas t-west travels of forest wildlife. For black bears

it was not only a travelway, but also a food-rich habita t that likely enticed hundred s of these

largest of Florida's land mammals duri ng the fall when pond app le trees drooped with their

heavy, pulp-filled fruits.

Before it was cleared and drained, the great pond apple slough provided a corridor for a west

coast bear to get to the east coast. There, a forest- like no other on the continent-supported

spreading live oaks, palms, and other tropical plants that sustained a diverse wildlife communi

ty. The sprawl of Miami and other Atlantic . Coast cities ensured the elimination of North
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America's lushest tropical forest-a natura l feature that once

stretched from Homestead to Melbourn e. Without it, a bear is

unlikel y to ever make this journey again.

Black bears, Florida panthers, bobcats, and other space

hungry wildlife now appear to live in a landscape cul-de-sac,

restricted to the remnant forests that exist mainly in southwest

Florida. This does not bode well for species that depend on an

occasional exchange of individuals between distant subpopula

tions in order to maintain genetic vigor and long-term survival

prospects--especially because human growth and forest-clear

ing continue in the face of slowly rising sea levels. Before the

intervention of industrialized humans, it was possible not only

by Dav id S. Maehr

for animals to move about freely on the landscape, but entire

ecosystems could creep north, south, east or west as modifying

conditions dictated. That most of present-day Florida was

underwater just over 100,000 years ago is proof that entire

assemblages of plants and animals moved in response to chang

ing environmental conditions. These organisms have no less of

a need to move across the landscape today.

Despite the popular image of south Florida, the region's

dominant feature prior to intense human settlement and devel

opment was not sandy beaches or a foreboding Everglades-it

was a vast interconnected system of forests that provided food,

cover, and travel opportunities for its denizens. Just as a 17th

---

in an Island aradise?
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century squirrel could have rema ined in trees from the banks of

the Ohio River to Lake Erie, a 19th century panth er could have

remained under a forested canopy from the mangroves of the

Ten Thousand Islands to Orlando. During this imaginary jour

ney, a dispersing Florida panther could have wandered through

the Fakahatchee Strand, serpentined among the cypress of

Corkscrew Swamp, and eaten deer in Kissimmee Billy Strand

before entering Okeechobee's great pond appl e slough . From

here, the wandering panther could choose to continue on to the

east coast and the Atlantic Coastal Ridge forest before turning

right for Key Largo or left for Melbourne on a trek that would be

interrupted only by shallow streams and other water bodies that

were insufficient to slow it down. Such a cat would even have

had the option of encircling the great lake along its northern

shore and returning to southwest Florida via the natural land

bridge that is now bisected by the dredged Caloosahatchee

Watenvay, or turn ing north for the more temperate forests of

Arcadia, Lake Placid, Tampa, and beyond.

The problem for large forest carn ivores living on small

islands is that they live at low population densities; there is a lack

of space for additional anim als that .would provide population

and genetic security. Modem humans live in artificial abundance

by virtue of our ability to transport and concentrate essent ial

resources. Florida panthers , however, rely on large, widely dis

tribut ed prey such as white-tailed deer to satisfy their nutritional

needs---deer in south Florida are rarely concentrated. As a

result , the typical social struc ture of panth ers is an arrangement

of scattered individuals who rarel y meet face-to-face. There is no

ecological equivalent of a grocery store for these animals.

Black bears take advantage of locall y concentrated food

supplies such as acorns, palmetto fruit , and carpenter ants. As a

result, bear movements can appear quite restricted-but when

one food supply disapp ears , another ripens to replace it. The fall

migrations of black bears in south Florida are an example of this

phenomenon as males and females alike abandon traditi onal

summer home ranges and head to distant palmetto flats. During

such food transitions it is not unusual for bea rs to travel 10 to 20

miles in a matter of days as they track the changing nutritional

patterns of the landscape. When, after about a month , the local

crop of saw palmetto fruit has been deposited in steaming piles

along bear travelways, temporarily displaced bears retrace their

steps home. Such landscape dynamic s are the kinds of influ

ences that maintain North America's south eastern-most bear

population. Bears in south Florida need a lot space because

their groceries are so widely spread; thus , their seasonally shift

ing feeding areas need to be interconnected by a network of for

est patches and corridors.
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One would think that with nearly two million acres of pub

lic preserves in south Florida, thes e "island" carnivores would

have a secure future. Unfortunately, the largest preserve,

Everglades National Park, provides little in the way of forest

cover, and the next largest, Big Cypress National Preserve, sup

ports a naturally patchy forest that supports the lowest den sities

of resid ent bears and panth ers in the region. Coupled with the

increasing abundance and use of roads within and around our

public land s, this vastness shrinks to an insufficient envelope.

Indeed, the highe st densities of Florida's largest mammal s

appear to exist on or nearby private lands that were recognized

more than a century ago for their inherent productivity. Their

soils, which are capable of raising citrus, tomatoes, and cattl e for

both domesti c and international markets, are certainly also

inherently best for growing large carnivores and the foods they

dep end on. However, many ranchers and farmers find it increas

ingly difficult to avoid putting all of their land into intensive

agricultural production because tax regulations discourage the

maint enance of land in large tracts. Thus, whether the owner

wills it or not, many ranches become chec kerboards of new pro

prietors , and the new managers may not wish to protect wildlife

or allow forest recovery.

All of Florida has been subje cted to the pressures of a

rapidly growing human population .and the increased demand

for the foods and services that its warm climate provides. South

Florida, however, due to the greater difficulty in tamin g a wet

and insect-infested land scape, has maintain ed more of its wild

remoteness than anywhere else in the eas tern United States.

Recent land purchases and exchanges---efforts facilit ated by

creative corporate/government ventures , and the willingness of

Florida's citizens to fund massive land-saving programs such as

Preservation 2000 and Save Our Rivers-have slowed the tide

of development in the southeast's largest remaining wilderness.

But will this be enough for bobcats, bears, and panth ers to sur

vive and evolve as south Florida continues its transformation?

Perhaps the best answer to this question has been provid

ed by the youngsters of our large carnivore populations. More

than a decade of stud y has enabled researchers to document the

fates of panther kittens and bear cubs-the essential building

blocks of population growth and regen eration. The pattern for

most solitary carnivores, whether they are leopards, grizzly

bears, or wolverines, is for young males to leave home perma

nentl y. For bobcats this occurs at less than one year of age,

whereas for bears and panthers the separa tion occurs at about

18 months. While many human parents might secretl y wish for

the same thing with teenage offspring, the critical effect of ado

lescent home. range abandonment among carnivores is the
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redu ction of inbreeding among close relatives . Such movement ,

termed dispersal, has been observed in male mountain lions (the

western version of the panther) to excee d a straight-line distance

of more than 100 miles . These animals, if the y survive the trip ,

may be rewarded with a new home complete with abundant food,

and, if they are really lucky, members of the opposite gender.

While long-distance dispersal may be the rule for mountain

lions, their tropical Florida relatives demonstrate a much different

pattern. The dispersal of male Florida panth ers, as for male moun

tain lions anywhere, begins with their mothers' return to prime

physical condition (followingthe stress of 18 months of kitten- rear-

ing) and the arrival of a male suitor. This seems to be the trigger

that sends youngsters on their solitary way. One such kitten, male

#44, began his dispersal (see location #1 on map) by leaving rich

private ranch lands in eastern Collier County durin g March of

1992 and head ing west toward Naples (location #2). This inexpe

rienced young panth er actuall y spent a week traveling the urban

landscape, walking through growing subd ivisions, and crossing

busy commuter routes. Remarkably, no panth er sightings or lost

pets were reported to any authoriti es during his visit, and #44 soon

reversed his heading, adding an eastward tack to his journey. This

leg of his trek angled to the southeast, through the southern Golden
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Gate Estates, Fakahatchee Strand State Preserve, the scattered

forests of the Big Cypress National Preserve, and eventually to the

even less-forested Everglades National Park (locat ion #3).

Unfort unately for #44, the few panthers that once inhabited the

Park were dead or had abandoned this prairi e-dominated habi

tat-probably because of naturally insufficient forest, too little

food, and too much water. TIle survivors had already retreated to

the eastern Big Cypress Swamp, where slightly more trees existed

but deer were still in short supply. Undaunted, #44 left the

Everglades during the spring of 1993 and completed the last leg of

his journey like a moth flying into a flickering campfire. By this

time his circular trip had covered more than 150 miles, but was a

mere 20 miles short (location #4)of his birthplace.

The actual cause of #44's demise was likely a spectacular

fight with a rival male that left a lifeless carcass at the base of a

cypress tree. The battle, which may have lasted all of a minute,

closed out #44's remarkable but frustrated circular dispersal,

which would have been insufficient to reduce the effects of

inbreeding even'if he had survived. For the last two decades, sim

ilar fates have befallen many others-all young males that could

not escape the inflexible boundaries of panther range. These juve

niles were destined to die at the teeth and claws of intolerant adult

males who had beaten the long odds of surviving their own circu

lar dispersals and the risks of remaining within the island of for

est crea ted by human settlement in south Florida . On average, no

more than one male kitten in ten makes it to adulthood.

Bobcats can be thought of as miniature panthers. Their

socia l organ ization and bas ic behaviors differ only as much as _

the foods they ea t. While bobcats do "'occasionally kill deer and

hogs, they are much more likely to consume cotton rats, marsh

rabbits, and small birds- an imals with high reproductive rates

and concentrate d distribut ions. Beca use their diets focus on

small creatures with smal l movement requirements, bobcat

. home ranges are generally about 20 % the size of the much larg

er panth er. This also means that dispersin g bobcats need not

travel very far to reduce the chances for inb reeding. The result

is a very health y population of bobca ts in south Florida with

numbers that may be 40 times more numerous than pa nthers.

And, because they req uire less space than their larger relatives,

bobcats are more likely to be found in relatively small patches

of forest that may still exist near urban areas.

Black bears also appear to be somewhat better adjusted to

surviving in a fragmented and human-altered landscape than

panthers. While male bears may be similar to panth ers in trav

eling long distances to escape the pressures of home, certain

individuals seem capable of negotiating long, one-way disper

sals despite obstacles that see m to have been barriers to big
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Table 1. Som e vita l statistics of ad ult ca rnivorous

mammals in the south Florida landscape (south of Lake

O keec ho bee) prior to 1997.

Longest Known

Home Range Size Dispersal
(square miles) (straight-line miles)

IFemale

Total

Species Fem ale Male Population

Bobcat 5 14 18 9 2290

Black Bear 21 110 35 70 1020

Pan ther 77 166 17 71 70-80

Figures are from Maehr, 0 .5. 1996. Compa rative eco logy of bobcat,
black bear, and Florida panther in south Florida. PhD Dissertation,
Unive rsity of Florida, Gainesville , FL. 374pp.

ca ts. Between 1986-1993, two young male black bears suc

cessfully crossed the Caloosahatchee River. Whether they

swam, used a bridge, or hitched a ride is unkn own, but they

made their way to areas well outside the influence of local pop

ulation genetics. One of these bears, two-and-a-hal f-year-old

male #MOl, walked a straight-line distance of at least 70 miles

before he was found in the company of an adult female bea r in

the outskirts of Lake Placid. From here, it would not be out of

the question for a bear to hopscotch among forest patches and

follow forested corridors to other fragments of bear habit at such

as Green Swamp, Homosassa, and Ocala National Forest.

Unfortunately, too little is known about large carnivore

ecology in Florida for us to predic t exact ly what landscape com-



ponents are recognized by carnivores as importan t ingredien ts of

dispersal corridors, Certainl y, these corridors are paths of least

resistance that provide some cover and food, and they must be

reasonably free of intense human activity. If we wish to encour

age the movements of large wildlife spec ies in south Florida,

long-range plann ing will be necessary to preven t urban and

agricultural land uses from overwhelming the landscape. In

many places, this has happened already. We know that bears

occasionally cross th~ Caloosahatchee River, and since 199 7

two radio-co llared male panth ers have made unexpected cross

ings with little fanfare from researchers (the tracks of a third

have been discovered near Myakka River State Park near

Sara sota). The first young male walked to within a few miles of

Disney World and the bustling city of Orlando. He continues to

inhabit the sca ttered forests northeast of Lake Okeechobee. The

seco nd panther is one of the hybrids produced by the introduc

tion of Texas cougars to south Florida in 1995.

Is it possib le that the positive reproductive rates panth ers

have exhibited for more than a decade and the artificial popula

tion increases stemming from translocated Texas cats have final 

ly created enough pressure and lack of space that young animals

are literally being squeezed out of south Florida? Has what

appeared to be a landscape barri er to panth ers now become a

landscape filter made less opaque with hypersaturat ed habitat?

While the genetic transfusion may provide administrators with

some short-term anxiety relief, it is just a quick fix to a situation

that has appeare d hopeless for many years . No land scape solu

tions have been adopted by natural resource agencies in Florida,

yet panth ers themselves see m to be giving us the answer. Both

of the radio-collared pan thers crosse d the channelized

Caloosahatchee at nearly the same location-a stretch of river

that supports more forest on both banks than anywhere else

between the Gulf of Mexico and Lake Okeechobee. But what is

most exciting about the travels of these precedent-setting males

is that their movements, separated by about a year, followed

identi cal pathways along a land scape corridor identified by the

Florida Greenways project. The blueprint for this work, spear

headed by researchers at the Universit y of Florida , is a state

sized version of The Wildlands Project. It is a plan that has tar

geted stra tegic linkages between key natural areas through

either protection or restoration. Over the course of one year, two

pan thers have validated the linkage that connects south Florida

with the rest of the state, and have seemingly nominated the

subspec ies as a flagship for regional ecological restoration.

Unfortunately for these particular panth ers, there is no evi

dence of females in their adopt ed landscapes. Perh aps all that

is needed to promote more frequent panth er movements across

this waterway and the establishment of females is the enhance

ment of fores t cover on its north and south banks. Reconn ecting

south Florida 's forests with the swamps, piney woods, and scrub

of south-central Florida would allow panth ers and other wildlife

the chance to colonize lands long abandoned or to link up with

popul ations from which they have long been segrega ted.

Although more research will be necessary to determine how to

achieve such connectivity, there is enough evidence to suggest

that the concept is sound and that some corridors are in use

today. But how long will exis ting connections remain before

even bears become land-locked in the forest island of south

Florida? There may not be much time-biological theory sug

gests that any isolated population is doomed to extinction.

Solutions to landscape-scale questions are always chea per

the sooner they are implemented. Had underpasses for panthers

along Interstate 75 failed to be installed unti l now, their lofty

price tags would eas ily have doubled 19805 construc tion costs.

Interestingly, there was no evidence that panth ers would even

use underpasses-it was truly a shot in the dark. Fortuna tely,

the experiment worked and opened the door for construc ting

similar struc tures where the need to move animals safely past

highways is a priority. Perh aps some kind of connec ting struc

tures should be considered for spanning the Caloosahatchee

Waterway and thus relieving the pressure that continuing repro

duction creates for panthers living on the island of south Florida.

Europeans have construc ted highway overp asses for some of

their native spec ies, enabling squirrels , European hares, and roe

deer to move safely between artificially separated populations in

the Netherland s. This kind of landscape repair will probably

reduce the. cost of long-term population management. Such a

struc ture across the Caloosahatchee River would allow the pop

ulation of pan thers to grow beyond the century mark (rece nt

population viability modeling suggests that the panth er has the

potenti al to increase its population size dramatically from about

70 to several hundred if given ample space) . There is no reason

that such a project could not be undertaken for south Florida

carn ivores . The evidence suggests that it would work-a land

scape linkage and a figurative anchor that would keep south

Florida from floating farth er out to sea . <r.
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M ay 10 was the last day of the 1999 spring turkey

season in New Mexico, and as the sun went down

John Trewern was driving home to Silver City out

of the Burro Mountains after a day of hunting. With his wife,

Melissa, and their four-year-old son in the pickup beside him,

Trewern suddenly slammed the brak es to' avoid hitting a large

bla ck feline that ran ac ross the four-l an e highway, leapt up

the bank on the other side, and disappeared into the oak and

juniper woodlands.'

Trewern had seen about a dozen mountain lions in the

wild previously, but none "blac k as coal" lik e the cat that

crosse d the road before him . As a biology teacher who devel

oped a wildlife curriculum for his high school students, he

knew he'd seen either a melanistic mountain lion or a black

color phased jaguar-either one remarkabl e.

The next morning Trewern se t out with Denni s Miller, his

former professor at Silver City's Western New Mexico State

University, to inspect the site. Miller brought plaster material,

and the two biologists found tra cks in the gravelly soil beside

the road. The resulting plaster cas t, depi cting a paw width of

approximately one hundred millimeters, corroborated

Trewern's account of a very large cat.

Whil e experts cannot definitively say whether the track

was that of a cougar or jaguar.s the sighting tantalizes those of

us who envision a Gila Headwaters/Sky Island Bioregion

replete with all its top-l evel predators. It also casts doubt on

ecologically dubious and timid endangered species recovery

strategies that would have sen siti ve species such as jaguars,

Mexican wolves, and (potentially) grizzly bears adapt to a

diminished landscape scarred by 19th century land-use deci

sions still enshrined in today's public policies. By showing up

where they are not expected, jaguars may help us view the

bord erlands region as an ecological space that transcends

human institutions.

The 8000-foot-elevation Burro Mountains southwest of

Silver City are hardly pristine. Crisscrossed with roads, heav

ily grazed, and suffering from fire suppression, the range is an

oft-forgotten disjunct corner of the Gila National Forest, bet

ter known for the world's first protected Wilderness Area: the

Gila (subsequently split into two units, the Gila and Aldo

Leopold Wildernesses).

But from an itinerant jaguar's point of view, the Burros

might be seen as a stepping stone between the Gila Wilderness

and either the Big Hatchet or the Animas Mountains in New

Mexico's boot heel (the latter range is a direct spur of the Sierra

Madres in Mexico). In fact, the Gila River, a possible migration

corridor, connects the Gila Wilderness to a deep and roadless

canyon through the Burro Mountains; these two wild areas are

separated only by a dozen-mile-long agricultural valle y.

Although remarkabl e, the Trewern s' experie nce is not

unique; several other sightings suggest the occasional pres

ence of jaguars in the Gila National Forest. Southwest of the

Gila Wilderness, on an early fall evening in 1998, Glenwood,

New Mexico resident s Tom and Boe Duffy saw a large, golden

colored cat with black spots lope across doubl e-laned Highwa y

180 in front of their car.' On the afternoon of August 25, 1990,

in the Black Range immediately north of the Aldo Leopold

Wilderness, biology professor Gerald Z. Jacobi of New

Mexico's Highlands University, along with his wife Donna, a

mammalogist, observed for approximately thirty seconds a

large, reddish-brown cat with dark pattern ed spots over its

entire body, trotting throu gh the trees. t

Jaguars (Panthera onca) are native to the region; at least

half a dozen reliable historic record s show evidence of j'aguars

inhabiting almost every broad habitat type in New Mexico,s

including a black jaguar reported between the Burro and Big

Hatchet Mountains around 1910.6 In 1900, a jaguar was

observed killing a calf in the Mogollon Mountains (in an area

now within the Gila Wilderness). Two years later, a jaguar was

trapped and killed in the Black Range a scant mile or two from

the location of the 1990 sighting. " Also in 1902, another jaguar

was poisoned by a rancher in the Datil Mountains a few dozen

miles further north, and still others were reported present in

the Datils."

Until recently, the last confirmed sighting of the species in

New Mexico dat ed back to 1937, when a federal predator hunter

in the San Andres Mountains of today's White Sands Missile

Range pursued a jaguar with dogs, but was unable to shoot it.?

Then, in March 1996, Warner Glenn, a rancher and hunting

guide, photographed a jaguar that his hounds had trapped on a

boulder in the Peloncillo Mountains along the New

Mexico/Arizona/Mexico border.P In August of that same year,

about a hundred miles east in the Baboquivari Mountains south

west of Tucson, Arizona, a different jaguar was caught on cam

era in similar circumstances. In fact, unlike New Mexico,

Arizona's record .ofjaguar occupancy has been relatively unbro

ken, with jaguars killed by ranchers, the federal government,

and private hunters every decade of the 20th century up through

the 1980s;1I there are rumors of a kill in the 19905 as well.

It is likely that while jaguars originally comprised a sin

gle connected population from the southern tier of the United

States through Mexico and Central America into South

America, now only dispersers from a population in Sonora,

Mexico, end up in the US. There is no known reproduction
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The potential for j aguar recovery in the Southwest is strong. Vast areas of roadless

habitat remain, populations of most prey have rebounded from their early 20th cen tu ry

lows, la r ge areas of cattle-free public lands have been established, and some ranch

owners in the Peloncillo and Chiricahua Mountains now welcome the jaguar's return.

occurring in this country. Nevertheless, the potential for jaguar

recovery in the Southwest is strong. Vast areas of roadless

hab itat remain, populations of most prey have rebound ed from

their early 20th cen tury lows, large areas of cattle-free public

lands have been establi shed, and some ranc h owners in the

Peloncillo and Chirica hua Mount ai ns now welcome the

jaguar 's return.

Not surp risingly, the principal obstacle to jag uar recovery

in the Southwest lies in the intertwined political and regulato

ry process . Although jaguars have been listed as Endangered

south of the border for decades, the US Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS) long considere d the animal extinct in the

United States. In 1992, conservation biologist Tony Povilitis

filed a pet ition to list the jaguar as Endangered in the United

States, but the federal agency ignored the petition. In 1994,

the Southwest Center for Biological Diversity (now the Center

for Biological Diversity) filed suit and won a ruling requiring

USFWS to decide on whether the western hemisphere's largest

cat was eligible for protection under the Endangered Species

Act in this country.

After completion of a status review, USFWS proposed to

list the jaguar. But politics intervened once again. The game

departments of the states of New Mexico and Arizona, pres

sure d by the ran ching indust ry, developed a Jaguar

Conservation Agreement, which they argued was sufficient to

recover the jaguar and obviate the need for federal involvement

via an ESA listing. The agreement proposed such measures as

publi c education to discourage jaguar shootings, resea rching

jaguar habit at needs, and investigating reports of jaguars in the

United States. Fish and Wildlife used the conserva tion agree 

ment as an excuse not to act on its own listing proposal.

The Center for Biological Diversity then filed and won a

second lawsuit forcing the Fish and Wildlife Service to make

a final decision on the listing. Clearl y, the conservation agree

ment , which contemplated very limited future actions on

behalf of the jaguar, could not subs titute for substantive recov-
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ery meas ures. As a result, the jaguar was formally listed as

Endangered in 1997.

Although disappointed at the ESA listing, the original sig

natories to the conservation agreement have continued meeting

within their established framework, as a means of dampening

the federal government's ardor for asse rtive jaguar recovery

actions. Today, the Jaguar Conservation Team includes repre

senta tives from an array of federal and state "agencies, county

govern ments, and ranchers, as well as conservationists.

Despite the conservationist presence, the team is dominat

ed by the livestock industry and predator control advocates, and

not surprisingly, has sought to limit the scope of actions taken on

behalf of the jaguar. The team first attempted to confine any

future recovery actions to the region south of Interstate 10

omitting the majority of historic jaguar habitat, including the

Gila National Forest. That effort failed for lack of a scientific

rationale, but the US Fish and Wildlife Service did defer to the

team's circumscribed vision in its formal biological opinion on

whether the activities of .Animal Damage Control (the federal

predator killing agency, now officially renam ed Wildlife

Services) negatively affect jaguars. No restrictions on the

agency's poisons and traps are required, ruled Fish and Wildlife,

except within an arbi trary zone in southwest New Mexico and

southeas t Arizona-excludin g most of the Gila and other his

toric jaguar habitats in New Mexico and Arizona.

Even more outrageous, on the grounds that such a loss

would not jeopardize the species, the USFWS issued an "inci

dental take" permit to Animal Damage Control, thereby grant

ing the agency permission in advance to kill one jaguar in the

course of its regular lethal activities. This clai m flouts the fact

that jaguars used to reproduce in the United States, but are

now reduced to a few wanderers from Mexico. Given their

obvious rarit y, the loss of one (more) jaguar to federal predator

hunt ers will most certa inly jeopard ize the species.

Even in the less hot-button are na of jaguar educa tion,

which the team originally touted as one of the most important
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avenues for preventing illegal killings of jaguars, politics has

dominat ed. The educa tion committee's signature achieve ment

was the draft ing of a high school curriculum centered on the

theme, "Jaguar Conservation Agreement vs. the ESA." Earli er

this year, the team voted appro ximately 120 to 3 not to replace

this politicized curriculum with one focused on jaguar ecology.

Accurate and timely information on jaguar presence in

the United States, according to the conservation agreement, is

central to conserving the species. Yet desp ite many hours dis

cuss ing the need to follow through on potent ial jaguar sight

ings, when biology professor Denn is Miller notified the New

Mexico Department of Game and Fish about the Trewern sight

ing and the accompanying plaster cast, the department took no

notice. A Game and Fish employee was actually blocked by

his supervisors from attempting to capture and radio collar the

animal (the team's agreed-upon protocol). And despite explic

it requ irements in the Biological Opinion on Animal Damage

Control that the predator killin g agency investigate within four

days all report s of jaguars in areas in which it operates, such

an investigation never occurred and news of the sighting took

months to reach other Jaguar Conservati on Team members . It

turns out that area residen ts had been reporting a large black

cat for months prior to the Trewern sighting, only to be repeat

edly reassured by New Mexico Game and Fish thatthey must

have see n a mountain lion.l 2

Apparentl y sanguine over the pace of the team's progress,

the US Fish and Wildlife Service has failed to begin develop

ing a jaguar recovery plan or to designate critical habitat for

the jaguar. Recentl y, biologist Tony Poviliti s, who originall y

petitioned the federal agency for the jaguar's listing, petitioned

again for critical habitat designation .

EVEN IF A SPECIES RECOVERY PLAN IS FORTHCOM ING,

the jaguar's future may be surmised by the fate of its co-preda

tor in the Southwest, the Mexican gray wolf (Canis lupus

baileyii). Reintroduced into the wild in 1998 after a two

decade captive breeding program, the Mexican wolf recovery

program has been stymied by the same political forces that

govern the Jaguar Conservation Team. The results have proved

catastrophic for wolves.

Although the Mexican wolf recovery zone consists of the

entire Gila National Forest and the adjoining Blue Range of

Arizona, wolves were released only into the Arizona portion of

the zone, in order to assuage opposition from the New Mexico

Game Commission (operating on behalf of the livestock indu s

try). The wolves were expected to migrate east on their own

and occup y the Gila.
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However, the Blue Range includes heavily roaded areas

above the Mogollon Rim, and heavily graied areas in the road

less region centered around the Blue River. Five wolves were

shot in 1998 in the roaded area, two disap peared under susp i

cious circumstances, and the rest were recaptured for their

own safety.

Although a second year of releases has resulted in just

one wolf killin g (apparently a hit-and-run incident on a state

highway), governme nt management actions have had a simi

lar effect to that of last year's poachers . Because the animals

apparently preyed on livestock, Animal Damage Control cap

tured seven wolves from the Pipestem Pack, the first wolves

to reproduce successfully in the southwestern wilderness in

over seventy years.

have died anyway, the two subsequent victims died solely

because conf1 icts with ranchers brought their infect ed

brethren into captivity.

Meanwhile, two members of the Pipestem Pack, an adult

female and one of her newborn pups, remain at large, despite

all efforts to trap them. This pup is the only wild-born Mexican

wolf still in the wild today. Although the captive breeding pro

gram had dimmed some of the wolves' fear of humans, the ones

surviving the government's destructi ve management and

avoiding being shot are quickly learning the evasiveness for

which their wild progenitors-the las t of their kind to sur

vive-were renowned.

Further east in the roadless area, and close to the border

of the Gila National Forest in New Mexico, the Gavilan Pack

( (
" \ \ t /,

Shortly after their capture, three of the pups from this

pack died of parvovirus. Parvo is usually fatal to approximate

ly half of infected canids, but infect ions are often much more

severe in stressed animals; according to a veterinarian with the

recovery program, the pups contracted the disease in the wild

but likely would have survived without the stress of captiv ity.13

Shortly thereafter, two more pups from another pack already in

captivit y also succumbed to parvo, almost certa inly infected

by the Pipestem pups. While the original three pups might
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struggles to survive. Five pups and a yearling, born in a cage

but now roaming free with their parents, inhabit some of the

least visited terrain in the 48 contiguous states. But this

unpeopled land scape is so overgrazed that virtually no deer,

elk, javelina, or even rabbits are present. The land has been

completely "cow-nuked," and there simply isn't enough grass

to support natural prey.

Surpri singly, even the Forest Service recognized the

severity of the grazing, and ordered a reduction in stocking on

illustration by Cynthia Armstrong,



the Wild Bunch Allotment, and a complete remova l of cattle

from the region the wolves occupy (for "range" reasons having

no relat ion to the wolves) . But the ranc her, Carlyle Cathcart,

asserting myth ical private property rights to the National

Forest, refused to remove his cattle, and the Forest Service

then rescinded its stock red uction order.t- In the meantime,

the wolves kill ed three cows to feed their pups. As a result, the

US Fish and Wildlife Service announced it may remove this

pack from the wild as well. 'Although the wolves have since

moved to a less heavily grazed area that supports natural prey,

the threat of removal still hangs over their heads.

David Parsons, the Fish and Wildlife Service biologist and

recovery team leader who skillfully maneuvered throu gh

tremend ous political oppos ition to ensure the wolves' original

release, had engineered a "safety valve" into the original

Environ mental Impact Statemen t (EIS) on the rein troduction

allowing his agen cy to relocate "problem wolves" from the Blue

Range to the Gila Nationa l Fore st instead of simply reincarcer

ating them for life. Large segments of the Gila Nationa l Forest

avoid the twin prob lems of the Blue Range: heavy road access

above the Mogollon Rim and heavy cow use below the rim. In

fact, most of the Gila Wildern ess is now cow-free .

But Parsons was blocked by higher-ups in his agency and

the Department of Interior from exercising the provision to relo

cate wolves to the Gila . He spent months working to secure per

mission to relocate the Pipestem survivors, and requesting an

amendment to the EIS to provide for releases of wolves directly

from cap tivity to the Gila, bypassing prior release into the Blue

Range. Shortly after he received clearance to act on both these

steps, in October 1999, he unexpectedly lost his job. Now Fish

and Wildlife's commitment to these cruc ial actions is in doubt.

Throughout the United States, the Fish and Wildlife

Serv ice ac ts on the notion that enda ngere d wildli fe, and par

ticularly predators, can be recovered only with loca l support,

which the agen cy garners by suspending almos t all protective

regula tions. Thus, the agency declined to prosecute the admit

ted first shooter of a released Mexica n wolf, killed in April

1998 , and has repeatedly fought agains t habitat protec tion for

ESA-listed spec ies .

The Southwest experie nce with Mexican wolves and the

ea rly indi cations with jaguars illustrate the failure of this pol

icy. As polls have long demonstrated, the majority of local res

iden ts in the Mexican wolf recovery are a already support the

ani mals' return. P Only one iden tifiable social group-ranch

ers-stands almost monolithically in opposition, and that

group rep rese nts less tha n one perce nt of the rural region 's

population and economic base.t>

The fact that the designation of Mexican wolves as

"experimental, non-essential"- the legal mechan ism under

the ESA that allows for highly intrus ive management- mani

fest ly fai led to preve nt wolves from bein g shot should cause a

reevaluation of the pre mises of our predator policies. Despite

the contemporary flurry of reintroductions symbolizing a rever

sal of the US government predator exterm ination policy, rules

intended to accommodate the livestock indu stry illu strate how

little has actually changed.

Today, you can drive comfortably into the Blue Range,

step out of your ca r, and you may be .blessed to hear the howl

of wild wolves . And as the crys talline wind of the last autumn

of the 20th century tint s the Gila's cottonwood and syca more

leaves with a jaguar-lik e yellow, flutt ering beneath jaguar-pig

mented rubi cu nd canyon walls, you can imagine a quiet cat

waiting in the shadows, The landscape itself see ms almost

gravid with yearning for these predators' return . Whether we

have matured sufficiently to accept their gift of ecosystem

health is still very much up in the air. «

Michael Robinson represents the Centerfo r Biological

Diversity on the Jaguar Conservation Team, and is completing

work on a book that explores the political and cultural history

of the federa l wolfextermination campaign.
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LANDSCAPE STORIES

A
l 128 of us want to hear a wolf howl. So we are overflowing the bleachers and crowding

around the edges of a room facing a picture window. Children sit on their heels und er

the window, their noses pressed aga inst the glass. A young woman bound s in, wearin g

a plas tic name tag like flight attenda nts wear. "Hi, I'm Cheri, your wolf spec ialist, and I'll be

talking to you today about our wolf ambassadors ." She is carrying a plastic tub filled with props:

a gray wolf pelt, the skin from its face pressed flat, its eyes squeezed shut, its nose crac king off.

A black wolf pelt. The leg bone of a moose. "Seven bites is all it takes for a wolf to crack through

this bone," she says. We gasp--the bone's as thick and white as firewood. She has a plaster mold

of the pawprint of a wolf, "as big as my hand with the fingers curled in," Cheri says . She holds

up the mold and then holds up her hand, the fingers curled in. We gasp aga in- that big!

The wolves lounge around in front of the window, penned in by a hurri cane fence that we

ca n see pla inly through the trees. They look a lot like dogs to me, but I don't know what I expec t

ed. I can't imagin e one of those thin gs circl ing mena cingly around a moose. But maybe the

wolves aren't that impressed with us, either. If they are looking throu gh the window, the wolves

will see the flat-nosed childre n, of course, and a Gennan TV crew- tall young men charging

around, jos tling for position- and rows and rows of people much like myself-middle-aged ,

middle-in come, middl e-American , middl e-weight and holding. Like a raisin in all that pudding,

there is a thin man with waist-length bronze hair holding a baby in a porkpi e hat.

We pass the moose bone from hand to hand, up and down the rows. Then adeer's leg with

the fur and hoof still atta ched , the knee tend ons blackened and curled. Here comes the black

with Strangers
wolf pelt , its legs dragging out behind. The passing is solemn, silent, disconnected from any

mean ing that I can determ ine, like some ancie nt rite.

Cheri talk s chee rily. "We have four wolf amb assadors," and she starts to name them:

Lakota, Lucas .. . .Behind her voice, we hear a distant fire engine. Sudd enly, a wolf jumps to the

top of a rock, lifts its head, and begins to howl. It's a reedy sound like a clarinet, risin g and falling

away in a minor key. The sound silences Cheri, who stands still, smiling. The siren wails and

another wolf joins in, so it's a trio now-two wolves and a fire engine-a-wooee, a-uiooee, a

ioooee. Some people start to laugh, but stop themselves-this is supposed to be serious stuff. The

man with the hair has his eyes closed and his chin up; he looks like he's having a rel igious expe

rience. For its part , the wolf stands on the rock in a classic pose, pointing its muzzle to the sky

as if it has seen its own promotiona l T-shirts. Every time Cheri starts to talk, the wolves and the

fire engine kick in, howling, and drown her out. Everyone is smiling.

This essay appea rs in Kathleen Dean Moore's new book Holdfast: At Home in the Natural World (©1999) and is
used with permissio n of The Lyons Press.
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by Kathleen Dean Moo re

I think we have heard wolves howl before, Frank and I, from

our bed. When we first came to the Minnesota woods, we asked

about wolves at the National Forest headquarters. The young

woman there wanted to help. "Oh yes, you can hear them every

where, even in the center of the town.They'll be far away,of course,

but you can hear them." Then she lowered her voice. "They may

not sound like what you think wolves sound like. TIley sound like

violins. So if you wake up in the middle of the night and you hear

violins, don't go back to sleep." Sure enough, that very night, we

heard the sound of a single violin. We elbowed each other, then we

lay stiff in the dark, our eyes wide, big smiles on our faces.

DON'T ASK ME WHY THIS IS SO IMPORTANT. DON'T ASK ME

why we are now standing with a half dozen strangers outside the

Wolf Center on a clear and icy night, dressed in everything we

illustration by Rod Maciver

own, starting with pajamas, ending with fleecy ear-flapped hats,

waiting for the wolf communication expert. We are going out to

howl for wolves. It costs us seven dollars apiece, prepaid.

This wolf guy's name is Jim, and he bundles us into a white

van, telling us the rules-wear your seat belt; sign the liability

waiver; when we get to the woods, absolute silence-don't slam

the doors or rustle your clothes or scrape the gravel, and do just

what you are told. So now we are standing in pitch dark at the

end of a dirt road deep in the northwoods, eight strangers stand

ing around the van in absolute silence on a clear, cold night

hugging ourselves, making our feet stay still, listening. After a

time, the silence becomes a presence, then a kind of itchin g.

"Okay," Jim says in a stage whisper. "I'll start, because the

alpha-wolf always starts, and then, when you're ready, join in.

We'll pack-howl for two minutes, then listen." I expected to feel

embarrassed, howling with strangers, or humili ated, relegated

without a vote to beta-wolf status, or omega. But what I feel

instead is the silence . How will it be possible to begin?

Jim stands quiet for a few more minutes. .

Finally, he leans over, takes an enormous

breath , cups his hand s to his mouth, leans back,

and begins to howl. The tone of an oboe rises

slowly like the crest of a dark wave, slips, falls

away in deep liquid sound. Entirely different

from the wail of the caged wolves, the song is as

dark as the night, or the night is as deep and

beautiful as the song- I don't know which. But

now it's time for the beta-wolves. I cup my hands to my mouth,

suck in my breath, and yowl like a stuck cat. A woman deep

inside a ruffed hood howls mournfully, her voice heaving with

melodramatic sobs. Frank barks behind me.

Jim has told us to work for discordance. Wolves in a pack will

each howl on a different pitch, letting invader packs count their

numbers, and sometimes wolves will switch keys in the middle of

the howl, to give the impression that each one is several wolves.

We work at it, starting our yappy howls on different pitches, but as

the group howl draws out at the end, we find that we have tuned

ourselves into a minor chord. We try again, yowling discordantly,

and again we drift into something Bach would recognize, a rich

Lutheran chord. It's as if we can' t help ourselves, as if harmony is

part of our nature. Jim cuts us off with a wave of his arm against

the stars-the conductor of the galaxy choir.

Silence.

Then, off in the distance, we hear a tiny little, cracked

howlette-unmistakabl y a pup. And answering that, a deep

throated, authoritative howl from far away. The pup shuts up.

Some of us start to laugh silently, our shoulders jiggling, but now
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we freeze: There are footsteps in the bushes. A soft step, a crack

ing twig, a long pause, then step, step, step-stealthy in the dark.

"Sometimes a wolf will walk right up to us," Jim whispers.

I contemplate this possibility, measuring the distance to the

van. Suddenly, Jim starts to whine and pant and scuff the grav

el. I almost jump out of my skin , He pants some more.

"Sometimes this draws them in. Nobody move." Nobody move?

Is he kidding? He's thrashing around like some wounded ani

mal and he expects us to stand there? What if it is a wolf? What

if it's a bear? All my instincts signal, flee. Peer pressure pins

me to the spot.

Eventually, when nothing materializes, Jim piles us back in

the van and we move to a clearing at the center of a marsh where

we disperse into the darkness on a dirt track. By now, the sky is

so black and the Milky Way so bright that it casts its reflection

on the water. There is a yellow glowto the north and as we watch,

fingers of light reach into the sky, silhouetting the edge of the

forest. Every pine cuts the shape of a wolf sitting on its haunch

es, its nose raised to the sky, silently howling. We are encircled

by silent wolf-pines. It's very, very cold.

Jim starts first, his clear oboe tones, then the rest of us, cut

ting loose, howling at the wolves, at the northern lights, at the big

black sea of night, at the bright hole of Arcturus, at Venus, at

how far we are from town, at the idea of standing in the dark in

the road, howling with strangers . And then suddenly there is a

multitude of voices- barking and howling and yapping and car

rying on like a drunk en riot in wolf-town-a full pack-howl

coming from behind the wolf-trees . We stop yowling, transfixed.

The ruckus rises to a fever pitch and abruptly dies. Silence

washes in, final and infinitely deep.

Nobody moves. Nobody talks. We stand together in the road

and listen to the night. I love these people. I don't know a thing

about them, but I love them. I want to move close to them and

exchange big woolen hugs, ear-flaps pressing against cold noses,

mittens patting padded backs. And maybe the wolves would join

in, jumping around us, chittering, licking our faces while north

ern lights flicker and stars tick and the wind jangles with the

smell of the marsh. Then maybe all the voices of the universe

will come together in a harmonic chord that we can hear if we

only listen. It is possible , I think-not likely, but possible-and

I stand still, smiling in the dark. er

Kathleen Dean Moore is the chair ofthe Department of

Philosophy at Oregon State University in Corvallis. She is the

authorof Riverwalking, winner ofa 1995 Pacific Northwest

Booksellers Association Award, and Holdfast,from which this
essay is excerpted.
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,
I choose to lea rn to walk a gain

•
on moss wi t h th e moose through

water in air,

water under foot ,

breathing the breath of the wo rld

on eve r y beautiful morning.

Nothing but moosetrails in the mi st"

today's fog and wind ,

trees against sk y.

I want to di sappear into cloud ,

wander my way to sunligh t,

follow the moose down

sec ret trails in the wood s

to r each the places wh ere the wol ves

r est above the ridges , within u s ,

wh ere the h eart wander s , wild .

-Gary Lawl ess

illustration by Rod Maciver
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by Reed Noss

T he Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion (Fig. 1), comprising nearly 10.8 million acres in north

western California and southwestern Oregon, is one of the most biologically rich tem

perate coniferous forests in the world. Considered an Area of Global Botanical

Significance by the World Conservation Union (IUCN), the region contains approximately 3500

plant species, 281 endemic plant taxa (at the subspecies level), and the highest species richness

of temperat e conifers in North America (30 species, including six endemic to the region) (Smith

and Sawyer 1988 , DellaSala et al. 1999). World Wildlife Fund has recen tly rated the Klamath

Siskiyou ecoregion one of its "Global 200" conservation priorities and one of five highest prior

ities in North America (Ricketts et al. 1999). As of the early 199Os, approximately 33% offorest

ed public lands in the region were mature (80+ years) or old-growth conifer forests, which is the

highest proportion of any ecoregion in the Pacific Northwest and well above most other regions

of the United States (FEMAT 1993).
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Despite its superlative biological values, few people

other than scientists and activists on the West Coast have

heard of the Klamath-Siskiyou region; fewer still are aware of

its global conservation significance. With a nat ional public

largely ignorant of the Klamath-Siskiyou (in compa rison to,

say, the Everglades, which is biologically less rich), threats

such as minin g, logging, road-buildin g, livestock grazing, fire

suppression, and other activities proceed with little notice.

One of the few people who has tried to educate a broader pub

lic about the Klamath -Siskiyou ecoregion is Lou Gold, whose

nationwide lectures (espec ially in the late 1980s) help ed gain

the region some notice. It was Lou who, in 1992, asked me if

I would write a proposal to develop a biodiversity conse rva

tion plan for the region. The Siski you Regional Educa tion

Project, which Lou cofounded, has been the main grass roots

organization promoting research in the region since then.

Fund ing was slow to appea r, with the first grant arriving in

late 1993 and significa nt funding not available until several

years later. Recent ly, a broader group of conse rvationists, the

Klamath-Siskiyou Allian ce (which incl udes five regional

groups, plus World Wildlife Fund) has co~e together to pur

sue long-term conservation in the region. The reserve design

presented here represents a "Phase I" proposal based on bio

diversity considerations, and has yet to be officially endorsed

by the Klamath -Siskiyou Allian ce. Colleagues who con

trib uted to this research include Jim Strittholt, Ken Vance

Borland , Carlos Carroll, and Pam Frost. Further details on the

reserve design can be found in Noss et al. (1999), publ ished

in a special issue of the Natu ral Areas Journal devoted to the

Klamath- Siskiyou ecoregion.

My colleagues and I sought to conduct as comprehensive

an evaluation of this heterogeneous region as possible: we did

n't want to miss anything. The conservation plan was intended

to fulfill four goals articulated by Noss (1992): (1) represent all

kinds of ecosystems, across their natural range of variation, in

protected areas; (2) maintain viable populat ions of all native

species in natural patterns of distrib ution and abundan ce; (3)

sustain ecological and evolutionary processes; and (4) maintain

a conservation network that is resilient to environmental change.

To fulfill these goals, we set out to combine three conservation

plann ing approaches that have usually been pursued separate

ly: (a) protection of special elements, such as rare species

hotspots, old-growth forests, and critical watershe ds for aquatic

biota; (b) representation of all habitats and vegetation types

within a network of reserves; and (c) meeting the needs of par

ticular focal species, especially those that are area-dependent or

sensitive to human activities (Noss 1996).
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The Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion is nearly two-thirds pub

lic land, mostly National Forest (see Fig. 1), which makes con

servation planning somewhat eas ier than for regions with most

ly private land. Nevertheless, protection levels for these public

lands are low. We analyzed protection levels by assigning lands

to four status categories recognized by the national Gap Analysis

Program (GAP) (Crist et al. 1998). GAP Status 1 lands are more

or-less strictly protected and include Wilderness Areas ,

Research Natural Areas, National Parks and Monuments, and

National Wild Rivers. GAP Status 2 lands are moderately pro

tected and include National Recreation Areas, state parks,

National Scenic Rivers, and BLM spec ial designations. All

other lands (GAP Status 3 and 4) we consider unprotected.

Amazingly, the largest category of "reserves" in the region-the

Late Successional Reserves (LSRs) established under the

Northwest Forest Plan (USDA and USDI 1994)-<10 not meet

the criteria for GAP Status 1 or 2. For example, old-growth for

est has been logged in some LSRs since their establishment.

With some tightening of restrictions, however, LSRs could qual

ify as protected areas. For our analyses we liberally considered

LSRs as Status 2 reserves. With this generous assumption,

Status 1 reserves presently constitute 12.8% of the region,

whereas Status 1 and 2 reserves together constitute 31.9% of the

region. Although both figures are high compared to much of the

world, our analyses indicate that the extraordinary natural fea

tures of the Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion are not well protected

by this system of reserves.

The three-track evaluation methodology (special elements,

representation, and focal species) is complex; I refer the reader

to other publications and reports for details (Carroll et al. 1999,

Noss et al. 1999 , Strittholt et al. 1999, Vance-Berland 1999).

Somewhat to our surprise, roadless areas on public lands turned

out to function well as the basic "building blocks" of our reserve

design. Together with existing protected areas, roadless areas

create a virtually continuous system of wildlands across the

heart of the region, and protection of the biologically most sig

nificant roadless areas comes close to meeting our stated con

servation goals. Important habitats and other natural features

not represented in roadless areas can be protected through con

servation actions on a relatively small area of additional public

and private lands.

We evaluated roadless areas within four size classes: (1)

>10,000 acres (>4047 ha); (2) 5000-10,000 acres (2023-4047

ha); (3) 1000-5000 acres (405-4047 ha); and (4) <1000 acres

«405 ha). Class 4 captured roadless areas immediately adja

cent to existing protected areas that appear smaller than 1000

acres only because of artificial administrative boundaries. Six
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criteri a of conservation value were examined quantitatively for

each roadless area: (1) occurrences of rare speci es and plant

communities; (2) late-seral forests; (3) representation of physical

habitat ,and vegetation types; (4) occurrence of serpen tine (a

substrate favored by many of the endemi c plants of the region);

(5) habitat quality for the fisher (Martes pennanti, the focal

species we studied in greatest detail); and (6) habitat effective

ness for large carnivores . Each criterion was anal~zed separate

ly and assigned an ordinal score of 1-5, with 5 signifying the

highest conservation value. Roadless areas were ranked accord

ing to presence/absence of high scores, with the highest-ranked

areas recommended for GAP Status 1 in our proposed reserve

system, moderately-ranked areas recommended for GAP Status

2, and low-ranked areas not recommended for the reserve sys

tem at this time.

After assigning roadless areas to the proposed reserve sys

tem, we added intervening areas, as necessary, to achieve reserve

design objectives, especially connectivity as defined by continu

ity or contiguity of protected habitat (Noss and Coopenider

1994). We also incorporated watershed-level information for at

risk fish species and stocks. Watersheds with high salmon scores

and those identified as Key Watersheds from FEMAT (1993; i.e.,

the analyses that formed the scientific basis for the Northwest

Forest Plan) were mapped for consideration in the reserve net

work. Watersheds with the highest concentrations of disease-free

Port-Orford-cedars (with data only from National Forests, unfor

tunately) were also added to the reserve design. (This endemic

tree is threatened by a non-native root disease fungus, spread

from one watershed to another along logging roads.)

Physical/vegetative habitats not represented at a minimum 25%

level in the reserve networkbased on roadless areas were identi

fied, as were opportunities for achieving such representation.

Based on our scoring and ranking of roadless area s, we rec

ommend protection of 90% of the largest roadless areas

(>10,000 acres), 85% of those between 5000 and 10,000 acres,

56% of the areas between 1000 and 5000 acres, and 100% of

the small roadless areas «1000 acres) directly adjacent to exist

ing protec ted areas . Including existing protected area s, protec

tion of these roadless areas would place 1,373,805 ha (32% of

the region) in GAP Status 1 reserves and an additional 457,891

ha (11% of the region) in GAP Status 2 reserves. In addition, we

propose extending GAP Status 1 protection to 15,619 ha of pub-

Table 1. Comparison between the current reserve network (including the Northwest Forest Plan, with Late-Successional

Reserves as GAP Status 2) and our proposed reserve design (phase I) for the Klamath-Siskiyo u ecoregion, for analyzed con

servatio n criteria . Values are in percent area and include combined GAP Status 1 and 2 (strict and moderate protectio n,

respectively) for both alternatives. GAP distinctions are not avai lable (na) for representation and fisher components . The col 

umn on the far right (~) indicates the diffe rence or change in percent coverage from the current condition to the proposed

Phase I design. These gains are achieved by increasing protected areas in the region by 21%. From Noss et al. (1999).

CURRENT CONDITION PROPOSED PHASE I ~

CRITERION I GAP 1 GAP2 GAP 1+2 I GAP 1 GAP2 GAP 1+2

G1/G2 species occu rrences 11.0 25.0 36.0 68.0 14.0 82.0 ; +46 .0

All heritage elements I 8.0 30.0 38 .0 45.0 21.0 66.0 +28.0

Late-seral forest 16.5 27.0 43.5 I 50.0 18.0 68.0 +24 .5

Serpentine 18.0 25.0 43.0 L 50.5 11.0 61.5 I +18 .5

Port-Orford-cedar

high presence, low disease 36.0 46.5 82.5 88.0 8.0 96.0 + 13.5

moderate presence, low disease 31.0 42.0 73.0 73.0 12.0 85.0 + 12.0

Key watersheds 27.0 32.0 59.0 J 62.0 16.0 78.0 I +18 .0

Roadless areas (desig. Wilderness excluded) 1.0 48.0 49.0 83.0 9.0 92.0 I +43 .0

Representatio n I(>1 0%) na na 72.5 na na 86.0 +13 .5
(>25%) na na 59.5 na na 77.0 I +17 .5
(;?50%) na na 39.0 na na 59.0 +20.0

High -quality fisher habitat na na 36.0 na na 50.0 I +' 4.0'
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_ Proposed GAP 1

Proposed GAP 2

o Proposed GAP 3 & 4
~ Existing Wilderness
_Water

Fig. 2. Proposed

Phase I reserve

design for the

Klamath-Siskiyou

ecoregion. From

Noss et al. (1999).

-
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lic lands with globally imperiled element (rare species and com

munity) OCCUITences, 17,913 ha with concentrations of element

occurrences, and 35,033 ha with >50% late-seral forest. These

extensions add 1.6% of the region to GAP Status 1. Wealso pro

pose extending GAP Status 2 protection to 251,004 ha (5.8% of

the region) with 30-50% late-seral forest and to approximately

100,000 ha (ca. 2.3% of the region) between roadless areas to

achieve connectivity. This plan, our "Phase I" reserve design,

would place approximately 34% of the Klamath-Siskiyou ecore

gion under strict protection (GAP Status 1~ompared to 13%

under current management-and another approximately 19%

under modera te protection (GAP Status 2) (Fig. 2).

Our proposed Phase I reserve network meets conservation

objectives for the Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion much better than

the Northwest Forest Plan and other conservation measures cur

rently in place by offering improved protection to a number of

important natural features (Table 1). However, approximately

89,341 ha (2% of the region) of additional land, >90% of which

is private, is required to meet the 25% representation target for

all classes of combined physical and vegetative habitat s. This

land 'can be selec ted from several "opportunity areas" in the

region durin g a second phase of land protection. Protection of

private lands can be accomplished by such mechanisms as fee

simple acquisition, conservation easements, management agree

ments, and land trades. Socioeconomic studies currently under

way in the region will help determine useful strategies for pro

tection of private lands.

Another crucial component rrussmg from our Phase I

reserve design is provision of connectivity to surrounding ecore

gions. Linkages to surrounding regions are needed to assure pop

ulation viability of wide-ranging terrestrial animals, such as the

fisher and the large carnivores that may be reintroduced to the

region, and to connect headwater areas with the Pacific Ocean for

the benefit of salmon and other aquatic organisms. We estimate

that a .Phase II reserve design would enlarge the area protected

as GAP Status 1 and 2 to approximately 60-65% of the region.

A Phase II reserve design will require more research in

several areas of conservation planning. Also needed is research

on topics related to ecological management of reserves and other

lands in the region. Even the entire network of reserves we pro

pose for the Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion is probably too small to

manage itself with a natural disturbance regime (see Baker

1992, Noss and Cooperrider 1994). A long period of active

restoration, including obliterating and revegetating roadbeds,

recontouring slopes, restoring streams and watersheds, control

ling invasive exotic species, and reintroducing extirpated

species, will be necessary to redevelop natural conditions.

Because fire has been suppressed for many years, some combi

nation of understory thinning and prescribed burning is proba

bly needed for those plant communities in the region, such as

oak savannas and woodlands, that depend on frequent fire (Agee

1993). Nevertheless, protecting the areas recognized as priori

ties for Phase I of our plan should not wait until all studies are

completed, as options for maintaining their natural or semi-nat

ural character are rapidly diminishing. «:
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CONSERVATIO N STRATEGY

by Andy K err

A Legislative Vehicle for
Conserving and Restoring

Wildlands in the United States

A new legislative strategy is proposed that synthesizes the best of existing strategies and can game r a

critical mass of support among various conservation factions and the American voters. Compared to

existing legislative proposals, Big Wild has the highest probability of being effective, both ecologically

and politically. The area that could be covered by Big Wild (Phase I) is approximately 200 million acres

of f ederal public lands across the nation administered by the Bureau of Land Management, Fish and

Wildlife Service, Forest Service, and National Park Service.
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T
he public land conservation movement is-at long

las t-poised to move from an almost exclusively defen 

sive legislative posture to a primarily offensive posture .

Unfortunately, conserva tionists are fact ionalized behind

differing strategies. Publi c land activists have been balkanized

in these camps for several years, so it is unlikely that any cur

ren t legislative approach will gain enough converts from the oth

ers to achieve the necessary mass of conservation community

support. Even if cri tical mass were achieved for one approach,

inherent flaws in all the current strategies would likely resu lt in

ecological and/or political failure . In defining success, both ecol

ogy and p olitics must be considered. This paper attempts to con

tribute to the debate and reco mmend an approac h that can coa

lesce enough conservation community support to be successful.'

Ecological Realities ve rsus
Political Realities
Science, in particular the discipline of conservation biology, is

stressing conservationists. If we are to ensure functioning ecosys

tems-both across the landscape and over time--the amount of

protected land needed (in core reserves, corridors, and buffers,

and with large carn ivores) is much higher than present politics

will acce pt. The sum recommend ation of this new, yet very defen

sible, science is that at least one-quarter of the continental land

scape must be in verystrong protective categories, one-quarter in

restrictive management that strongly favors conservation, and

one-quarter in somewhat restrictive management that leans

toward susta inab le development. For some ecosystems, the first

requi rement (very strong protection) rises to 75%.2

Ecological reali ties and political realiti es are equally rea l;

the difference is that eco logica l realities are immutable.

Political real ities are mutable, bu t only if: (1) conse rvationists

are smart and effective political ac tivists; (2) the general public

cares and acts; and (3) the oppos ition isn 't as smart and effec

tive as conservationists.

Conservationists must both slow the rate of biological

extinc tion (usi ng defensive measures for temporary delay) and

spee d the rate of political transformati on (us ing offensive mea

sures for permanent change). We must look to our past to see

what has worked (and why) and also be creative in pioneering

new strategies .

Non-Legislative Approaches
to Wildlands Protection
Conservat ionists' efforts in public education, grass roots orga

nizing, administrative advocacy, Endangered Species Act list

ings, litigation, agitation, civil disobedience, etc. must all con-
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tinue irrespective of what legislative strategy is undertaken.

Prope rly executed, these tact ics can approach-but not reach

zero extraction of timber, minerals, and grass from public land

(as well as reductions in off-road vehicle abuse).

Recent significant reductions in public land timber cutting

and/o r livestock grazing, especially in the Pacific Northwes t

and Pacific Southwest, make it an exce llen t time to seek to

convert administrative and judicial gains into permanent leg

islative protection.

Legisla tive Strategy
Current legislative approac hes to public land protection can be

placed in six categories:

• Trad itiona l Wilderness Legislation;

• "Zero -Cut" Legislation;

• Forest Management Reform Legislation;

• Agency Reform Legislation I: Better Statutory Guidance;

• Agency Reform Legislation II: Better Bureaucratic &

Economic Incentives;

• Annual Appropriations Efforts.

Traditional Wild erness Legislation. This is the tried and

(formerly) true method of public land conservation, having been

the preferred technique of the conservation movement since the

passage of the Wilderness Act of 1964. Traditional Wilderness

bills were enacted even throughout the Reagan administration,

but began to decl ine in effect iveness in the Bush adminis tra tion.

Almost none have passed in the Clint on adm inistration. Only

one majo r bill, the Californ ia Desert Protection Act, has passed

in the 1990s.3

The lack of recent Wilderness designations is primarily

but not exclusively-attributab le to the Congress changing from

Democratic to Republican control. The congressional Republican

leadership is infested with anti -Nature westerners. However, other

factors have contributed to our lack of success in enac ting tradi

tional Wilderness bills, including, but not limited to:

1) the opposition has become more organized and effective;

2) as Congress turned against Nature, the conservation

movement has had to spend more resources on defense rather

than offense; and

3) trad itional Wilderne ss bills are no longer the only game

in town.

Since 1980, most Wilderness bills that have been enacted

were done so as state bills. This trend has tended to vest more



power in a state's delegation than was held previously. Given the

anti-wilderness prejudice that exists among many western legis

lators, such bills are going nowhere today.

Some regional bills, like the proposed Northern Rockies

Ecosystem Protection Act, are multi-state bills, in part to make

them national, rather than state, issues. Unfortunately, the scale of

the combination results more in unifying a few bad state delega

tions than creating a large enough congressional coalition to over

come opposition. The strategy behind some other state bills (e.g.,

America's Redrock Wilderness Act to designate Utah Wilderness)

is to make a state's unprotected wildlands a national issue.

History has shown that , with two exceptions, single-state

Wilderness bills do not pass into law over the objections of the

senior senator from the affected state. Only the Alaska Lands

Act of 1980 and the Tongass Timber Refonn Act of 1990 were

enacted over the objections of a state's congressional delegation.

Both times, all three members of the state 's delegation were in

the minority and not well respected in Congress; today these

same individuals hold committee chairs.

Although America's Redrock Wilderness Act is a national

conservation issue (witness the executive order for the Grand

Staircase-Escalante National Monument during the 1996 presi

dential campaign), a political stalemate effectively exists.

Conservationists cannot enact a bill into law that the Utah con

gressional delegation opposes, nor can that delegation pass a

bill the conservation community doesn't want. It's one thing to

get senators from other states to filibuster to kill a bad

Wilderness bill supported by that state's delegation (as has been

Cathedral Peak and LowerCathedral Lake, Yosemite by GusdiZerega

done for Utah), but quite another to pass a good bill over the

objec tions of a state's delegation. While most appa rent in Utah,

such stalemates also exist elsewhere , especially in western

states with solid Republican delegations, including senators that

are committee or subcommittee chairs.s

"Zero Cut" Legislation. Zero Cut, or more accurately, the end

of commercial logging on public land, is a developing campaign.

It is absolutely the right goal. However, it is not legislation that

will likely be enac ted into law anytime soon. It was first intro

duced into Congress in 1995, and is now known as the National

Forest Protection and Restorat ion Act.

Pictures of clearcuts have great effect on a select portion of

the conservation community and the public. Such images, along

with the fiscal folly of public lands logging, motivate some

activists to exhibi t great commitment to the Zero Cut cause .

From a political standpoint, however, it is fundamentall y a neg

ative-rather than a positive-message, campaign, or goal.

Zero Cut is very unlikel y to be enacted into law in one fell

swoop becau se while it flames the passions of a highly commit

ted group of activists, it will not achieve deep and wide support

within the conservation movement. Internal division within the

"zero-cut" faction is not helping matters and will in all likeli

hood continue, given the nature of their passion .

Recast into a more positive theme, ending all logging on all

National Forests doesn't sound extreme to the American publ ic.

However, it is percei ved as extreme to politicians. Those who

rely exclusively on national polling data to develop and execute
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Conservationists wo ld t ade
their small boats for a bigger
sip, and all row together.

a political strategy make the fundamental error that the only fac

tor affecting a politician's position and actions are national polls.

In fact, many other factors influence politicians, such as the:

1) position of opponent in the next election;

2) polling information relevant to one's own constituency;

3) special interests that must be heeded due to campaign

contributions or political power with the elec ted official's con

stituency; and

4) relative political strength and weakness of movements

holding the majority or minority view on an issue.

If opinion polls ruled, abortion wouldn't be an issue and

guns would be controlled.

Additionally, to pass Zero Cut, the conserva tion communi

ty would have to expend significant political capital '(which we

may not have or wish to spend) "sav ing" a huge amount of

already clearcut land. .

Forest Management R eform Legislation. Within the pas t

decade, a variously named legislative vehicle has sought more

restri ctive-and therefore less harmful-logging of federal

public land. It see ks to impose statutory management guide - ·

lines on fores t managers. This approach has reached its

apogee and is in decline, in part because of a split on the

approach between the Forest Reform Network and Save

America's Forests. While these fact ions have reunited behind

one bill for this Congress, forest management reform legisla

tion has failed to reach a critical mass of suppo rt in the con

servation community, Congress, or with the public. Much of

the original support for this legislative stra tegy has switched to

other approaches, such as Zero Cut or direct reform of the fed

eralland manageme nt agencies .

Agency Reform Legislation I: Better Statutory

Guidance. A segment of the public land conservation comrnu-:

nity advocates improved "organic" acts (basic laws that govern

land management agencies) for the Forest Service and Bureau of

Land Management. Both agencies' organic acts have remained

essentially unchanged since 1976.

No legislative proposals have been offered by conserva

tionists, but have been by our opposition. Both forest and grass-
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land "reform" bills were considered in the lOSth Congress (i.e.,

former Oregon Republican Representative Bob Smith's "forest

health" and grazing bills). In the 106th Congress, Senator Larry

Craig (R-ID) introduced the "Na tional Forest Management

Reform Act." As part of the strategy to kill these kinds of bills,

conserv ationists may wish to int roduce counterproposals.

Agency reform doesn't really excite us as a movement, and it

certainly doesn't excite American voters.

Agency Reform Legislation II: Better Bureaucratic &

Economic Incentives. Rather than prescriptive and restric

tive statutory language, another approach, best articulated by

resource economist Randal O'Toole, is to change the bureau

cratic and economic incentives that cause land manage rs to

behave as they do.

Some in the conservation community believe that incentive

reform has theore tical merit but is impractical politicallyf It is

impractical because most public land conserva tionists are at

heart Calvinist regulationists, and this kind of reform has b een

strongly embraced by libertarians. Conservationists are general

ly suspicious of libertarians because the central organizing prin

ciple of libertarianism is no government (and therefore no regu

lation) rather than environmental protection. Whether the

results may coincidentally advance both goals is politically

irrelevant, given the gulf between the two groups.

Annual Appropriations Efforts. Action in this arena has

dominated conservationist action since 1984, primarily because

of the defensive battles that must be waged annually against

anti-Nature legislators' attempts to attach their fantasies to

annual appropriations bills. We have worked offensively to

attach our policy initiatives to those same appropriations bills.6

An advantage to the appropriations approach is that this polit

ical train must leave the station every year and we have a chance

to be on it (or be run over by it). However, as a long-term strategy

to save the world, the annual appropriations process is limited.

The aforementioned strategies all have merit. They have, to

varying degrees, raised awareness and framed issues. But given

the magnitude of the task before us, new thinkin g is needed.



New Approach Part I: The Mother
ofAll Wilderness Bills-Big Wild
A new two-step legislative app roach is recommended for feder

al public land conserva tion. Big Wild draws heavily from the

approaches described above. It seeks to combine what works, or

can work, ecologically and politically. Discussed below are the

major features of Big Wild (as currently viewed by the author

and subjec t to change)."

1. One legislative bill. The title must grab the attention and

values of the American voters. One suggestion is the American

Wilderness Heritage, National Security, Family Togetherness and

Personal Freedom Protection Act.s

2 . Multiple legislative titles. The one legislative bill would be

composed of numerous separate and free-standing "titles" (a

congressional term of aft that means, in effect, big subtitles),

which address ecological and/or political needs of particular

states or regions. Separate titles could includ e, but are not lim

ited to, the following:

America's Redrock Wilderness Act (BLM Utah); Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge Wilderness Act (Alaska); Arizona

Wilderness Act (USFS & BLM); Arkansas National Forest

Wilderness Act; California Wilderness Act (USFS & BLM);

Chugach National Forest Legislation (Alaska); Colorado

Wilderness Act (USFS &BLM); Eastern Montana Wilderness Act

(BLM); Georgia National Forest Wilderness Act; Idaho High

Desert Protection Act (BLM); Maine Woods National Park Act;

Minnesota National Forest Wilderness Actt? Nevada Wilderness

Act (USFS & BLM); New Hampshire National Forest Wilderness

Act; New Mexico Wilderness Act (BLM); North Carolina National

Forest Wilderness Act; Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection

Act;1O Oklahoma National Forest Wilderness Act; Oregon Desert

Conservation Act (BLM & USFS); Oregon Forest Wilderness Act

(USFS& BLM); South Carolina National Forest Wilderness Act;

Tennessee National Forest Wilderness Act; Texas National Forest

Wildel11ess Act; Tongass National Forest Round III (Alaska);

Utah Forest Wilderness Act; Vermont National Forest Wilderness

Act; Virginia National Forest Wilderness Act; Washington

Wilderness Act (USFS & BLM); White Mountains National Park

Act; and Wyoming Wilderness Act (BLM).

Other states could be includ ed as well. The total amount of

land that would be protected by Big Wild is estimated to be

roughly 200 million acres.

3. All federal land agencies. Big Wild would includ e lands

within the National Forest, National Park, and National Wildlife

Refuge systems and Bureau of Land Management holdings. It

could also address certain surplus Departm ent of Defense lands.

4 . National in scope. Big Wild is designed to protect land and

resources across the nation. Big Wild will be most helpful to

states unable to attain adequate ecological protection using

existing approaches. Big Wild does not depend on the acquies

cence of firmly anti-Nature congressional delegations.

To pass Wilderness bills in most eas tern and the "left

coast" states, the support of a critical mass of a state's congres

sional delegation is necessary. Fortunately, it's far eas ier to

obtain, given the urban and suburban nature of the states' vot

ers and the ideological composition of such delegations.

However, the size of such bills is usually limited by the state's

congressional delegation. Big Wild can result in more protection

for such states than tradit ional state Wildcm ess bills.

A major advantage of Big Wild over the current strategy of

statewide Wilderness bills stems from the "free vote." !' A "free

vote" is one by a senator or representativ e that has no political

downside. For example, a vote on a Wilderness bill way out west

has no negative political impact on a senator from New Jersey.

Conservationists and the publi c in that state will support it. The

timber, mining, and grazing industries have no presence in the

state, so such a vote is without political cost. There is a boatload

more free votes on western wilderness issues in the East than on

eas tern wilderness issues in the West. Anti-Nature western leg

islators would never vote for Wilderness in the East.

5 . Close loopholes in the Wilderness Act. A title could also

be includ ed to close the loopholes in the Wilderness Act that

pertain to livestock grazing (end publi c land grazing with com

pensation),12 mining (require a validity determination to extin

guish the bogus claims, and target the rest for compensation),

and logging and roadin g (remove the "forest health" loophole).

6 . More than just Wilderness. While primarily a Wilderness

bill, individual titles could have other federal protective categories,

existing and proposed (such as for restoration), including but not

limited to: National Conservation Area; National Monument;

National Park; National Preserve; National Recreation Area;

National Reserve; National Scenic Area; National Wildlife Refuge;

Wild and Scenic River; Wilderness Recovery Zone.

All but "Wilderness Recovery Zone" have been enacted

previously by Congress.

7. Expansion of Land and Water Conservation Fund . A

title could be included to address needed reforms-i-conversion
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to a true trust fund and increasing revenues--of the Land and

Water Conservation Fund. LWCF should provide at least a bil

lion dollars annually for public acquisition of imperiled wild

lands, thus enlarging the public domain.

Some Prerequisites. Before Big Wild is introduced, it is

assumed that:

1. Initial citizen conservationist wildlands inventories are

completed (they need not be perfect) in states that still need them.

2. Citizen legislative proposals are developed for states

that need them.

3. A presidential administration that can be made favorable

to the effort is in office.

New Approach Part II: Conservation
Biology-Based Study Provisions-Big Wild II
As part of the effort to protect the remaining wild public land

base (and in many places begin restoring damaged publi c land),

conservationists need to anticipate the success of Big Wild and

concurrently provide for the next big bite of the legislative

apple: Big Wild II. This next bite must be the further imple

mentation of conservation biology-based principles (the first

principle--preserving the remaining wildlands- having been

achieved), including the restoration of much degraded land,

both public and private.

Presently, conservationists have no chance of persuadin g

Congress to order the rewilding of half the nation, no matter how

scientifically justified. This is the case especially if conserva-
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tionists (even with the most distinguished group of scien tists that

could be assembled) are the messengers who first suggest it.

Instead, rewilding on the scale necessary has a political chance

only if conservationists can first persuade Congress to ask the

big questions themselves.

A last title in Big Wild could require the National Academy

of Sciences to report to Congress, within three years, on the steps

necessary to ensure the full ecological functioning of all major

US terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, both across the land

scape and over time, including the reintroduction of extirpated

species and control of exotic species. Such an effort could

include specific recommendati~ns and be map-based.

Each area-specific title of Big Wild could have a similar pro

vision that required the proper agency (the Fish and Wildlife

Service, National Park Service, Forest Service, and/or Bureau of

Land Management, as appropriate, in consultation with other gov

ernment and non-government institutions) to address the same

issues--specific to the ecosystem or state addressed in that title.

Recommendations arrived at through these scie ntific

processes would likely include:

1. end all destructive activities on public land (logging, live-

stock grazing, mining, damming, motorized recreation, etc.);13

2. strengthen the Endan gered Species Act;

3. enact an Endangered Ecosystem Act;

4. expand the public lands;14

5. end predator control efforts;

6. curb industrial recreation;

7. end the use of dangerous pesticides on public lands.

Snake River Overlook, Grand Tetons by Gus diZerega



Advantages of Big Wild
1. The amalgamation of conservation effort can result in

greater gains. Bather than divided efforts, all effort would be

focused on one legislative campaign. Conservationists would

trade their small boats for a bigger ship, and all row together.

2. Financial and personnel (volunteer and stafJ) resources

are used more efficiently; and more resources are acquisitioned

overall. Consider the numerous members of Congress from east

ern states without much public land. With some local organizing

in the district, their vote can be obtained. Why duplicate

resources having multiple concurrent campaigns, each requir

ing the same amount of effort to get that same vote? It need only

be done once.

Beyond efficie ncy, more campaign resources can be

obtained. Big Wild is large enough to excite more conservation

activists, conservation funders, and American voters to new lev

els of involvement.

3. Media would befo cused on a singular legislative effort.

One very large effort will attract more earned media than sever

al smaller efforts. In addition, our paid media moneys can be

used more efficiently.

4. The marginal additional benefits exceed the margina l

additional costs. Yes,Big Wild would unite timber, mining, graz

ing, energy, and off-road vehicle interests, but it would also

unite and excite the American conservation movement and our

allies . Big Wild is large enough to command attention as a

national issue. The larger the political context of the issue, the

better conservationists do.

Crafting traditional Wilderness bills to appease special

interests does not work .l> We have just as much opposition to a

score or more separate traditional Wilderness bills as we would

have to Big Wild. We cannot avoid this opposition, and in fact

should welcome it. The conservation community, not the special

interests, has the national political strength on Wilderness.

5. Local conservation activist autonomy is maintained. By

dividing Big Wild into as many titles as necessary, the bill can be

tailored to meet both the local ecological and political needs of

the various states and bioregions. Each title would be managed

by the same interests who are leading such efforts now.

6. Ecological reality is addressed and political reality is

changed. By changing the political context from one or a few

states to the whole nation, the gap between ecological and polit

ical realities can be narrowed. Political limitations that militate

for smaller acreage in an attempt to enact legislation through a

state's delegation become far less significant in a national politi

cal context. Victory for Big Wild depends on getting the votes in

Congress, not the acquiescence of the affected state's delegation.

7. The bottleneck issue is resolved. Conservationists have

much land to save and not much time to do it. The bottleneck of

current Wilderness legislation allows for no more than three

(most likely two) legislative campaigns to effectively exist simul

taneously, These campaigns not only compete with each other,

but they also prevent other campaigns from moving forward.

Even at optimistic rates in a state-by-state strategy, our legisla

tive goals would take decades to complete.Jv

8. The fa te of Americas last wildlands can be made a

nationa l issue. Ecological destruction is an issue that must gain

the nation's attention. Big Wild is the best way to do it.

9. It is the best possible position when the deals go down.

Take a hypothetical US senator from a west coast state. This sen

ator can receive pressure from below (in-state conservationists),

the side (from other US senators pressured by their own in-state

conservationists from below) and above (the admin istration).

In traditional state Wilderness bills, the pressure from

below is either inadequate to achieve legislation at all, or will

likely result in a "rock-and-ice" (or "rock-and-sand") bill. The

pressure from the side--given the tradition of the Senate to

defer on matters affecting one state--is gentle at best, and the

only likely positive result will be the inability of that state's sen

ator to pass a bill that conservatio nists oppose . Similarly, the

pressure from above is not significan t, given that the adminis 

tration usually has larger and supposedly more important prior

ities than a part icular state Wilderness bill.

In a national bill, the pressure comes from the same direc

tions, but the dynamic changes. The pressure from below is great

ly enhanced by increased pressure from the side and above. From

the side, since Big Wild is a national bill and support will be

strong in other states, eastern senators won't feel the obligation to

defer to western senators on the matter. Since the size of Big Wild

will generate adequate excitement among the entire conservation

community, it will become a priority of the administration.

The result is that when the final deals are cut, conserva

tionists are in the best possible position to get the most. If we

have done our organizing properly, the inevitable horse-trading

will not be trading Wilderness here for Wilderness there (within

or between states). Ifwe do our politics correc tly, the horse-trad

ing will not result in less Wilderness acreage, but a plethora of

new federal buildings, post offices, bridges, and researc h grants

flowing to a state in the years running up to the reelection of key

members of that delegation.

Advantages of B ig Wild II
1. A second bite of the legislat ive apple f or conservationists.

Requiring a study and a report to Congress sets the political
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stage for the next phase of the continuing effort to conserve and

restore ecosystems.

2. The best way to approach Congress to address the issue of

"what 's ecologically necessary." Large-scale wilderness protec

tion and restoration, while quite rational ecologically, are

presently quite radical politically. Over time, and with proper

preparation, that which is rational can become reasonable.

Who Needs Big Wild?
Though various current protection efforts may be bioregional or

ecosystem-based, this analysis is focused on the political subdi

vision of the state.l? Some states need Big Wild more than oth

ers, but all could benefit. All western states can be divided into

three categories .t''

1110se that could probably never pass str ong permanent

protective legislation without Big Wild. This includes most

interior western states (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New

Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming).

Those that could possibly pass permanent protective leg

islation without Big Wild. This includ es three of the four "left

coast" states: Nevada, Oregon, and Washington (all are presi

dential swing states). Given its large urban population, Colorado

is theoretically possible, but it does have two Republican US

senators opposed to the rather modest state bill introduced by

Democratic House members. Most eastern states would also

·likely fall into this category.

, Wilderness bills for these states that passed would be mod

est, limited to what was acceptable to the state's delegation (or a

majority thereof). In Oregon, for example, this means whatever

Democratic senior Senator Ron Wyden wants (and he's becom

ing joined at the lip with Republican junior Senator Gordon

Smith- they do joint townhall meetings). Big Wild, by enlarging

and changing the political context, would result in other US sen

ators (and the administration) pushing Wyden (and Smith) more

than Oregon conservationists can do alone.

1110se that could pass permanently protective legislation

without Big Wild. There is little question that California could

pass a bill that could please the state's conservationists. It's an

urban and green enough state. However, Senator Barbara Boxer

and- most importantly-Senator Diane Feinstein still have

political limits below our ecological needs. As in the Oregon

example above, having other senators and the administration

advocating for California wildlands would likely increase the
final acreage.
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Arguments Against Big Wild
"Putting all your eggs in one basket. " The most plausible

argument advanced by advocates of state Wilderness legislation

against Big Wild is that it "puts all your eggs in one basket." For

only one western state, California, is this a legitimate concern. For

most states, the eggs are theoretical. For those states with a real

egg, it won't likely be of much size or taste, unless all eggs are in

the same basket. Even for California, Big Wild makes sense for

the reasons stated above. California could choose to go it alone.

However, if conservationists in all the other states chose to pursue

Big Wild, California could potentially be competing with a much

larger national effort for funder and public attention. Big Wild is

not a basket, but a heavily armored mobile egg carton.

"As California goes, so go the others" or "Utah: The

First Domino." This argument is that the logjam is broken by

the leading states (California by its greenness, Utah by the

length and depth of the campaign), after which others will fall

into place.

In 1984, Oregon did break a logjam which allowed the pas

sage of several other bills. The logjam, though, was not on desig

nating Wilderness per se, but a hangup on language regarding the

remaining non-wilderness roadless areas (Montana, Idaho, and

Wyoming never passed "RARE II" legislationj.t? California can

go forward, as can some other states, but Utah probably will not.

A plethora of sta te Wilderness bills is com par able to a

MIRV ICBM.20 If enough state Wilderness bills are launched,

the reasoning goes, some will reach their targets. However, the

"targets" are states defended by senators and representatives

who are very effective Patriot missile systems that only need to

hit their one target.

Why Big Wild Can Win21

Let's count the hypothetical votes in the l06th Congress.P First,

two enlightening facts:

1. The members of the Florida House delegation equal the

combined delegations of the eight Rocky Mountain states.23

2. This strategy doesn't require the vote of one Republican

senator west ofChicagofo r its success (though we shouldn't write

offall of them).

The House of Representatives: Weneed 218 of 435 votes to

pass. A majority is quite possible for Big Wild, especially in the

House, where deference to federal matters affecting another's

congressional district is much less prominent than in the Senate.

Three-quarters of the House represents districts east of Dallas,

Texas. California has 52 seats. The urban nature of that state's



delegation makes most of them consider Wilderness , even

California Wilderness, a "free vote." If Big Wild is bottled up in

committee, a "discharge petition" could be undertaken.s-

The Sena te: The peculiar institut ion of the U.S. Senate pro

vides some unique challenges to overcome. The nature of the

Sena te is to work by unanimous consent. This gives great power

to any one senator to "objec t" to procedural actions (thus requ ir

ing a majority vote to continue) or, in the case of legislation, to

put a "hold" on a bill. The power of such holds is the threat to

filibuster a bill on the floor.25

Filibusters bring the Senate to a halt and the leaders make

efforts to avoid them, usually by not bringing up the bill as long

as the hold is in place. This gives great power to the holding sen

ator to extract concess ions to make the bill acce ptable. If the

objec tions cannot be addressed, and the proposing senators

don't care enough and/or don't have enough political power to

end a filibuster (assuming the hold threat was not hollow), the

bill dies. If the bill is of enough importance to a majority, it

moves forward; if a filibuster ensues, 60 votes are needed to end

debate (cloture).

The political dynamics of this are clear: One or two holds

from the affected state are enough to prevent any action on a

statewide Wilderness bill . Forty holds on a national Wilderness

bill , if it is of adequate political importance to 60 senators and

the administration, are not. (This assumes that conserva tionists

have mounted a vigorous campaign to make Big Wild a nation

al political issue.)

The rules and tradit ion of the Senate also allow any one

senator to move to amend any legislative language they wish

onto any bill they wish. No rule of gennaneness is followed. So,

for example, if Big Wild is bottled up in a hostile committee, and

we otherwise think we have the votes, a vote on Big Wild can be

forced by attaching it to a bill likely to pass. Let's tally the

Senate votes that we could reasonabl y hope to win:

Lower Cathedral Range, Yosemi te by Gus diZerega

Northeast and Mid-Atlantic 24

(all Democrats and Republi cans)

Midwest (includ es some Republi cans) 16

South (all Democrats-s and at least 2 Republica ns) 10

Left Coast-? (all Democrats) 8

Mountain (all Democrats) 2

TOTAL 60

This analysis also assu mes concerted effort to move west

ern Democrats on the issue. If we continue to make the

Wilderness issue bipartisan, we can win. As important as is

making Big Wild a "free vote" for as many senators as possible,

we must also make it as costly a vote as possible for senators in

opposition. In the past, certain publi c land issues have been ele

vated to the national spotlight. It can happ en again.

The Need for Market Research
Increasingly, our wildlands protection efforts are based on nat

ural science, as they should be. Conserva tionists also need to

use political science to help achieve the goals requi red by eco

logical imperatives. As the public land conserva tion communi

ty debates future courses of action, it would be useful to have

high quality polling and extensive focus group resea rch that

compares and contrasts the approaches outlined in this paper.

The rationale to incorporate state and regional Wilderness

efforts in one large national Wilderness bill is compelling.

However, the nationalization strategy of Big Wild is esse ntially

the same as that of the Zero Cut and Forest Management Refonn

efforts. The question arises as to which national approach best

captures the hearts and minds of the American voters.

Such marketin g rese arc h may not change the minds of

those most entrenched or invested in a part icular stra tegy,28

but it can be very helpful to conservation activists who are

willing to reconsider approaches . It ca n also assist the funding
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community In makin g decisions on the most cost-effective

investments in publi c land conservation.

An extensive national polling effort , with a large enough

sample to show significant regional results, should be undertak

en (after an initial focus group or two) to explore current public

attitudes now,as well as those attitudes after being exposed to our

(and our opponents') best arguments. The results should be inter

preted and made available to the conservation cornmunity.s?

Conclusion
One should always try to pick both one's battles and one's bat

tlegrounds . Big Wild does that.

To enact Big Wild, a level of trust and cooperation not

seen for a long time in the public land conservation movement

would be essential. This will not be easy, but the increased

probability of achieving our goals should make the effort

worthwhile and success ful.

Big Wild addresses both ecological and political concern s.

It can satisfy the goals of most conservationists. Big Wild will

not satisfy those who believe it is morally \\Tong both to log pub

lic lands and to advocate anything but ending that logging

immediat ely and completely.

Big Wild will not satisfy agency reformers, but would

reduce the pressing need to do such reform.

Big Wild can satisfy the growing constituency for conserva

tion biology-driven protection efforts.

If Big Wild I & II are enacted, the conservation movement

resources now bound up in efforts to protect public land could, at

long last, begin to be redirected toward private land conservation.

At any given time, can more than one major public land leg

islative effort be successful? Probably not. Must there be unanim

ity behind one approach? No, but there must be a critical mass of

support- and Big Wild is the most likely vehicle for substantive

near-term progress on protecting America's natural heritage. «:
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ENDNOTES

1. Worth noting here is that the auth or:
• Favors the end of commercial logging, grazing. mining, and off-road vehicle use
of pub lic land, but disagre es with the minority view among the Zero Cut fac tion that
the only way to achieve that end is to advocate for zero cut and nothing else; rather,
he believes that a few politically feasible, increm ental steps will be necess ary to
reach the goal of forever wild protection of public land.
• Believes that the principles of conservation biology must be implemented in a

• politic al context, though it sure as hell will not be eas y.

• Favors the relative permanen ce and strength of congress ionally designa ted
Wildern ess and s imilar designations, and beli eves in the "power of wildern ess" to
motivate the conservation movement and the American voters .

2. See in general: Noss, R.F., and A. Cooperrider. 199 4. Saving Nature's Legacy:
Protecting and Restoring Biodiiersity, Defend ers of Wild life and Island Press,
Washington, DC; Noss, R.F. 1992. "The Wild lands Project land conse rvation strate
gy." Wild Earth (Special Issue): 10-25; and Soule, M. and R. Noss. 1998. Rewildi ng
and Biodiver sity: Complementary Goals for Continenta l Conservation. Wild Earth
8(3): 18- 28.

3. Also enacted were the Opal Creek Wildern ess Act of 1996 and the Oregon Island s
Wild ern ess Additions Act of 1996 (both in Oregon)-the only significan t addi tions

to the Wildern ess System by the I0 5th Congress.

4. Essentia lly every se nator from a majority part y with at least two years in office is a

chair of some subcom mittee .
5. Includi ng the au thor of this paper, who considers himself a "flexi tar ian.'

6. Never forget: exploiters do "ri ders" and conservationists do "a mendme nts." Our
amendments to appropria tions bills are more germa ne than their riders . Riders sus
pend or repeal a statut e. Our efforts are usually "cut and shift" (e.g., spe nd less
money on roads and logging and more on restorat ion and endangered spe cies).

7. The au thor wishe s to give large credit to others whose th inkin g on Big Wild has both
preceded and deve lope d concurrently, in particula r J im Jentz of-American Land s.

8. Brock Evans of the Endangered Species Coalition ca me up with the name to make
the point that publ ic land conservationists must mark et their efforts as consistent
with key values of voters .

9 . Whi ch would fix the Boundary Waters ~'ilderness incongruities, once and for all.

10. Incl udes portion s of Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.

I I. The au thor is ind eb ted to Senator Bob Packwood for explaining the conce pt of the

"free vote" to me many long years ago.
12. See "T he Voluntary Retirement Opti on for Federal Pub lic Land Grazi ng

Permittees," by the au thor, publ ished simultaneously in Rangelands 20(5),
October 199 8 and !fWd Earth 8(3), fall 1998.

13. Perhaps in the form of "forever wild" language.

14. Th is also implies the end of land exchanges .

15. For example, while the new Colorado Wilderness legi slation would gran dfath er
existin g grazing and mining, such a gest ure did nothing to pacify the opposition of
the mining and ca ttle industries.

16. The failu re to move a national public land effort (Zero Cut or forest management
refonn) is not a hottleneck, but lack of a cri tical mass of conservationist support.

17. The two fundam ental unit s of ecologica l organization are the watershed and the
congressio nal distri ct.

18. The lack of ca tegorization of eastern states reflects ignorance by the auth or, not
any lack of int erest in including them in Big Wild .

19. "RARE II" was the Forest Serv ice's seco nd Headl ess Area Review and Evaluat ion
that cu lminated in a legislativ e proposal to Congress .

20. Mult iple Independent Re-ent ry Vehi cles Intercontin ental Ball istic Missil e.

21. The author is indebted to J im Iontz for this ana lys is.

22 . If the House of Rep resentat ives changes to Democratic hand s in the I07th
Congress , or the Hep ublican majority shri nks in the Senate, both of which are
likely if you believe most pundits today, the passage of Big Wild is eve n more
prob ab le. Of cours e, this ass umes that J. Danforth Quay le (" It isn' t pollution that's
harming the environme nt. It's the impurities in our air and water tha t are doing
it.") does not become President.

23 . Arizona 5, Colorado 6, Idaho 2, Montana I , New Mexico 3, Utah 3, Wl'oming I ,
Nevada 2.

24. If a majori ty of House members sign a disc harge pe tition, a bill buried in commit 
tee must come to the floor for a vote.

25. Fil ibuster: "Th e use of obstructionist tactics , espe cially prol onged speechmak ing,
for the purpose of de lay ing legislat ive action."

26. Remember, Big Wild would be an adm inist ration priority.

27. Cali fornia , Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Wash ington.

28. It could, however-if the researc h comes to favor their approach-serve to rein
force, ratify, and vindicate those most entre nched and invested.

29. Disclaimer: The author isn't sugges ting that a chosen legislat ive strategy be based
solely on mark et research . Other politi cal considera tions also come into play.
None theless, such inform ation, if prop erl y obta ined and accepted by the pu blic
land conservationcommunity, can go far to develop a more unified strategy.
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CONSERVATION STRATEGY

I recently read an editorial concerning the proposed reintrod~ction of wolves into New York's

Adirondack Park, which is, at six million acres, the largest state park in the US and the

Northeast's preeminent natural area. It is decidely unlike most US parks in that it contains

many permanent human communities- the park's ownership mix is roughly 50% public land,

50% private. The writer of this editorial, who was not at all anti-wolf, asserted that the idea of

reintroducing wolves was not a home-grown idea; rather, it was being imposed by people from

outside the region, primarily, the author suggested, from "urban environmentalists." It was also

noted that many Adirondackers would not welcome the return of the predator. The writer con

cluded that without local acceptance, the proposal would- and should- fail.

Disregarding the question of whether the editorialist had his facts straight about

Adirondack wolf recovery, let's consider this perspective. One hears the basic message about

local control and acceptance as a prerequisite for the reintroduction of grizzly bears into Idaho's

Bitterroot Mountains, from those opposing creation of a Maine Woods Nationa l Park and

Preserve, and from those who fought the rece nt establishment of the Grand Staircase -Escalante

National Monument in southern Utah.

an erva by George Wuerthner
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The standard assumption is that if one can't get local

acceptanc e, and even enthusiastic support for conservation

measures, one shouldn't attempt to overcome local opposition.

Many conservationists, particularly from the wing of our move

ment that touts "community-based conservation," seem to

believe that any concess ions necessary for garnering local sup

port must be accepted, else conservation goals will not be

achieved. Seldom recognized is that in making compromises to

achieve local acceptance, one usually gives up most of the ben

efits of the original conservation proposal.

Thus, we reintrodu ce black-footed ferrets as "experimental,

non-essent ial animal s" so we don't have to change any federal

or state policies regardin g the killing of prairi e dogs. (Indeed,

prairie dogs, the ferret's main prey, continue to be shot and poi

soned to the point that no remnant prairi e dog complexes in the

US are large enough to sustain a viable ferret population.) We

may have succeeded in appeasing local opposition, but it

remains to be seen whether we have improved the likelihood of

the ferret's survival.

Opposition to the imposition of conservation measures

assumes that locals know what is best for themselves and the

land. It's based on what I believe is a naive assumption that peo

ple "wouldn 't destroy the land that they depend upon."

Ranchers wouldn't overgraze rangeland s or their cows would

have no forage. Fishermen wouldn't overfish because their

livelihood depends on sustainable fisheries. Loggers wouldn't

cut trees faster than they can grow back. Or so we are told. Yet

. most humans are very good at living in denial when it comes to

maximizing our own coffers. Rational izations that things aren' t

as "bad" as they see m are heard over and over again just before

a resource population crashes, or the trees are all cut, or the

rangelands tum to dust.

Certainly, gaining local acceptance is a big advanta ge, but

few truly good conservation proposals anywhere have had

wholesale local support . Most people, including most conserva

tionists, appear to be unaware that a review of American con

servation Successes shows the repeated imposition of regula

tions and limits over spirited local objection.

Conservation H is tory
When the first National Forests were selec ted from publi c

domain lands in the West, western congressional representa

tives, along with the ranchers, loggers, and mining companies

whose interests they represented, fought their establishment.

Most federal and large state parks have a similar history of local

or state opposition, starting with Yellowstone. For twenty years

after the establishment of Yellowstone National Park , Montana's
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congressional delegation regularly introduced legislation to

elimina te or shrink the park, claiming that Yellowstone's trees,

grass, water, and minerals were needed for regional economic

prosperity. When President Teddy Roosevelt created the Grand

Canyon National Monument in 1908, he did so over the strenu

ous objec tions of Arizona residents and congressional represe n

tatives. And residents of Jackson Hole argued that creating a

Grand Teton National Monument would tum Jackson into a

"ghost town." (Anyone who has been to Jackson lately knows it's

anything but a ghost town.)

This same story is repeated over and over throughout

American conservation history The 1981 Alaska National

Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) created dozens of

new conservation units in the state, over the opposition of most

Alaskans and their congressional delegation. More recently, the

1994 California Desert Protection Act, which expanded several

park units and created the new Mojave Preserve and dozens of

new Wilderness Areas, was fought by the local congress ional

representative and many people living in and near the new units.

The aforementioned writer of the editorial on Adirondack

wolf reintroduction seems to forget that the Adirondack Park was

largely created by the political pressure of residents in New York

City and Albany over the objections of those actually living in the

proposed park region. Had we waited for local acceptance of the

idea of an Adirondack Park, it is doubtful there would be any

debate today about reintroducing wolves in the Adirondacks

rather than a park there, we'd probably have clearcuts, cows, and

condos, as across Lake Champlain in Vermont.

Although very little old-growth forest has been spared from

the chainsaw in the Pacific Northwest, what remains has been

saved despite the opposition of local timber-dependent commu

nities and logging companies. Ironically, the economy of this

region has experienced record growth since spotted owl con

cerns slowed the cutting.

In short, history suggests that important land protection

efforts almost always occur over the objections of local commu

nities and local economic interests. Indeed, I would argue that

the less local control of natural resources, the better for the land .

And when I speak of the "land ," I include the larger human and

wildlife communities.

Some may try to pain t my perspective as eli tist cultural

imperial ism. To the contrary, I'm for truly democrati c control of

resources. Democratic control by a larger representation of all

affected people is far more likely to reflect a non-economic, non

selfish perspective. If we can find a way to record the votes of

plants and animals, we should expand democracy to include

their voices as well. In many cases, when conservationists argue
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for land preservation, they are articulating the perspective of

those creatures who don't speak our language-in essence,

expanding the circle of "affected" individuals, enlarging the

community to which we belong, as Aldo Leopold prophesied

half a century ago.

Conservation properly involves thinking ahead many gen

erations, sacrificing personal benefit now for the yet unborn. I

would argue that conservation and the sustainable use and pro

tection of resources is contrary to our basic evolutionary her

itage. Despite the popularity of the notions of husbandry and

"stewardship ," I believe such ideas are more mythical than real.

Histori call y, where exploitation

appears to be sustainable, closer exam

ination generally demonstrates either a

lack of need or exploitative ability.

Despite wide cultural differences, the

propensity to overexploit is almost uni

versal-a common human trait. Given

access to guns and horses, some

American Indians were just as willing

to annihilate bison as the whites who

commenced the slaughter. Part of our

genetic heritage is to exploit resources

to the extent that we are eas ily able,

since for most of our evolutionary his

tory this was essential for survival.

With the advent of modem technolo

gies, however, this genetic predisposi

tion has become destru ctive-mal

adaptive even- if viewed from a

species level.

Selfish Genes and
Evolutionary B ehavior
Given a free hand, most humans tend

to maximize their individual welfare at

the expense of the collective whole.

One can't depend upon "stewardship"

to protect valuable resources-particu

larly those of a public nature such as

water, soil, biological diversity, and

wildlands. Indeed, our selfish nature

may be a genetically determined

behavior. The "selfish gene" theory

suggests that all animals strive to pro

mote their self-interest. The ultimate

"goal of all life," if you will, is to repli-

Firehole Basin, Yellowstone by Evan Cantor

cate itself, and pass on its genes to future generations.

Individuals seek to gain advantage for themselves or their kin,

even at the expense of their species' survival. This often means

individuals strive to gamer greater resources than others have,

explaining why people overfish, overgraze, overhunt, overtrap,

overlog: If you have a lot of resources- meaning money today

you can trade it for whatever you can't get any longer from the

local forest, sea, or rangelands.

In the race to acquire resources, those who ignore long

term viability for short-term gain typically "win." This is partic

ularly true in our modem economic system. For instance, it

~,
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makes adaptive sense for the stockholders of the timber compa

nies in Maine (all acting as selfish individuals) to overcut the

woodlands. Not cutting trees would mean their assets (trees) are

subjec t to potential loss. They could bum up in a fire. Insects

could kill them. Windstonns could blow them over. The longer

the rotation between logging, the more one is exposed to poten

tialloss. On the other hand, if you cut the trees down as fast as

you can-as many corporations are doing-you not only get all

the economic benefits now rather than at some future date, you

also tum trees into cash, and in today's booming market, stocks

accrue "value" faster than do trees.

If one considers the behavior of timber corporations from an

evolutionary perspective (with a corporation being like an indi

vidual), it seems particularl y naive for conservation groups in

the Northeast to be championing the "working forest" when his

tory and biology both suggest that timber companies will maxi

mize their profits at the expense of ecological integrity. Though

the worked-over forests may keep a reasonable number of trees

growingon the land , giving the appeara nce of a reasonable com

promise between economic exploitation and forest preservation,

we must not forget that growing trees is different than conserv

ing natural forests. Working timberlands are not the same as

working forest ecosystems.

Examples from around the world where people "close to the

land" live in "harmony" with Nature are more often conse

quences of limited ability to maximize exploitation than a result

of innate conservation ethics. The limited impact of American

Indian tribes compared to the invading European culture (a

pr?cess that was, of course, brutally violent, marked by a geno

cidal fervor and accompanied by extraordinary ecological

destruction as European settlers appropri ated the continent's

natural capital) was, I would argue, more a consequence of low

population numbers and limited technology than a result of cul

tural adaptations. If you spend 30 minutes to make a single

arrowhead, how frequently are you going to fire arrows at ani

mals just for "fun"?

The rare exceptions to this human proclivity to overkill are

the result of social prohibitions that limit individuals' tendency

to maximize their own accumulation of resources. Certainly

many indigenous cultures developed social norms that resulted

in a more ecologically benign relationship with Nature than con

temporary industrial societies. Social norms do not, however,

invalidate the idea of the selfish gene. Remember, the goal is to

maximize one's personal fitness. But as social animals, humans

cannot afford to ignore the opinions and perspectives of the larg

er community. To be "success ful" as an individual requires

adherence to the specific cultural values of the society in which
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we live. Sometimes a social prohibition against excessive

exploitation, enforced by "laws," may preclude maximizing per

sonal gain..This is, in effect, what happens when we declare an

area a park or place other restrictions on the exploitation of nat

ural landscapes.

We are not completely at the mercy of our genes, however.

Humans do many things that appear to be disadvantageous from

a biological perspective. We are also capable of altruism, good

will, call it what you may, although some biologists would argue

that underlying almost all apparent examples of altruism are

selfish motives.

Nevertheless, wildlands preservation will almost always be

opposed by local economic and political interests since it

involves a protection and allotment of resources that decreases

the opportunity for local individuals to maximize resource acqui

sition. From an individual perspective, it makes good sense to

oppose conservation efforts locally--especially if you are in a

position to capture a significant amount of the resource yourself.

Establishment of a park, for example; that prohibits

resource extraction such as logging, hunting, or livestock graz

ing reduces the overall potential resource capture by individu

als engaged in these economic activities. It directly affects their

individual fitness and resource acquisi tion. Even if, overall, the

crea tion of a park may expand economic opportunities , the indi

viduals who will benefit are typically different from those cur

rently enjoying the status quo.

One can show that crea tion of the Grand Staircase

Escala nte National Monument will in the long run enhance the

local economy, quality of life, and landscape processes. Yet,

many of the benefits will go to future inhabitants, as current

local residents may lack the skills and entrepreneurial spirit to

profit from the change in land status.

There are, of course, exceptions to the above generaliza

tions. Sometimes the momentum for change is strong enough,

and enough local people make the transition from one economy

to another, that opposition turns to support.

However, people respond to any proposal that will affect

their ability to acquire resources and wealth, and most people

won't jeopa rdize their overall power, wealth, and status for the

good of the community at large-particularly if that "communi

ty" consists largely of unrela ted strangers.

Policy Implications
Several policy recommendations follow from this line of reason

ing. First, if I am correct in assuming that most conservation

measures, while beneficial to the community at large, are often

recognized as neutral or negative by vocal and powerful local



interests, then money, time, and energy spent to gamer local sup

port might be better spent deve loping SUppOIt among the larger

cons tituency that has less of an economic sta ke in the outcome.

That doesn't mean conservationists shou ld ignore local

opposi tion. Often the opponents' passion is exaggera ted due to

misinfonnation about the consequences of conservation propos

als. Neutra lizing or weakening their passion by educa tion may be

possibl e. Demonstrating persuasively the overall benefits to the

community may decrease oppo-

sition and perhaps even create

support for land protection.

Stewardship, a curre ntly

popular notion amon g main-

strea m conservationists, is noth

ing more than enlightened self

interest , and self-interest doesn't

always benefit the community at

large, parti cularl y if the commu

nit y IS expa nde d beyond

humans. Most "win-win" situa

tions highlighted in the media

ignore wild Nature, which often

still loses. .

Second, we need an envi

ronm ent al e thic . Rel igion ,

ethics , and other value systems

form our social contrac t. In the

long run , the most successful

way to curb our selfish tend en

cies is to develop an ethic that

looks far beyond the individual.

By see ing ourselves as part of a

larger biotic community, we rec

ognize destructi on of spec ies

and ecosys tems as an attack on

eac h individual's se lf-interes t.

Checks and balances are thus

put in place on how much any

one can maximize his or her own

fitness at the expense of others.

Finally, rather than expec t

local support for conservation

proposals, we should expect

opposition , and work beyond it.

The real cultural imperiali sm is

following the dictates of special

interests. We need to provide a

Alaska Basin, Grand Tetons by Evan Cantor

voice for all beings, and this means expa nding the circle of debate

and participation to those beyond local human communities. «:

Writer and photographer George lVuerthner (POB 3156,

Eugene, OR 97403) is the author ofover twenty books on natur

al history, geography; and recreational values ofAmerica's wild

places. His latest work is a natural history guide ofOlympic

Nat ional Park (Stackpole Books, 1999).
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LAND ETHICS

An Exploration of the

Meanings Embodied in

America's Last Great

Wilderness _\~~\~~
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I n 1953, a feature article appeared in the journal of the

Sierra Club extolling the wilderness qualities that two

scientists found in a remote comer of Alaska. Northeast

Arctic: The Last Great Wilderness (Collins and Sumner 1953)

began the transformation of this remote, little-known section of

the Brooks Range into a place internationally recognized as one

of the finest examples of wilderness-the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge.

The authors, National Park Service planner George Collins

and biologist Lowell Sumner, recru ited Wilderness Society

President Olaus Murie and his wife Margaret into an effort to seek

permanent protection for the area; they were soon joined by other

prominent conservationists. Their campaign to establish the

Arctic Refuge occurred at a pivotal period in American environ

mental history. The mid-1950s witnessed the beginnings of a new

environmentalism, a perspective recognizing a far broader range of

landscape values than that of utilitarian conservation.
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Two key figures of this emerging paradigm strongly influ

enced the perceptual lens of the refuge founders: Robert

Marshall's writings about wilderness and about adventuring in

the Central Brooks Range expanded their understand

ing of the psychological benefits and cultural values

one could experience in this landscape; and

Aldo Leopold had a "profound effect" on the

range of scientific, experiential, and sym

bolic values they perceived wild places to

hold. " It was his ideas that we brought

with us to Alaska," Collins said.
.. 1J~ I

! ~I/¥£.) t-~ Through the late 1950s, the
., l,j"<I/I/1' ~IVl-Jg! foundin g conservationists' writings
1,1\ ,f//' ~.5:/7 . . . .

't'l~ :f.~ m~plred a growmg .conslItuency to
'4s~~ write, speak, and testify for the area's

permanent protection. In 1960, the

nine-million-acre Arctic Range was

finally established. In 1980, the Alaska

National Interest Lands Act more than

doubled the Range and renamed it the

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

The Arctic Refuge remains a place

"where the wild has not been taken out

of the wilderness," an agency brochure

advises prospective visitors. "Perhaps more

than anywhere in America," it continues, the

refuge "is a place where the sense of the unknown, of

horizons unexplored, of nameless valleys remains alive" (US

Fish and Wildlife Service, undated).

But what constitutes this "sense" of wildness? Is it the

refuge's incomparable natural scenery, or its assemblage of

wilderness-dependent wildlife, symbolized by the 120,000

strong herd of free-roaming caribou, or the ecological integrity of

the five major ecosystems through which the caribou flow? All

these things, certainly- but the statement alludes to something

beyond biophysical qualiti es. The brochure's words were

inspired by what Olaus Murie (1959a) articulated in his con

gressionaltestimony, stating:

It is inevitable, if we are to progress as people in the

highest sense, that we shall become ever more concerned

with the saving of the intangible resources, as embod

ied in this move to establish the Arctic Wildlife Range.

(emphasis added)

Murie readily admitted his inability to define the intangi

bles that figured so prominently in the establishment of the

arctic willow by Mara Bacsujlaky

Arctic Refuge. Since his time, environmental psychologists have

labeled these intangible resources as "psychologically deep,"

"subliminal," "preverbal," and "archetypal." Perhaps they are

best summarized by Aldo Leopold's (1966) simple phrase,

"Values as yet uncaptured by language" (p.102).

The Wild in Wilderness: At Risk?
The hard-to-define character of these qualities challenges

wilderness advocates, managers, and policy makers who wish to

preserve them. But as environmental psychologist Herbert

Schroeder (1996) reminds us, their elusive nature is part of their

essence and strength- their mystique. Like the wild caribou,

the psychological and metaphysical stuff of wildness ought to be

left alone, unstudied and unexamined. Indeed, it could be if

remoteness would continue to protect this landscape. But even

the distant Brooks Range is not far enough from new technolo

gies and public and agency actions that threaten qualiti es that

the founders believed should be timeless.

Perhaps the most intangible threat Murie resisted was the

attachment of names to natural features (Murie 1959b). But

recently, part of the Arctic Refuge was named for a fonner

agency head, who, by all accounts, was well-liked by the con

servation community. Nevertheless, as the director of a

Fairbanks environmental organization put it, the name "took

some of the wild out of the Refuge," and "some ineffable quali

ty has been lost."

A greater threat to elusive wilderness qualiti es may be the

potential development of "qu iet" helicopters. If helicopter tech

nology produces quieter machines, the legitimizing rationale

used to exclude them (noise) from the refuge's non-Wilderness

designated areas may be voided. Further, recent legislative

attempts to allow helicopters in Alaskan Wilderness highlight

the need to understand how peoples' experience may be altered

if they know that any destination, every place along their route,

could be accessed by a machine .

Visitors have also questioned the effect of new technologies

such as communications systems and the now ubiqu itous global

positioning systems. But a developing technology that may

become even more controversial- and which raises questions

that reach into the deepest philosophical underpinnings of the

wilderness idea- is wilderness trip-planning computer software.

By linking high-resolution remote sensing imagery with

geographic information system (GIS) resource databases, this

technology may result in Internet trip-planning programs that

facilitate "s hopping" for desired wilderness qualities.

Wilderness destinations, routes, and features specified in a

user's "motive profile" could be "ordered up" and viewed in
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de tail. A first-gen era tion prototype of suc h a program is now pro

posed for the Boundary Waters Canoe Area (Lime and others

1995); a researcher with the effort predi cts that eventually the

technology could lead to virtual reality "fly-overs" of wildern ess,

along with enhance d "fly-ins" for close-up views of selected fea

ture s or routes . "If there is anything I can tell you about this

technology," Michael Lewis said, " the sky is the limit" (person

al com munication 1996).

Subj ects of my research who have con templated the

prosp ect ofjust knowing such a technology might someday over

lay Arctic Refuge have described it as "sacrileg ious as pla ying

a video game in church." Th ey ask what would happen to the

essence of wildness if they knew there were no secret places, no

hidden comers along their route that are n' t digi tized, thus dis

pelling the sen se of mystery and the experience of exploration

and discovery, And beyond the exp eriential asp ects, how might

such cha nges affect the symbolism this place has come to hold?

Exploring the Underpinnings of Wilderness
This research project explores the sys tem of thought and belief

that und erlies obje ctions to suc h potential changes to the Arctic

Refuge wilderness. It seek s to des cribe the network of beli efs,

values, and attitudes associated with this northern expanse of

mountains, tundra, and fores t---endo \\;ng it with a sense of

place and embodyi ng it with a se t of meanings that have led to

its emergence as an experiential and symbolic landscape of

national signifi cance.

The inquiry employs the tools of exploratory, phenomeno

logical, an d interpretive inquiry. It draws on three sources of

data: the wi lderness themes identified thro ugh content analysis

of 19 writings of those who were most ins trumental in es tab lis h

ing the Arc tic National Wildlife Refuge, supplemented by inter

views with three of them; wilderness themes identified in 25

popular literature sources subsequent to the refuge's establish

ment; and, most importantly, exploration of the perception and

experience of wilderness-oriented refuge visitors who serve as

case studies. These people are referre d to as co-researchers

because of their collaborative role in the study.

Wilderness Meanings Associated
with the Arctic Refuge
Emerging from the three da ta sources are 14 mean ings the

refuge represents to wilderness-oriented people. Four of these

are widely associated with wilderness in the popular literature,

are readily accepted by managers and decision makers, and are

recognized in Arcti c Refuge planning and management docu 

ments . Thes e common meanings recognize the Arctic Refuge as :
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1) a place for wildlife; particularly for sensitive species not tol

erant of civilization, or not tolerat ed by civilizatio n; 2) a place of

scen ic values; 3) a place of scientific values; and 4) a se tting for

wilderness "recreation."

• Ten meanings are less recognized. Their role in the estab

lishment of the refuge-and in the experience, perception, and

valuation of it as wilderness-are less understood. Of course, the

importance of each varies widely among ind ividuals. The relat ive

influence of eac h is not evaluated, because none operates in iso

lation. In the mind they form a ges talt. They meld into one anoth

er. One 's conceptualization of this environment derives less from

recall of indivi dual component meanings than from an overal l

"im pression" based on a largely unconscious interaction of them.

1. The Arctic R efuge provid es a connection

to American cul tu ral heritage .

This area offerswhat is virtually Americas last chance to

preserve an adequate sample ofthe pioneerfrontier, the

statewide counterpart of which has vanished.

- George Collins and Lowell Sumner, 1953

The idea that wilderness is a vestige of our frontier heritage is

deeply embedded in the American notion of wilderness, It was a

prominent theme in several of the writings of Leopold that inspired

the refuge founders. Also influential was Robert Marsh all's (1938)

proposal for a permanent frontier in northern Alaska: "In Alaska

alone can the emotional values of the frontier be preserved" (p. 1).

The idea of preserving a remnant of the frontier and relat 

ed experience opportunities became prominent in the public

testimony supporting establishment of the Arctic Refuge (Kaye

1998), and continues to reso na te through the popular literature.

Consider Nameless Valleys, Shining Mountains, John Milton's

(1970) dis covery of "wilderness on a scale the mountain men

once knew in our far west" (p. 63) an d his feeling that Lewis and

Clark "would probably have felt much as we did" (p. 113).

Co-researchers commonly report catchi ng an occasio nal

experiential glimpse of this past. Author and co-researcher Debbie

Miller, for example, vividly recalls instances where she imagined,

"This is what it must have been like for the early explorers.. .the

feeling of exploration they must have known." She looks back upon

childhood exposure to frontier imagery as among the influences

that led her to become a veteran of thirty-some extended trips in

the Arctic Refuge, experiences that inspired her to become a

nationally recognized leader in the effort to protect the refuge from

oil development. "Ifwe lose places like the Arctic Refuge, we lose

something of ourselves too," she says, citing historian Wallace

Stegner. "It's part of Americans' geography of hope."



Co-researcher and geophysics professor Keith Echelmeyer

says, "On the longer trips I get this sense of not visiting, but

moving through the land as Lewis and Clark must have felt."

These experiences seem to be neither imaginings nor trip moti

vations or expec tations. Echelmeyer says:

It's something that just comes to you when you don't

know what's ahead. It 's an understanding of what it

was like to be in that era.. . .It's an identity with a peri

od Ifind most interesting.

Recent literature in environmental psychology (Kaplan &

Kaplan 1995) and archetypal psychology (Pearson 1991) sug

gests examining the role of the frontier and its explorers as more

than just touchstones to this venerated past; they may symboli

cally represent what Olaus Murie and others considered an

innate human impulse, represented by the following meaning.. .

2 . T he Arctic Refuge is a pla ce of mystery and

unknown, a place for exploration and discovery.

The urge to go places... to explore.. .to discover.. .this urge

has comedown to usfrom the earliest time and we must

not ignore it ifwe believe in progress ofthe human spirit.

- Olaus l\Iurie, 1961

J

arctic w illow by Mara Bacsu jlaky

This theme has recurred through the popular literature of the

Brooks Range since Marshall (1956) first extolled its unknown

charac ter and "th e exhilara ting feeling of breakin g new

ground" (p, 49). In the glossy book Earth and the Great Weather,

Kenneth Brower (1970) revels in finding a valley "unexplored

as far as we know" (p. 70). In her book Midnight Wilderness

~ .....(1990), Miller describes "that exhilarating sensation that we

may have walked in places where perhaps no human had ever

set foot" (p. 133). Encapsulating a theme expressed by all the

co-researchers, she says

There is a tremendoussense ofaduenture in not know

ing what lies ahead. Perhaps one of the greatest values

in experiencing this primeval wilderness is the element

ofdiscovery. (p.150)

This enchanting component of the refuge experience seems

to arise from an aura of mystery, the sense that there is some

thing within or beyond a scene that is not apparent (Kaplan &
Kaplan 1995). This uncertainty engages visitors' predictive and

inferential capabilities, impelling them to venture forth and

explore. Empirical ~esearch supports what Leopold, Marshall,

and Murie knew intuitively: the aura of the unknown deepens

the wilderness experience.

. Concern about erosion of this quality is the primary basis

for co-researchers' objections to the potential electronic infor

mation technology. Expeditionary traveler and co-researcher

Roger Siglin speculates that just knowing that comprehensive

digital information overlays his route would erode his most

memorable experiences: "discovering hidden nooks and cran

nies that you stumble onto."

Before his journeys, Siglin spends evenings staring at

maps, plannin g and imagining. What would happen to the antic

ipation, he asks, " if I had to decide whether or not to first

'explore' the route and 'discover' the features on the computer?"

In both the refuge literature and the experiences of co

researchers, namelessness contributes to this experience. It is a

major theme in Milton's Nameless Valleys, Shining Mountains.

Echelmeyer says a named feature is less beckoning because "its

connection to pre-modern times is lost.. .the name limits your

imagination." For co-researcher and high school teacher Frank

Keirn, "One can hardly explore a named mountain. I'm more

inclined to climb a less interesting but unnamed one."

Literature of evolutionary psychology suggests that what the

refuge founders and the co-researchers experienced here-the

urge tosearch out distant, unfamiliar places, to explore, meet chal

lenges, and perhaps return from the wilderness something more
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Left: Mardy and Olaus

Murie at Last Lake, on

Sheenjek River, 1956.

Center: Robert Marsha

Right: Last Lake,

Sheenjek River.

than they were before--is but a re-enactment of one of the oldest

and most universal themes of human mythology: the journey quest.

Thus, what people explore here is not just what's around the

next bend or over the horizon,

3. The Arctic Refuge provides psychological henefits

associated with solitude.

" .but we long fo r something more, something that has a

mental, spiritual impact on us.

-Olaus Murie, 1959

Murie's statement reflects one of the earliest themes of the

wilderness literary tradition. He recognized that vastness,

remoteness, and the separation from modem society's influence

that they engender contribute to the Arctic Refuge's renown as

a place of solitude--a setting particularly conducive to intro

spection, self-reflection, restoration, and personal growth.

Far more than aloneness, solitude is a complex and multi

dimensional experience. Two dimensions well represen ted in

both the refuge literature and the interviews are the experience

of the Flow State (Csikszentmihalyi 1990) and Cognitive
Freedom (Hammitt 1994).

Flow experience characterizes Murie's (1957) description

of the refuge as "a world that compelled all our interest and

concentration and put everything else out of mind" (p. 275).

Co-researchers describe frequently experiencing the compo-
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nents of flow: absorption in the experience, an exclusion of

irrelevan t concerns, the coalescence of their actions, inten

tions, and thoughts into a single theme, and a sense of freedom

from social norms and controls. They describe a narrowing of

concern to the basics, perhaps the condition in which our

minds. evolved to work, that often turns inward. In this state,

Milton's (1990) problems "take on new form and perspective."

He is more able to separa te "the meaningful from the meaning

less" (p. 129). Echelmeyer reports feeling a greater clarity of

what is basic in his life, "what's important and what's not." He

describes how after a few days " I become part of the

place...you're not traveling on it, you're flowing with it." He

finds that "the extraneous things that get in the way of what's

important fade away."

Flow facilitates cognitive freedom, a lessening of the influ

ence of social norms and roles, an enhanced freedom to direct

one's attention and thought to what is interesting and relevant.

(Hammitt 1994). For Echelmeyer,

I lose my self-image. It 's like being a kid. I don 't worry

about what anyone else might think... there's this free

dom to think about things on a different level. . .to get to

know yourselfand how you fit into things.

Co-researc hers find this state heightened in the context of

"route-finding" or "way-finding." Interviews suggest that the



process of getting from one place to another facilitates the

process of getting from one way of thinking to another.

Echelmeyer report s that this effect is notably lessened in

other areas where signs point the way. Even the unseen presence

of place names diminishes this quality of solitude because "their

purpose is to influence and control your thinking." As he

desc ribes it, such human intentionality is incongruent with a

place that fundamentally represents freedom from human influ

ence and control.

Enhancing these effects of solitude is an underlying

knowledge that. ..

4 . The Arctic Refuge is a place of wildness, a sta te

where Nature is uncontrolled and fr ee to continue

along its evolutionary pathway.

[The Arctic Refuge] sym bolizes freedom. . freedom to

continue, unhindered and fo rever if we are willing, the

particular story ofPlanet Earth unfolding here. .. where

its native creatures can still have f reedom to pursue their

f uture, so distant, mysterious. ..

- Lowell Sumner, 1985

For Marshall (1956), a condition central to wilderness was " its

entire freedo m from the man ifestat ion of human will" (p,

xxxii). That essentially defines "untrammeled," a word he used

repeatedly and which became a key descriptor in the

photos: US Fish and Wild life Service

Wilderness Act. Olaus Murie (1961) described the campaign

to establish the refuge as the "bas ic effort to save a part of

nature, as evolution has produced it" (p, 2). Justice William O.

Douglas (1960) wrote that the refuge " mus t foreve r

remain. . .where the ancie nt ecologica l balance provided by

nature is maintain ed" (p. 30).

In the popular literature, Brower's account of traversing the

refuge describes him pondering "connections to the beginnings

of life that wilderness has so far preserved." He asks, "Do we

really want to repu~iate the evolutionary force?" (p. 14). Milton

(1969) expresses the hope that "man continues to have the good

sense to allow some of the ea rt h to go its own way" (p, 63).

Common across all co-researc hers' accounts is the notion

that wildness, often held just at the edge of conscious awareness,

is the characteris tic that sets the refuge experie nce apa rt from

others . It deepens solitude.

Interestingly, co-researc hers don't think to include wildness

when asked to list trip attributes. Yet it seems present, if only in

the back of their minds. School teacher Frank Keirn, for example,

compares two trips he did one summer, one on the Forty-Mile

River and one in the Arctic Refuge. His float trip was as scenic

and adventurous as his refuge hike, but an unseen difference

between the two areas substantially affected his perception and

experience of them. As part of a predator control program, wolves

had been captured, sterilized, and released in the Forty-Mile area.

While natural numbers of wolves still inhabited the area, "know-
o

ing part of this place had been manipulated for human ends both-

ered me," he said . " I never could forget it." Reflecting on this in

the refuge a few weeks later, he came to the realization that "wild

ness subconsciously does something for me."

Likewise, Siglin compares his trips in the refuge to those in

Grand Teton Park, which he says has far more spec tacular

scenery. But he knows the park is neither as ecologically intact
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nor as free of human intentionality. Thus, in comparison with the

Brooks Range, he says, ''Teton Park has preserved the body of

wilderness, but not the soul."

5. The Arctic Refuge provides a connection to the

natural w~rld and our species' evolutionary past.
. //

, Bef ore discussing the Arctic Range in detail, let mefirst

;consider how it happens that we want wild country. We

f came by this urge through evolution.

-Olaus Murie, 1961

Murie echoed ideas that were often expressed by Marshall and

Leopold about the re-experience of ancient influences that once

surrounded and formed us as a species. Such sentiments con

tinue to resonate through refuge writings and interviews.

While crossing the Romanzof Mountains, Milton (1969)

pondered the importance of wild places where one "can relearn

what he is and where he came from" (p. 63). Wright (1973) tells

readers that wilderness needs to be preserved "as a laboratory

in human values . .. a place where man discovers firsthand the

kinships, harmonious interdependencies, the essential connec

tions of all life systems" (p. 135). Brower (1970) fears the loss of

"those unbroken, living connections to the beginning of life that

the wilderness has so far preserved" (p. 14). Hiking across the

refuge's coastal plain, Miller (1990) experienced "a n over

whelming sense that we have been thrown back to a more prim

itive age" (p. 4).

Keim describes how when he is "out long enough to feel

like I'm just part of the country" (flow experience), he senses

being "back in touch ...with where I came from and where I'm

going." Interviews suggest that as with many wildernes s mean

ings, this connection more often enters awareness retrospective

ly. "Out there it's more of a feeling than a subjec t of thought,"

Keim says. His wilderness trips provide contextual images

through which he later interprets the messages of his conserva

tion readings and connects them to his life.

Huntin g guide Sandy Jamison describes the "primal sense

of hunting" as what distingui shes his hunts in the refuge from

those in ~on-wilderness areas. Like all the co-researchers, he

recalls certain memorable experiences that summarize or

encapsulate what is special about this wilderness. For him, it

was sitting on a hilltop watching for caribou- "a time machine

experience that can transport you back in time before the world

was altered." Sensing the outside world loosening its grip on

him, Jamison said, "I felt a part of that mysterious force that

moves the caribou. For those few days of my life, I was a part of
the natural order of things."
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6. The Arctic Refuge is a place to approach and

experience humility.

A poetic a~preciation oflife, combined with a knowledge

ofnature, creates humility, which in tum becomes the

greatness in man.

- Olaus Murie, 1973

Immersion in the refuge wilderness often expands perception.

Co-researchers report that they can see themselves in proportion

to something they perceive to be grea ter than modem society

and its creations. This meaning is often manifest in the "diminu

tive effect" of feeling enveloped by vast or monumental sur

roundings. As expressed by Marshall (1956): "As I walked for

hours beneath the stupendous grandeur of these colossal moun

tains, I felt humble and insignificant" (p. 22).

The refuge invites comparison of the human life span with

geologic time. Miller (1990), for example, describes how "The

vastness of the surrounding arctic landscape makes me feel like

an insignificant speck of human life, and these rocks place

humans entirely off the geologic time chart" (p. 217).



,
This meaning is also manifest as a broadening of identity,

seei ng oneself less as one of a dominant species than as a

small part of a greater community of life. As expressed by

Douglas (1960): "Here [a person] can experience a new rever

ence for life that is outside his own and yet a vital and joyous

part of it" (p. 31).

Evidence of such feelings has been found in the experi

ences of all co-researchers, yet none reports seeking them.

Humility seems to be an emergent quality which arises quietly,

stimulated by immersion in natural conditions and a non-manip

ulative relationship with nature.

Echelmeyer provides examples of how these feelings are

lessened in the presence of technology, because "technology is

about changing things, not accepting things as they are in nature."

He no longer carries a firearm for bear protection because "a gun

puts you in control of the bear, above it. ..you lose that sense of

vulnerability and alertness... the feeling of smallness."

Keim experiences "a personal paradigm shift" in which he

feels humbled, yet at the same time empowered, by the realiza

tion that "weare a part of something that's much greater than us."

It is a realization that "just doesn't come to you in normal life."

7. TIle Arctic Refuge is a place of intrinsic value.

Wildemess itself.. .does it have a right to live? Do we

have enough reverencefor life to concede this right?

- Margaret Murie, 1957

Just knowing this place exists. This is the value of wilderness

the renowned ecologist and refuge supporter F. Fraser Darling

described as "something we gain from its great function of

being." However, the meaning is also represented by the

Leopoldian notion that Nature can have worth in itself, not con

tingent upon any human benefit.

Milton, for example, says the refuge "should be left alone

to continue its age-old cycles of life and season." He describes

the popular reasons for preserving wilderness, such as recre

ation, as secondary values of the refuge. "But that is not the

purpose of this place," he writes. "It's purpose is to be. Man's

role should be. . .let it be" (p. 105). Similarly, during his trip,

Brower (1970) realizes that wilderness should be left "to serve

its highest purpose-being there for itself and its indigenous

life forms" (p. 14).

Co-researchers express similar sentiments. Keim, for

example, expresses strong disagreement with the idea that the

refuge should be managed to provide human benefits. He advo

cates placing some large portion of the refuge off-limits to all

human use as "a gesture of respect for uncontrolled nature."

During his trips, he says there's a "background voice" remind

ing him "you're just a guest up here...a completely and totally

privileged guest."

8. TIle Arctic Refuge is a bequest to the future.

If eel so sure that, ifwe are big enough to save this bit of

loveliness on our earth, thefutu re citizens ofAlaska and

ofall the world will be deeply grateful. This is a timef or

a long lookahead.

- Margaret Murie, 1959

"Future generations" is a phrase often connected to the Arctic

Refuge and a concern related to most other meanings. It is

often expressed as a moral obligation to provide future gener

ations the experiential and non-use benefits the refuge pro

vides. As Brower (1970) expressed it, we must "find the grace

to leave the arctic as we found it.. .for the next people to pass

that way" (p. 181).

Olaus Murie (1961) sought to "let people of the future

have a little opportunity to go to the wilderness to have the

inspiration that comes with the frontier" (p. 68). Murie also

foresaw the future scie ntific value of the refuge, emphasizing

that it "should be kept for basic scientific study, for observa

tion, as a help to us for our understandin g of the natural

processes in the universe" (p, 65). Virginia Wood (1959) advo

cated that the refuge should be preserved as a standard of ref

erence for future change, "a natural laboratory where biolo

gists of today and the future can study to find the answers to

the recurring question: What was the natural order before man

changed it?" (p. 135)

Miller (1990), who dedicat ed her book to her young daugh

ters "and future generations of wilderness seekers," notes that

bequest value becomes an increasingly important aspect of the

refuge as she matures. She believes that the refuge provides crit

ical habitat for endangered experiences--experiences that

should be the right of every generation. Like other co

researchers, she tends to use the word timeless in relation to

bequest value, explaining that the concept of timelessness con

nects our generation with those of the past and future.

9. The Arctic Refuge is a place of restraint.

. . .this attitude ofconsideration, and reverence, is an
integralpart ofan attitude towardlife, towardthe
unspoiled, still evocative places on ourplanet. If man does
not destroy himself throughhis idolatryof the machine,
he may learn one day to stepgently on this earth.

-Margaret Murie, 1957
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This meaning is largely expressed as the boundaries of the

Arctic Refuge symbolizing the boundaries our society is able to

place on development and the use of technology. With Leopold,

Marshall (1933 , 1956) disparaged mechanized access to wilder

ness, less because of physical impacts than because of the

impact he believed the presence of technology had on a person's

way of thinkin g, the feeling of isolation and unkn own it dispels,

and the sense of dominance it conveys.

Similarly, Wright (1973) describes her repulsion in encoun

tering a helicopter west of the refuge boundary. She says it was

not the "sc reaming whine" of the helicopter that bothered her as

much as the machine as "a symbol of human choices." "It is the

values guiding those who decide what use to make of this super

craft, this symbol of the incredible power and accomplishment

of our technology, that disturbs me .. ." (p. 221) .

The use of snowmachines in the refuge (allowed by the

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act) disturbs

Siglin as well. "They contradict the idea of wilderness." Yet

while Siglin beli eves they should be prohibited in all

Wilderness, he has used them in the refuge. In fact, contradic

tions are acknowledged by all co-researchers, and they illustrate

an important point: As do systems of religious belief, this wilder

ness ideal often includ es inconsistencies. As with religious

belief, the wilderness ideal is not a linear system of logic. Its

function as a framework for percept ion and experience and as a

guide to behavior is, like the Lutheran or Catholic's faith,

accompanied by an occasional discrepan cy. Inconsistencies are

.a reminder that the set of meanin gs that form this wilderness

ideal are, foremost, a human construct.

But one need not backpack or float through the refuge to

embrace the notion that it is a place of restrain t. Countless

Americans who will never visit have campaigned to prevent oil

development in the refuge. Their testimony expresses the idea

that our society's willingness to forgo oil-dollars here symbolizes

an encouraging capaci ty to limit ourselves-an ability they

believe essential if we are to learn to live within the finite eco

logical limits of the Earth.

A distinctive feature of the Arctic Refuge is that leaving

this wilderness untouched requires the sacrifice of millions,

perhaps billions, of barrels of oil. Sacrifice, as economist Robert

Nelson (1997) has noted, has historically been a component of

religious belief systems, deepening their meanin g and serving as

an expression of commitment. Thus, he characterizes the Arctic

Refuge as "a symbol signifying the willingness of society...to

preserve a multi-billi on-dollar cathedral. " That sacrifice, he

says, stands as "one of the greatest. .. testimonies ever rhade to

the glory of the [wilderness] faith" (p. 9).
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10. The Arctic Refuge is a sacred place.

. . . this last A:nerican living wilderness must remain

sacrosanct.

-Justice William O. Douglas, 1960

Douglas's writings echo the recurring sentiment that this place

connects people to-allows them to participate in-something

they perceive to be ofa more timeless and universal significance

than modem society and its crea tions. As such, the Arctic

Refuge is among the world's landscapes that, across cultures

and across time, have served humanity as a sac red place.

For some, this sacredness is a religious connection, as

wilderness was John Muir's mirror reflecting the creator. But in

fact, none of the co-researchers are followers of a doctrinaire

religion. They perceive sacredness in the more sec ular, tran

scultural sense of the concept, described by anthropologist

Emile Durkh eim as that which isset apart as the embodiment of

ideals (Pickering 1975). For the refuge founders, that idea l was

largely rooted in the creative process of evolution that links

humans to the natural world and all other life forms. Thus, for

Olaus Murie (1961), the campaign to establish the Arctic

Refuge was "this basic effort to save part of nature, as evolution

has produced it" (p. 2). The refuge was to remain "a little por

tion of our planet left alone" (p. 4). As Lowell Sumner (1985)

expressed it, the refuge was to be a landscape where people of

the present and future can

be inspired, and understand a little of the majestic story

of evolution, but also where we can learn to appreciate

and respect the intricate and inscrutable unfolding of

Earth's destiny. (p. 2)

Hunter Sandy Jamison describes his refuge experiences as

a connection to "what it is that nurtured us and brought us to

who we are and where we are." Unaltered, wild country is where

we are most likely "to learn things about ourselves and our rela

tionship to the planet." He believes humans have an inherent

"yearning to connect to something beyond your life and life

time." ' 'That's what people want out of religion," he says. "It's

what I find in wild country with wild animals."

Geophysicist Keith Echelmeyer considers the refuge a sacred

place "in the sense that people should not be in control here, not

above the land and animals." He believes the greatest benefit of his

experiences occur from the sense of humility that emerges: "know

ing you're not in charge...flowing with the land as the animals flow

with it. . .being one with where you are." "Reverence" and

"respect," Echelmeyer says, frame his attitude toward the refuge.



For teacher Frank Keim, the refuge is a medium through

which our evolutionary continuity with the natural world is most

apprehensible. His trips "bring it home to you that we're not the

purpose of it all. . .it puts me back in touch with where I came

from, where I'm going." He says he becomes "more little, but

deeper as a person" when surrounded by "the ultimate process

es and conditions we evolved from." ' 'To experience that," he

says, "is among the highest values of this place."

Conclusion
The Arctic Refuge has become a condensation symbol, summa

rizing and evoking an array of experiential and symbolic mean

ings. This fact is not, of course , a decisive argument against

development, new technologies, or other potential changes.

Rather, the components of this system of meaning are only some

among many public values that need to be considered in devel

oping policy on where--or whether-to draw the line on such

actions here. Two premises underlie this inquiry: 1) Public pol

icy is best served when the full spectrum of both the benefits

and the costs of an action are considered, and 2) Wilderness

often receives less than fair consideration because the measure

ment and comparison of environmental costs and benefits are

carried out within a dominant decision-makin g paradigm often

insensitive to core wilderness values. The economic and other

benefits of actions that impact wilderness values have been well

represented. What is needed is a more equitable understanding

and consideration of those "int angible resources" Olaus Murie

spoke for that may be diminish ed or lost. «

Roger Kaye (rkaye®nosquitonet.com) is a wilderness specialist

and pilot with the US Fish and Wildlife Seroiceand teaches

wilderness management at the University ofAlaska. This article

summarizes preliminaryfindings ofhis PhD dissertation.
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Re vie w ed

i n t h i s i s s.u e

THe Science of
Conservation Planning

God's Last Offer

Blue Ridge 2020

The Science of Conservation Planning:
Habitat Conservation Under the Endangered Species Act

by Reed F. Noss, Michael A. O'Connell, and'Dennis D. Murphy; Island Press (1718

Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, PC 20009); 1997; $25 paper,' 246 pp.

T he Science of Conservation Planning is the consummate handbook for scientists, envi

ronmental planners, and activists looking for a concise treatment of conservation biol

ogy's role in the design of regional reserves and habitat conservat ion plans. The product of

three of the nation's leading conservation biologists, this up-to-date volume provides

process , framework, and clear guidelines for applying modem conse rvation science to plans

for regional habitat protect ion. The reader is treated to a brief history of habitat-based con

servation plans, their principles , and the criteria for assessing the adequacy of such plans.

The range of topics, integration of disciplines, and landscape-scale approach makes this a

good text not only for conservation and environmental planning curricula, but also for

resource policy classes wrestling with the chall enge of maintaining biodiversity and ecosys

tem processes on which all life and economies depend .

This book offers critical assessments of current needs, informed by the authors' decades

of trench-hardened experience. The chapters are laced with useful, highly digestible graph ics

and flow diagrams, with case histories ranging from Florida scrub communities to fire and

dam issues in the West. Solid suggestions are proposed on howscientists may contribute to

crucial management issues without falling into the advocacy of individual values-a discus

sion that many academics might find startling and satisfying. The authors provide refreshing

critiques of some naive conservation concepts, and cogent arguments against setting aside

small untouched areas, lest the scale of disturbance erase them. I also appreciated the call

for large undisturbed sites to act as scientific controls and provide benchmark data. Here in

the Denial-land of multiple use, that proposition is refreshing.

Although this book has been available for over a year, its relevance is undiminished,

so fresh are the insights of the auth ors. As though to emphasize that point, Bioscience's

recen t Policy Forum (November 1999) reports on habitat conservation plans by Karieva,

Regetz, and Doak; the contributions of Noss et a1. to the deba te about large-scale plans

were clearly evident.

I would have liked to have see n more recognition of the importance of large intact sys

tems to long-term nutri ent cycling and other "ec osystem services" on which our civilization

depends-for example, recognizing that intact temperate rainforests have always been

"working forests" and the liquidation of those "resources" is disassembling the factory at a

larger temporal and spatial scale.

As the plight of species isolated in smaller and smaller tracts continues, one of the

biggest hurdles for conserving regional-scale, multi-ecosystem reserves is the gulf between

the committed campaigners and their access to the storehouse of conservation science litera

ture. As Steve Gatewood commented in these pages two years ago: "Good science is essential

to the process. A well-document ed technical foundation is the best defense against high paid

biostitutes representing the opposition." A manual to meet these needs is at hand.

Every section of this book delivers crucial intelligence. It will not disappoint. .

Reuieued by B AR R lEG I L B E R T , who teaches in the Conservation Biology Program at Utah
State University, Logan
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God's Last Offer:
Negotiating for a Sustainable Future

by Ed Ayres; Four Walls Eight

Windows (39 West 14th St., Rm.

503, New York, NY 10011); 1999;

$22 hardcover; 357 pp.

I n the excellent tradition of World

Watch Institute's State of the World

reports, Ed Ayres, editor of World

Watch magazine, has written a big pic

ture anal ysis of our global malaise that

is both easy to understand and very,

very compelling. God's LastOffer may

be the first truly "millennial" book of

the new era. Ayres's book is notable

because not only does he give us up-to

date information on what he calls the

four "spikes" that endanger humanity

and living Nature (population growth,

consumption, global warming, and

extinction), but he also exposes the

problem of synergy. When these four

horsemen of the apocalypse ride togeth

er, their planetary impact is compound

ed. In addition, black holes in the infor

mation available to the body politic

make it exceedingly difficult for the

average person to see the magnitude of

the looming threats and know how to

counter the forces of destruction.

Ayres sees the information problem

as perhaps the most critical because

"few of us have thought about what to

do if our biosphere should begin to fail."

Indeed, we don't have a clue about how

to respond because most people are

completely unaware that the biosphere

is failing. Ayres tells us that part of the

reason that we cannot imagine massive

ecological collapse is because the truth

about smaller ecological disasters is

being kept from us. For instance, news

coverage of the accelerating series of

lOO-year and 500-year floods in recent

years has failed tomake the connection

illustration by Tim Yearington

between these catastrophic events and

global climate change.

One key to correc t percept ion of

the threats we face is to see how the

four spikes are connected to one anoth

er and to realize that there will be

"s hocks of synergy" from their interac

tion. An example of unexpected syner

gy is the recent discovery of ocean

dead zones. A huge zone in the Gulf of

Mexico is now devoid of all life as agri

cultural and industrial chemicals pour

ing in from the Mississippi tie up oxy

gen and poison the waters .

The last offer of the book's title is

the chance to recognize that the future

of the planet is now in human hands

and to act accordingly. Ayres urges us

to pay as much attention to the content

of the information we consume as the

content of our food. The average

American family has the TV blaring

7.5 hours a day, and entertainment-

sports, movies, fashion, and shopping

has become the junk food of conscious

ness. Creating one's reality around such

trivia amounts to denial and "denial is

the flipside of sentience." Reducing our

consumpti on and connecting to our

bioregions will be essential for any

semblance of a healthy future. Those of

us who are able to create a community

around a sense of place may be better

able to withstand the food and water

shortages, pandemics, floods and

droughts, and social disruption that are

on the horizon as global ecosystems

degrade exponentially. God's Last Offer

is not for the faint of heart. Yet heart

and the courage to proceed with eyes

wide open are what can- perhaps-

finally save us.

ReviewedbyKELPIE WILSON,

executivedirector ofthe Siskiyou Project
in Cave Junction, Oregon
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BlueRidge 2020:
An Owner's Manual

by Steve Nash; UniversityofNorth

Carolina Press (PO Box 2288,

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2288);

1999; $19:95 naper; 223 pp.; color

plates, maps, tables, endnotes, index.

The Blue Ridge Mountains/ cover

ing 17,000 squa re miles from

Penn sylvan ia to Georgia, constitute a

geographically and geological ly distinct

region of grea t natural richness. They

are also a source of wood pulp and saw

timber, a recipi ent of severe air pollu

tion, and-with three National Park

un its and seven National Forests-the

wilderness playground of the booming

Southeas t, both enjoyed and threatened

by the prosperous society that sur

round s them. Steve Nash, an environ

mental journalist and associate profes

sor of journalism at the University of

Richmond, has written a book unique

in its focus on the poss ible future of

this paradoxical paradi se within a spe

cific time period . What will hap pen to

the natural systems of the Blue Ridge,

he asks, over the next two decad es?

In his search for answers Nas h

combines sc holarly research with a

typicall y journalist ic use of intervi ews,

a marriage that yields a rich varie ty of

data and opinion. Eleven chapters out

line such age nts of cha nge as exotic

species, airborne pollutants, and devel 

opment pressures, in term s both quali

tati ve and statistical . Along the way

Nash scatters 21 se lf-co ntained side 

bars ca lled ."Solu tions ," which present

possible antidotes to the ruin predi cted

in the main text. These range from pol

lut ion controls to "s mart growth" zon

ing, but many share the all -too-famili ar

conjunction of technical feasibilit y with

political and soc ial difficulty.
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Nash deliberately avoids informa

tion from environmentalis ts and indus

try, relyi ng instead on what he beli eves

to be the more imp art ial evidence sup

plied by govem ment and acad emia .

Th is may seem a dubious preference to

those of us who have seen how much

less than impartial those sou rces can

be. But anyone fearing an optimistic

prognosis will be pleasa ntly surprised,

if there is any pleasure in having one's

grimmest visions confirmed. The mater

ial Nas h gathers speaks warningly for

itself, and his own sympathies with the

ca use of conservation are clear. "The

natural systems of the moun tain s," he

writes, "are of critica l import ance to us,

and in their own right. We can afford to

sus tain them ; we can' t afford not to."

Blue Ridge 2020 will se rve the

resident , visitor, and student of the

Blue Ridge as a compendium of eas ily

accessed information on the region. It

may also stand as a model for similar

reviews of knowledge about local

ecosystems. Perhaps most import ant, it

ca n point the way toward the use of

projections about the future as guid es

to responsible ac tion in the present.

Reviewed by JAY K A R DAN , writer
and conservation activist, Palmyra,

Virginia

N ature Lovers
Libr ar y ~
Recent ly published books that may

be of interest to conservationists

The Charged Border: Where Whales and
Humans Meet by Jim Nollman. 199 9.

Henry Holt and Compa ny, New York ,

NY. 249 pp. $25.

The Dawn ofConservation Diplomacy:
US-Canadian Wildlife Protection Treaties
in the Progressive Era by Kurkpatri ck

Dorsey. 1998 . University of Wash ington

Press, Seattle. 328 pp. $35.

Ecology: A Pocket Guide by Ern est

Call enb ach . 1998 . Un ivers ity of Cali 

forni a Press, Berk eley. 154 pp . $9.95.

Frogs:A Wildlife Handbook by Kim

Long. 1999. John son Books, Bould er,

Colorado. 192 pp. $ 15.95.

A Golden State: Mining and Economic
Development in GoldRush California
edited by James 1. Rawls and Richard 1.
Orsi. 1999. Universit y of Califom ia

Press, Berkeley. 325 pp . $50.

Green Culture: Environmental Rhetoric
in Contemporary America edited by Carl

G. Hemdl and Stuart C. Brown. 1996.

University of Wisconsin Press, Madison.

315 pp .

Green Volunteers: The World Guide to
Voluntary Work in Nature Conservation
edited by Fab io Ausenda. 1999. Green

Volunteers, Milano, Italy. 250 pp . $19.95.

An Invitation to Environmental
Philosophy ed ited by Anth ony Weston.

1999. Oxford Universit y Press, New

York, NY. 196 pp . $14.95.

Mountain Sheep of North America edited

by Raul Vald ez and Paul R. Krausman .

1999. University of Arizon a Press,

Tucson . 353 pp . $55.



The Pheasants ofthe World: Biology
and Natural History, Second Edition by \.

Paul A. Johnsgard. 1999 . Smithsonian

Institution Press, Washington, DC. 398

pp. $50.

Practical Approaches to the
Conservation of Biological Diversity
edited by Richard K. Baydack, Henry

Campa III, and Jonathan B. Haufler.

1999. Island Press, Washington, DC.

320 pp. $35.

The Salt House: A Summer on the
Dunes of Cape Cod by Cynthia

Hunt ington. 1999. University Press

of New England, Hanover, NH. 224

pp. $22.95.

Sunrise to Paradise: The Story ofMount
Rainer National Park by Ruth Kirk.

1999. University of Washington Press,

Seattle. 152 pp. $40.

Uphill Against Water: The Great
Dakota Water War by Peter Carrels.

1999. University of Nebraska Press,

Lincoln. 247 pp. $25.

The Way to the Salt Marsh: A John Hay
Reader edited by Christopher Merrill.

1998. University Press of New

England, Hanover, NH. 256 pp.

$15.95.

Whales ofthe West Coast by David A.E.

Spalding. 1998. Harbour Publishing,

British Columbia, Canada. 211 pp.

$18.95 .

Wildflowers of the Eastern United States
by Wilbur H. Duncan and Marion B.

Duncan. 1999 . University of Georgia

Press, Athens. 380 pp. $29.95.

A N NOU NCEMENTS

/

California Wilderness Conference 2000
The California Wi lderness Coal it ion, along w ith the Sierra Club, The W ilderness Society, and

numerous state organizations, is spo nsoring a conference to bui ld support for the effort to desig

nate addi tional W ild erness throughout Califo rnia. The gathering of activists, scientists, artists,

and policy-makers wi ll be held from M ay 5-7, 2000 at Cal ifornia State Un iversity Sacramento .

Hi ghli ghts will inclu de presentatio ns by Dave Foreman, Gary Snyder, and Do ug Scott and work

shops on grassroo ts organizing, land management issues, and conservat~ 2.tr,!~eg ies. For infor

mation or to get invol ved, contact Bob Schn eider, Verve Enterpri ses/CW C, 2402 Westernesse

Rd., Davis, CA 956 16; 530-304-6215 ; fax 530-758 -439 1; vervew dcn .davls.ca.us.

Carnivores 2000
Defenders of W ild life's th ird national co nference w ill be held in Denver, Colorado from

November 12- 15, 20 00 at the O mni Interlocken Resort Hotel. "Carnivores 2000" wi ll focus on
I-

predator bio logy and conservation in the 21st century. Submit proposals for l 'h -hour sessions

by Febru ary 29, 200 0; submit paper and poster proposals by M arch 30. For more information

or a brochure, contact Heather Pel let, Defenders of W i ld life, 100 1 14th St., NW, Suite 1400,

Washington, DC 200 05; 202-789-2844 ext. 315; carnivores2000@ defenders.org.

Northwest Wilderness Conference
The W ilderness Society, Wa shington W ilderness Coalit ion, and other organization s are spo nsor

ing the No rthwest Wi lderness & Parks Conference (NWWPC) from M arch 31-Ap ril 2, 2000. The

event w i ll be held at The Mountaineers Bui ldi ng in Seattle. For information co ntact NWWPC,

12730 9th Ave. NW, Seattle, WA 98 177; nwwpc@speakeasy.org; www.speakeasy.org/-nwwpc.

Wolf Conference
The Internationa l Wolf Center and Un iversity of Mi nnesota Du luth Un iversity Coll ege w i ll host

"Wolves: A Global Symposium" on Febru ary 23-26, 2000 in Du luth, MN. The gathering of wolf

advocates, agency person nel, bio logists, and NGOs w ill feature presentations by scientists from

around the world on wolf recovery and managemen t. For infor mat io n, co ntact International

Wo lf Symposium, UM D- University College, 25 1 Darland, 10 U niversity Dr ive, D ulu th, M N

558 12; 218-726-681 9; merickso@d.um n.edu .

SCB Meeting
The Annu al M eetin g of the Society for Conservation Bio logy w i ll be held from June 9-12, 2000

at the U niversity of M ontana, M issoula. Contact Fred All endorf (darw in@selway.umt.edu) or

Dan Pletscher (pletschwforestry.urnt.edu) or visit www.umt.edu/scb2000/ for information .

New volume of Nature literary Series available
Into the Field : A Guide to Local ly Focused Teaching offe rs ideas for educators with essaysby

Clare Wa lker Leslie, John Tallmadge, and Tom Wessels. This third volume in the Or ion Society's

Nature Literary Series is availab le ($10 postage paid) from the O rion Society at 195 Main St.,

Great Barrington, MA 01230 ; 88 8-909-6568 ; www.orionsociety.org.

Land Air Water: Environmental Law Society
The Envi ronmental Law Society at the Un iversity of O regon Schoo l of Law presents the 18th

Annual Publ ic Interest Envir onm ental Law Conference, "Six Billion Down stream," from Ma rch

2-5,2000, at the new W ill iam Knight Law Schoo l on the Un iversity of Oregon campus. Contact

the Schoo l of Law at L-A-W @law.uoregon .edu; www.pielc.uoregon.edu/.

Environment and Community Confer ence
The Center for Environmental Arts and Humaniti es at the Un iversity of Nevada, Reno w ill

sponsor the North American Interd iscipl inary Confe rence on Environment and Com munity from

February 10-1 2, 2000. Registration is $40 for students; $60 for non students. For information

co ntact Corey Lewis or Scott Siovic at 775-784-8015; corey@scs.unr.edu; slovic@unr.edu.
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Paper $10.95

Gila
Monster

Facts and Folklore
afAmerica's
Aztec Uzard

David E. Brown
and

Neil B. Carmony

Vampiro
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WILD ...

Paper $10.95

GilaMonster

Vampiro
TheVampire Bat
in Fact and
Fantasy

David E. Brown

EARTH

HOLDFAST
At Home in the Natural Wo rld

Kathlee n Dean Moore

!!
The Lyons Press
123 West 18 Street
New York, NY 10011

. (800) 836-051 0 ext 28
www. lyonspre ss.com

I N her new book, Kathleen Dean Moore's

writings "celebrate the surprises and

contradictions of the natural world and

gracefully remind us of our responsibility

tocareforit" (TheOregonianI.It's atouching

bookthatmakes forgreat fires idereading,

$20.00hardcover /ISBN 1-55821-780-0

Perspectives in
Bioregional Education
Edited by Frank Traina and Susan
Darley-Hill. For teachers , other
educators, and anyone interested in
bioregionalism and bioregional
education. Includes the history and
growth ofbioregionalism, core concepts,
bioreg ional educat ion in schools ,
methods being used in the classroom,
sample activities, and an extensive
resource list.

176 pages, ISBN 1-884008-17-8
$20/book - nonmembers of NMEE; $14/book· NAAEE members
plus $3.95 shipping & handling within the U.S. (See NAAEE's web site for shipping

& handling to other dest inat ions or for larger orders.)

North American Association for Environmental Education -- ---
Membe, Services Office i& _
Roc: ~~ri~;i~1°;;739 IA if

NORTH AMERICAN

Phone: (706) 764-2926, fax: (706) 764-2094
Web site: www.naaee.org

Singing
Stone
A Natural History
of the Escalante
Canyons

Thomas Lowe
Fleischner

Cloth $45 .00
Paper $17.95

Contested
Landscape

The Politics of
Wilderness in
Utah and the

West

Edited by
Doug Goodman

and
Daniel McCool

Paper $19.95
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"we abuse land because we regard it
as a com m odity belonging to us.

Whe1l we see land as a community
to which we belong, we may begin

to use it with love and respect."
- ALDO LEO PO LD.

FRO M TH E FORE WO RD TO

A SAND COUNTY A LMANA C (1 949 )

THE ESSENTIAL ALDO LEOPOlD
Quotatio ns and Com mentaries

Ediud by Curt Meine & Richard L Knight
Available at bookstores . Cloth $27.95
TH E UNIVERSIT Y OF W ISCO NSIN PR ESS

www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/

00
WILD·DUCK
REVIEW

c.'SEY W ALKER, EDITOR & P UBLI SH ER

P.O. Box 388 • NEVADA C ITY, C A 95959
530.478.0 I34 • Q UART ERLY · SAMPLE $4

"In Wild Duck Review the lite rary arts,
ecological conciousness and activism arc
communicating, informing each othe r. If
1171d Duck Review isn 't cultural pol itics, I
don 't know-wh at is. Su bsc ribe. Read it."

- GARY SNYDE R

GARY S NYD ER • PH IL IP

L EVIN E • J AN E HIRSHFI ELD .

A N N E & P A UL EHR L I CH

DAV ID BR OW ER • J ERR Y

M ANDER • W END ELL B ERRY

JOA N N A MA CY • G EOR G E

K EITHL EY • T OM H AYD EN

J AC K~URNER • D AVID ABRAM

A N N,I C K S MI T H • JI M

HARRI SON • BARBARA RA S

ED ; M CCLANAHAN • M ARC

R F.ISN ER • D AVE F OR EMAN

p irTIANN R OGERS • C .L.

R~WLINS • G ALWAY K INN ELL

DO UG PEACOCK ' . M ICHAEL

I---...
J

SOU LE · C .A . B O W E R S

TER RY T EMPEST WILLIAMS

"

www.
milkweed.

org
o

M I LKWEED
IDITI ON S

Ecology ofa
Cracker
Childhood
Janisse Ray
"Ianisse
Ray knows
that her
region's
story and
her own
story are
insepara
ble; in
many ways
they are th e
same story.... Well don e
and very moving."

- Wendell Berry
"Ianisse Ray is a strong

and imaginative wr iter."
- Peter Matthiessen
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B Y MA RY BY R D D AVI S

$5 .:. Availablefrom

Wild Earth

P.O. Box455
Richmond, VT 05477

802/434-4077

info@wild-earth.org

by Reed Noss, Ph.D.

A superb guide for the conse rvation activist, agency employee,

planner. or citizen who wants to know something about

ecosystem management without poring through

stacks of books, scientific articles. and

agency reports. •:. 36 pages with

supporting tabl es and figures.

Produ ced in collaboration

with Wild Earth.

Old Growth
in the East:

A Survey

A descriptive inventory ofold-growth

[o rest tracts east ofthe Great Pla ins.

Pap~r; spiral-bound; 149 Pl"

Price: 20 (SIS for IWd Earth

subscribers). Orner from: Wild Earth .

P.O. Box 455. Richmond. VT 05477

802I434-4D77



CD-ROM Features:

• 21 video clips of
E.O. Wilson

• 15 detailed world maps

• 10 interactive models

• 80 essays

• 2 in-depth case studies

• More than 100 overviews
of important regions,
taxa, and issues

• Active links to related
websites i

• More than 1000 full-color
photographs

1\', ,~

Videa clips of E.O. Wilson discussing
his own experiences, studies, and
insights introduce each of the major
fopics. Wilson also offers challenging
and engaging questionsthat help
students get the most out of a wide
varietyof interactive activities.

Dan L. Perlman
has taught conservation
biology at Harvard University
for nin e years, In addi tion to
teachin g all ages from pre
school to post-graduate educa
tion for college professors and
professionals. He has designed
curr icula, co-authored with
Glenn Adelson the textbook
Biodi vCl'sit y:Explol'ing Value.~

and Prim'it ies i l l COllsena
t ion (Blackwell, 199i) and is
a natu re photographer and
former systems analyst

Announcing an interactive learning
experience for stue/ying conservation
biology ane/ environmental science...

Conserving Earth's

T
he Cm~se1'ving Ea1-tl~'s Biodi~ersity ,wi_t!~ ,
E.O. Wtlson CD~ROM IS an enti rely new way to~'

study and teach conservation biology and envi
ronmental science. Created from the ground up to
make the most of todays multimedia technology, it
provides a rich learn ing experience and a wealth of
valuable information and materials that build upon
and enhance traditional approaches to the subject.
The program's insightful pedagogy combined with a
unique use of multimedia make it an ideal comple
ment to any standard textbook.

The structure of ConseJ'ving Ea1'th's Biodiversity
is based on the teachings and writings of renowned
biologist Edward O. Wilson of Harvard University.The
program introduces a wide variety of topics and helps
students understand the major aspects of conserva
tion biology, including its biological. social, political.
and economic elements. Throughout, the program
focuses on what needs to be known and understood
in order to effectively protect biodiversity.

bU Edward O. Wilson and Dan L. Perlman

About the Authors:
Edward O. Wilson
is University Professor
Emeritus at Harvard Univer
sity. Arguably th e most impor
tant evolutionary biologist of
his time, he has made seminal
contributions to the study of
evolution and ecology.crea ted
the field of sociobiology,and
was one of the earliest voices
to speak out about biodivers ity
loss. Among his books are Tile
Diversity of Life {Harvard.
1992~ Nat uml ist {Island Press.
1994~ In Search of Nat lire
(Island Press. 1996) and
Con.~ilie llce {Knopf. 1998~

.... . . ... ......

" '~ ( .;/

0_.- - .- - -0- - _.--- .- ..- .- ..- .- .-...

= --

~~l""~ ~.-- -,.. ......

Ten interactive models enable
learners fo explore quantifotive
fopics in conservation biology
and biodiversity studies.

Learners can zoom in and study
details of the fifteen maps, and can
comparemultiple maps fo gain a
deeper undersfonding of human
environment interactions.

CD-ROM for W indows a nd :Ma cO S

CD-ROM with Use r's Guide : $39.95
ISBN: 1-55963-773-0

CD-ROM with User's G uide and Instructor 's
Ma nua l: $39.95 ISBN: 1·55963-774-9

BOO K S

th e e nv i r on me n t a l p ubl i sh er

SHEARWAT ER
Island Press

\
Box 7, Dept. 4WE, Covelo, CA 95428 • 707·983 ·643 2 (outside the continental U.S.) • 707.983 ·64 14 (FAX] • 1 ·800·828·1302

For a FREE DEMO and secure online ordering, visit www.islandpress.org/wilsoncd/

In-depthcase studiesof conservation
sites in the developing and developed
worlds (Cosla Rica and CapeCod,
U.S.), along with many othershort
examples, demonstrate real-world
applications of theoretical concepts.
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Statemeu t of O wnersh ip , l\lanag emenl, and
Circn la lio n (Heq uired by 39 USC 3685)
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, Date of Fili ng: 9/14/99
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No. of issues published annually: 4
Annual subscription price: 525
Mailing address of publication: P.O. Box 455,

Richmond, VT 05477
Editor: Tom Butler
Owner: The Cenozoic Society, Inc. (a non

profit corporation)
Bondholders and Mortgages: none
The purpose, non-profit status, and exempt

status for Federal income tax purposes has
not changed in the preceding 12 months.

Avg. preceding yr.lActual no. nearest filing
Total No. copies: 9500/9500
Paid and/or Requested Circulation: (1) Sales

through Dealers and Carriers, Street
Vendors, and Counter Sales: 3164/3370; (2)
Paid or Hequested Mail Subscriptions:
3743/3784

Total Paid and/or Hequested Circulation:
6887/7154

Free Distribution by Mail: 791/966
Free Distribution Outside Mail: 1233/1380
Total Free Distribution: 2024/2346
Total Distribution:
Copies Not Distributed (1) Qffice Use,
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Two Competitive Residential
Flat Rate Plans
1) Plain (l1Id Simple: flat ra te of 15¢/m in .

on all d irect dial our-of-state calls, 24

hour s a day, every day.*
2) Siy.lplex 2: 10¢/1T! in . on all d ireccdial,

02-t -of-state calls m ade be tween 7pm

and 7am Monday through Fr id ay and

all day Saturday and Sunday. 25¢/min .

during peak hours (7am-7pm M onday

through Friday).

T hat's right! Every cal l you make

suppo~s \Vrld Earth. Affin iry Corp., our

long-distance fundraising partner, will

return 5% of your long-distance calls

to our sav ings fund .

~.
COLLEGE

Outdoor
Leadership '
Positions

• Lead HS volunteer conservation crews '
• 4-5 weeks in summer, nationwide '

• Competitive salary ' Training provided '
• Minimum age 21 •

• WFA mandatory; WFR preferred '
Contact:

Student Conservation Association, Inc.
603-543-1700

ewe-program@sca-ine.org
www.sca-inc.org

A lasting voice. . .
';.:i 1

\X'ith a bequest co -. - .
Wild Earth, you'll
help ~nsure that
we continue co
reach ever g reater
numbers with the
inspired message
of wildlands recovery and protection .

Please consider including Wild Earth
in your will. For more informat ion
on th is or other g iving opti ons, please
contact your estate planner or call us
at 802/434-4077 .

Master of Science in Environmental Studies
Summer Intensive Program

June 26th - August 25th, 2000

This program offers summer courses and winter research
leading to the Master oj Science in Environmental Studies degree.

As environmental issues cut across academic disciplines,
so should the training oj environmental proJessionals.

Graduate School of Environmental Studies
Bard College

PO Box 5000 • Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504-5 000

914-758-7073
e-mail: gsesinfo@bard.edu Web: htrpv/wwwbard.edu
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We list here only the major articles of each issue, by partial
title or subjec t. For a more complete listing, requ est a
comprehensive Back Issues li st (see form on last page). ,.

BACK s
1/Spring 1991 • Ecological Foundations for Big
Wilderness, Howie Wolke on The Impoverished
Landscape, Reed Noss on Florida Ecosystem
Restoration, Biodiversity & Corridors in Klamath
Mtns., Earth First! Wilderness Preserve System, GYE
Marshall Plan, Dolores LaChapelle on Wild .
Humans, and Bill McCormick's Is Popu lation
Control Genocide?

2/Summer 1991 • Dave Foreman on the New
Conservation Movernent, Ancient Forests: The
Perpetual Crisis, Wolke on The Wild Rockies,
Grizzly Hunting in Montana, Noss on What
Wilderness Can Do for Biodiversity, Mendocino NF
Reserve Proposa l, Christopher Manes on the
Cenozoic Era, and Part 2 of McCormick'sIsPopula
tion Control Genocide?

3/Fa1l1991 • SOLDOUT (but photocopiesof arti
cles available). The New Conservation Movement
continued. Farley Mowat on James Bay, George
Washington National Forest, the Red Wolf, George
Wuerthner on theYellowstone Elk Controversy, The
Problemsof PostModernWilderness by Michael P.
Cohen and Part 3 of McCormick's Is Population
Control Genocide?

4/Winter 1991/92 • Devastation in the North, Rod
Nash on Island Civilization, North American
Wilderness Recovery Strategy, Wilderness in
Canada, Canadian National Parks, Hidden Costs of
Natural Gas Development, A View of James Bay
from Quebec, Noss on Biologists and Biophiles,
BLM Wilderness in AI., Wilderness Around the
Finger Lakes: A Vision,National ORV Task Force

5/Spring 1992 • Foreman on ranching, Ecological
Costs of Livestock, Wuerthner on Gunning Down
Bison, Mollie Matteson on Devotion to Trout and
Habitat, Walden, TheNortheastKingdom, Southern
Rockies Ecosystem Protection, Conservation is
Good Work by Wendell Berry, Representing the
Livesof Plants and Animals by Gary Paul Nabhan,
and The Reinvention of the American Frontier by
Frank and Deborah Popper

6/Summer 1992 • The Need for PoliticallyActive
Biologists, US Endangered Species Crisis Primer,
Wuerthner on Forest Health, Ancient Forest Legisla
tion Dialogue, Toward Realistic Appeals and
Lawsuits, Naomi Rachel on Civil Disobedience,
Victor Rozek on The Cost of Compromise, The
Practical Relevance of Deep Ecology, and An
Ecofeminist'sQuandary

7/Fall 1992 • How to Save the Nationals, The
Backlash Against the ESA, Saving Grandfather
Mountain, Conserving Diversity in the 20th
Century, Southern California Biodiversity, Old
Growth in the Adirondacks, Practicing Bioregion
alism, Biodiversity Conservation Areas in AI. and
NM, Big BendEcosystem Proposal, GeorgeSessions
on Radical Environmentalism in the 90s, Max
Oelschlaeger on Mountains that Walk, and Mollie
Matteson on TheDignity of Wild Things

8/Winter 1992/93 • Critique of Patriarchal Man
agement, Mary O'Brien's Risk Assessment in the
Northern Rockies, Is it Un-Biocentric to Manage?,
Reef Ecosystems and Resources, Grassroots
Resistance in Developing Nations, Wuerthner's
Greater Desert Wildlands Proposal, Wolke on Bad
Science, Homo Carcinomicus, Natural Law and
HumanPopulation Growth, Excerpts from Tracking
& the ArtofSeeingand Ghost Bears

Wildlands Project Special Issue #1 • TWP(North
American Wilderness Recovery Strategy) Mission
Statement, Ness's WildlandsConservation Strategy,
Foreman on Developing a Regional Wilderness
Recovery Plan, Primeval Adirondacks, Southern
Appalachians Proposal, National Roadless Area
Map, NREPA, Gary Snyder's Coming into the
Watershed, Regenerating Scotland's Caledonian
Forest, Geographic Information Systems

9/Spring 1993 • The Unpredictable as a Source of
Hope, Why Glenn Parton is a Primitivist, Hydro
Quebec Construction Continues, RESTORE: The
North Woods, Temperate ForestNetworks, The Mit
igation Scam, Bill McKibben's Proposal for a Park
Without Fences, Arne Naess on the Breadth and
Limits of the Deep Ecology Movement, Mary de La
Valette saysMalthus Was Right, Ness's Preliminary
Biodiversity Plan for the Oregon Coast, Eco-Porn
andthe Manipulation of Desire

10/Summer 1993 • Greg McNamee questions
Arizona's Floating Desert, Foreman on Eastern
Forest Recovery, Is Ozone Affecting our Forests?,
Wolke on the Greater Salmon/Selway Project, Deep
Ecology in the Former Soviet Union, Topophilia,
Ray Vaughan and Nedd Mudd advocate,Alabama
Wildlands, Incorporating Bear, The Presence of the
Absence of Nature, Facing the Immigration Issue

11/Fall 1993 • Crawling by Gary Snyder, Dave
Will is challenges handicapped access develop
ments, Biodiversity in the Selkirk Mtns., Mono
culturesWorth Preserving, Partial Solutionsto Road
Impacts, Kittatinny Raptor Corridor, Changing
State Forestry Laws, Wild & Scenic Rivers Act,
Wuerthner EnvisionsWildland Restoration, Toward
[Population] Policy That DoesLeast Harm, Dolores
LaChappelle's Rh izome Connection

12/Winter 1993/94 • A Plea for Biological Hones
ty, A Plea for Political Honesty, Endangered
Invertebratesand How to Worry AboutThem, Faith
Thompson Campbell on Exotic Pests of American
Forests, Mitch Lansky on The Northern Forest,
Human Fear Diminishes Diversity in Rocky Mtn.
Forests, Gonzo Law #2: The Freedom of Informa
tion Act, Foreman on NREPA and the Evolving
Wilderness Area Model, Rocky Mtn. Nat. Park
Reserve Proposal, Harvey Locke on Yellowstone to
Yukon campaign

13/Spring 1994 • Ed Abbey posthumously decries
TheEnemy, David Clarke Burks's Place of theWild,
Ecosystem Mismanagement in Southern Appala
chia, Mohawk Park Proposal, RESTORE vs. Whole
TreeLogging, Noss & Cooperrideron SavingAquat
ic Biodiversity, Atlantic Canada Regional Report,
Paul Watson on Neptune's Navy, The Restoration
Alternative, Intercontinental Forest Defense, Chris
McGrory-Klyza outlines Lessons from Vermont
Wilderness

14/Summer 1994 • Bil Alverson's Habitat Island of
Dr. Moreau, Bob Leverett's Eastern Old Growth
Definitional Dilemma, Wolke against Butchering
the Big Wild, FWS Experiments on Endangered
Species, Serpentine Biodiversity, Andy Kerr pro
motesHempto Save the Forests, Mappingthe Ter
rain of Hope, A Walk Down Camp Branch by
Wendell Berry, Carrying Capacity and the Death of
a Culture by Will iam Catton lr., Industrial Culture
vs. Trout

15/Fall 1994 • BC Raincoast Wilderness, Algoma
Highlands, Helping Protect Canada's Forests,
Central Appalachian Forests Activist Guide,
Reconsidering Fish Stocking of High Wilderness
Lakes, Using General Land Office Survey Notes in
Ecosystem Mapping, Gonzo Law #4: Finding Your
Own Lawyer, The Role of Radio in Spreading the
Biodiversity Message, Jamie Sayen and Rudy
Engholm'sThoreau Wildefness Proposal

16/Winter 1994J95 • Ecosystem Management
Cannot Work, Great Lakes Biodiversitj, Peregrine
Falcons in Urban Environments, State Complicity in
Wildlife Losses, How to BurnYour Favorite Forest,
ROAD-RIPort #2, Recovery of the Common Lands,
A Critique and Defensesof the Wilderness Idea by
J. Baird Callicott, Dave Foreman, and Reed Noss

~ 7/Spring 1995 • Christopher Manes pits Free
Marketeers vs. Traditional Environmentalists, Last
Chance for the Prairie Dog, interview with,tracker
Susan Morse, Befriending a Central Hardwood
Forest part 1, Economics for the Community of Life:
Part 1, Minnesota Biosphere Recovery, Michael
Frome insists Wilderness Does Work, Wilderness or
Biosphere Reserve: Is That a Question?, Deep
Grammar by J. Baird Callicott

18/Summer 1995 • Wolke on Loss of Place, Dick
Carter on Utah Wilderness: The First Decade, WE
Reader Survey Results, Ecological Differences
Between Logging and Wildfire, Bernd Heinrich on
Bumblebee Ecology, Michael Soule on the Health
Implicationsof Global Warming, Peter Brussard on
Nevada Biodiversity Initiative, Preliminary Colum
bia Mtns. Conservation Plan, Environmental Conse
quencesof Having a Baby in the US

19/Fa1l1995 • SOLD OUT (but photocopiesof arti
cles available). Wendell Berry on Private Property
and the Common Wealth, Eastside Forest Restora
tion, Global Warming and The Wildlands Project,
Paul [, Kalisz on Sustainable Silviculture in Eastern
Hardwood Forests, Old Growth in theCatskillsand
Adirondacks, Threatened Eastern Old Growth,
Andy Kerron Cow Cops, Fending of SLAPPS, Using
Conservation Easements to save wildlands, David
Orton on Wilderness and FirstNations

20/Winter 1995/96 • TWP Special Issue #2.
Testimony from Terry Tempest Will iams, Foreman's
Wilderness: From Scenery to Strategy, Noss on
Science Grounding Strategy and The Role of
Endangered Ecosystems in TWP, RozMcClellan ex
plains how Mapping Reserves Wins Commitments,
Second Chance for theNorthern Forest: Headwaters
Proposal, Klamath/Siskiyou Biodiversity Conserva
tion Plan, Wilderness Areas and National Parks in
Wildland Proposal, ROAD-RIP and TWp, Steve
Trombulak, jim Strittholt, and Reed Noss confront
Obstacles to Implementing TWPVision

211Spring 1996 • Bill McKibben on Finding
Common Ground with Conservatives, Public Nat
uralization Projects, CurtSteger on EcologicalCon
dition of AdirondackLakes, Acid Rain in theAdiron
dacks, Bob Mueller on Central Appalachian Plant
Distribution, Brian Tokar on Biotechnology vs,Bio
diversity, Stephanie Mills on Leopold'sShack,Soule
asks Are Ecosystem Processes Enough?, Poems for
the Wild Earth, Limitations of Conservation Ease
ments, Kerron Environmental Groups and Political
Organization
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22/Summer 1996 • McKibben on Text, Civility,
Conservation and Community, Eastside Forest Res
toration Forum, Grazingand Forest Health, debut of
Landscape Stories department, Friends of the
Boundary Waters Wilderness, Private Lands in
Ecological Reserves, Public InstitutionsTwisting the
Ear of Congress, Laura Westra's Ecosystem Integrity
and the Fish Wars, Caribou Commons Wilderness
Proposal for Manitoba

24/Winter 1996/97 • SOLD OUT (but photocopies
of articlesavailable). Opposing Wilderness Decon
struction: Gary Snyder, Dave Foreman, George
Sessions, Don Waller, Michael McCloskey respond
to attackson wilderness -TheAldo Leopold Founda
tion, Grand Fir Mosaic, eastern old-growth report,
environmental leadership. Andy Robinson on grass
roots fundraising, Edward Grumbine on Using
Biodiversity asa justification for Nature Protection,
Rick Bass on the Yaak Valley, Bill McCormick on
Reproductive Sanity, and portrait of a Blunt-nosed
Leopard Lizard .
25/Spring 1997 • Perceiv ing the Diversity of Life:
David Abram's Returning to Our Animal Senses,
Stephanie Kaza .on Shedding Stereotypes, jerry
Mander on Technologies of Globalization, Christo
pher Manes's Contact and the Solid Earth, Connie
Barlow Re-Stories Biodiversity by Way of Science,
Imperiled Freshwater Clams, WildWaters Project,
eastern old-growth report, American Sycamore,
Kathleen DeanMoore'sTraveling theLogging Road,
Mollie Matteson's Wolf Re-story-ation, Maxine
McCloskey on Protected Areas on the High Seas

26/Summer 1997 • Doug Peacock on the Yellow
stone Bison Slaughter, Reed Noss on Endangered
Major Ecosystems of the United States, Dave
Foreman challenges biologists, Hugh litis chal
lengesabiologists, VirginiaAbernethy explains How
Population Growth Discourages Environmentally
Sound Behavior. Gaian Ecologyand Environmenta
lism, The Bottom Line on Option Nine, Eastern Old
Growth Report, How Government Tax Subsidies
Destroy Habitat, Geology in Reserve Design, part 2
of NPS Prescribed Fires in the Post-Yel lowstone Era

27/FaIl 1997 ' SOLD OUT (but photocopiesof arti
cles available). Bill McKibben discusses job and
Wilderness, Anne LaBastille values Silence, Allen
Cooperrider and David johnston discussChanges in
the Desert, Donald Worster on The Wilderness of
History, Nancy Smith on Forever Wild Easements in
New England, George Wuerthner on Subdivisions
and Extractive Industries, More Threatened Eastern
Old Growth, part 2, the Precautionary Principle,
North and South Carolina's Iocasse Gorges, Effects
of Climate Changeon Butterflies, the Northern Right
Whale, Integrating Conservation and Community in
the San juan Mtns., Las Vegas Leopard Frog

28/Winter 1997/98 • Overpopulation Issue
explores the factors of the I=PAT model: Gretchen
Daily & Paul Ehrlich on Population Extinction and
the Biodiversity Crisis, Stephanie Mills revisitsnulli
parity, Alexandra Morton on the impacts of sa lmon
farming, Sandy Irvine punctures pro-natalist myths,
William Catton [r, on carrying capacity, Virginia
Abernethy considers premodern population plan
ning, Stephanie Kaza on affluenceand the costs of
consumption, Kirkpatrick Salecriticizes theTechno
logical Imperative, McKibben addresses overpopu
lation One (Child) Family at a lime, Interview with
Stuart Pimm, Resources for Population Publications
& Overpopulation Action, Spotlight on Ebola Virus

29/Spring 1998 • Interview with David Brower,
Anthony Ricciardi on the Exotic Species Problem
and Freshwater Conservation, George Wuerthner
explores the MythsWe Live By, forum on ballot ini
tiatives, johnClark & Alexis Lathem consider Electric
Restructuring, Paul Faulstich on Geophilia, critiques
of motorized wreckreation, Mitch Friedman's Earth
in the Balance Sheet, Anne Woiwode on Pittman
Robinson, Peter Friederici's Tracks, Eastern Old
Growth, Connie Barlow'sAbsta iners

30/Summer 1998 • Wildlands Philanthropy tradi
tion discussed by Robin Winks, john Davis on
Private Wealth Protecting Public Values, Doug
Tompkins on Ph ilanthropy, Cultural Decadence, &
Wild Nature, Sweet Water Trust saves wildlands in
New England, A lime Line of Land Protection in the
US, Rupert·Cutler on Land Trusts and Wildlands
Protection, profiles of conservation heroes Howard
Zahniser, Ern ie Dickerman, & Mardy Murie,
Michael Frome recollects the wilderness wars,
David Carle explores early conservation activism
and National Parks, and Barry Lopez on The
Language of Animals

31/Fall 1998 • Agriculture & Biodiversity exam
ined by Paul Shepard, Catherine Badgley, Wes
jackson, and Frieda Knobloch, Scott Russell Sanders
on Landscape and Imagination, Amy Seidl address
es exotics, Steve Trombulak on the Language of
Despoilment, George Wuerthner & Andy Kerr on
livestock grazing, Rewilding paper by Michael
Soule & Reed Noss, Gary Nabhan critiques the
Terminals of Seduction, Noss asks whether conser
vation biology needs natural history, Y2Y part 2,
profile of Dan Luten

32/Winter 1998/99 • A Wilderness Revival per
spectives from Bill Meadows on the American
Heart, juri Peepre on Canada, Jamie Sayen on the
Northern Appalachians, and john Elder on theedge
of wi lderness, Louisa Willcox on grizzlies, politics
from Carl Pope, Ken Rait's Heritage Forests, j im
[ontz's Big Wilderness Legislative Strategy, Debbie
Sease & Melanie Griffin's stormy political forecast,

Mike Matz's Domino Theory, Wilderness campaign
updates from Oregon, California, Nevada, Grand
Canyon, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah,
NREPA, focal speciespaper by Brian Miller et al.

33/Spring 1999 • Coming Home to the Wild Flo
Shepard, Paul Rezendes, Glendon Brunk, and
Kelpie Wilson imagine rewilding ourselves, Paul
Martin and David Burneysuggest we Bring Back the
Elephants! and Connie Barlow discusses Rewilding
for Evolution, Freeman House on restoring sa lmon,
john Davis on Anchoring the Millennial Ark, Chris
Genovali exposes risks to Canada's Great Bear
Ra inforest, Madsen and Peepre on saving Yukon's
rivers, Bryan Bird on roads and snags, George
Wuerthneron population growth, Brock Evansuses
wild language, and john Terborgh and Michael
Soule's "Why We Need Megareserves: Large-scale
Networksand How to DesignThem"

34/Summer 1999 • Carnivore Ecology and
Recovery"The Role of Top Carnivores in Regu lating
Terrestrial Ecosystems" by Terborgh et al., Todd
Wilkinson on the Yellowstone Grizzlies Delisting
Dilemma, Wolves for Oregon,Carnivores Rewilding
Texas, fireecologist lim Ingalsbee suggests we Learn
from the Burn, David Orr continues the Not-So
Great Wilderness Debate, Tom Fleischner on
Revitalizing Natural History, j im Northup remem
bers Wildlands Philanthropist joseph Battell, the
ContinuingStory of theAmerican Chestnut

35/Fall 1999 • Nina Leopold Bradley, David
Ehrenfeld, Terry Tempest Will iams, and Curt Meine
celebrate Leopold's legacy, wild lands philanthropy
saves forests in Washington & California, Thomas
Valedispelsthe Myth of the Humanized Landscape,
articles on IndigenousKnowledge and Conservation
Policy in Papua New Guineaand threats to north
west Siberia's cultural & biological diversity, janisse
Ray takes us to the Land of the Longleaf, Robert
Hunter jones critiques NPS fire policy at Crater
Lake, State of the Southern Rockies and the Grand
Canyon Ecoregions, Sizing Up Sprawl

Additional Wild EarthPublications

Old Growth in the East:A Survey
by Mary Byrd Davis

Special Paper #1: How to Design an Ecological
Reserve System by Stephen C.Trombulak

Special Paper #2: WhileMapping Wildlands,
Don't Forget the Aliens by Faith T. Campbell

Special Paper #3: A Citizen's Guideto Ecosystem
Management by Reed Noss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Please complete form and return w ith payment in enclosed enve lope. Back issues are $8/ea .
for WE subscribers, $1Olea. for nonmembers, postpa id in US. (. denotes issue is sold out )

Spring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fall • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0
Winter 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

o Wi ld Earth's fi rst speci al issue on
The W ild la nds Pro ject (19 92)

o com p rehensive Back Issues list (free)
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# back issues (@ $8 o r $10)
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Trogon elegans

illustration and text by Narca Moore-Craig
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Sp ot light

Elegant Trogons inhabit the deep, sycamore-lined

canyops and oak-clad slopes of the Southwest

borderland s during the nestin g season. A hoarse,

croaking co-ali announces their presence, for

alth ough brilli antl y colored, trogons are unobtrusive

creatures, usually heard before see n.

Elegant Trogons nest in abandoned woodpecker

cavities in sycamores or oaks. They feed on a wide

variety of insects and large caterpillars and on small

fruits such as wild grapes, often hoverin g before a

cluster of fruit before pluckin g one. «

Narca Moore-Craig, a past president of Western Field Ornithologists , has led trips to man y ofthe ioorld's birding hotspots, illustrating numerous species along the way.
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SAVE TIME AND PAPER- CH ECK YOUR LABEL AND RENEW EARLY!
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th Street. NE. Washington. DC 20002
.alaskawlld.org • Info@alaskawild.org

phone(202) 544·5205

I:{;f:lc National Wildlife Refuge. everyone
Qlar bears areon the top of the food chain

v.':may not know is that oil giant BP Amoco
19 turn "America's Serengetl" into an industri

•
~t_ of pipelines. roads. drilling pads. and othe,~

es. That's not just bad news for bears. caribql!,
<;r wildlife. At stake is the integrity of our
entire system of protected public lands. jf w

ve Alaska's last stretch of protected Arctic
tllne, will any wilderness area in America be safe?

ind howyou can help defend the Arctic Refu
t< spectacular wild lands in Alaska. contact t

ska Wilderness League today.
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